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The News Has Been

HOLLAND CITY NEWS

A

Constructive Booster for
Holland Since 1872

Volume Number 65
H. J. Heinz Co.

For Storage
THE LOCAL COMPANY STARTED WITH SALTING HOUSE
IN 1897

Growth Has Been Gradual

But

SubstantialPlant 1» Boon To

Farmers
It is rather good industrial

news

to relate that the H. J. Heinz Co.

completed negotiationswhereby the
old Vac-A-Tap building on the
north side of Lake Macatawa has

been purchased by the company
and it will be used largely for
storage and as a distribution point
for this area. The old gelatine fac-

tory has been known for many
years as a strong building,substantially constructed,with 54,000

PLOW THAT WILL THROW
A SIX-FOOT FURROW
A

Primaries Next

SAVES CROPS

To Local Folks
ONE WANTS TO SEE A MILITARY EXECUTION OF
^ WHICH THERE ARE
MANY IN CHINA
“Chuck’’ Bertsch son of Mr. and

Mrs. Fred Bertsch, US-31, Park
road aad Ray Boot son of missionary Harry Boot, China, two students at Hope collegeleft Holland
the end of April to ‘'Hitch Hike'’
to the Pacific const and to work
their way aboard ship to China,
the destinationbeing the home of
Mr. Boots’ parents.Well, the young
men reached the Orient sometime
ago and in fact are either on their

Ray Boot and

Charles “Chuck" | way home after visiting in the
Bertsch, the first a son of miss- Philippinesfor a short stay. It is
ionariea, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Boot expected they will be in Holland
and Mr. Bertsch, son of Mr. and within a fortnight.The Holland
Mrs. Bertsch of US31, Park road, boys on land, hitch hiked moat of
are here seen riding in rickashaws the way and on water, worked thair
in China. The boys are now on their way across.

Left Accident

PICKING FRUITS EARLY

Hikers” Write

Tuesday Very
Important

fire-fighting
plow that will
turn a furrow six-feet wide in
sandy soil is being developed at
the state forest nre experiment
station near Roscommon by Gilbert REPUBLICANS HAVE 27
S. .Stewart, forest fire technician COUNTY CANDIDATES CONof the department of conservation,
TENDING FOR OFFICE
who is in charge of the station.
The plow will be of extraordin- Change In Supervisors and Sunday
arily heavy type and mounted on
Closing Question Will Be on
rubber-tired wheels for speedy
SeparateBallots
transport on the highway and mobility in the woods.
It is expected to be more effecThe statewide primary election
tive than the plows now generally will be a very important one next
in use by cutting through heavier week Tuesday and the polls, in Holroots and other similar obstruc- land will be open from 7 A. M. untions. When drawn by a tractor til 6 P. M. The Republicans will
the plow can be used to turn wide vote from Governor, United States
fire lines along the sides and Senator, congressman,legislature
around the “head" of forest fires. and county ticket down.
In Ottawa County the Republicans
have boon most active in behalf
ZEELAND ALDERMEN DO
of their county ticket, since there
PLENTY. OF BUSINESS
are seven candidates for sheriff,
AT MEETING namely, Frank Van Etta, William
Members of the city council M. Boeve, Marvin F. Den Herder,
Peter A. Lievense, Benjamin H.
Tuesday evening decided to attend
Edward Rycenga and Jack
the Michigan Municipal league Rosema,
Spangler.
convention in Muskegon Sept. 16,
Judge of Probate:— Cora Vande
17 and 18.

Number 38

China “Hitch-

TWO HOLLAND BOYS IN CHINA RETURNING

Town Where

Folks Really Live

Holland, Michigan, Thursday, September 10, 1936

A

Buys Vac-A-Tap

Holland, the

return trip or are about to return
the same way as they came. An interesting letter was received by
Mr. and Mrs. Bertsch from their
son dated July 29. The missive
states in part ns follows:

Picking the so-calletl soft fruit
such as the tomato, peach, grape,
or strawberry while they are still
rather green may be necessary in
areas of Michiganaffectedby the
Alabama moth, says Ray Hutton,
Michigan State College entomologist. This moth is the only one
in this section capable of piercing
the skin of soft, ripe fruits.
This is done by means of spines
on its mouthparts. The insect then
feeds upon the juices which exude
and upon the soft tissue just beneath the skin. The result is watersoaked areas, which serve as entries for fungi, lacking the fruit
before it ripens fully is the only
means of preventing injury.

HOLDING SCHOOLS OF
INSTRUCTION FOR VOTERS
HAS BEEN VERY

Scene, Verdict
of

Twelve Mei

HOLLAND MAN’S CASE

U

TRIED FOLLOWING DI8AGREEMENT IN 1ST TRIAL
Dan Sassalos, Holland was fo
guilty of leaving the scene of
accident ,by the jury in ci
court Tuesday afternoon.The
was retried following a ‘
ment of the jury at the flrat
held in the May term of cii
court.

Judge Fred T. Milea sent
the respondentimmediately fc
lowing the jury ’a verdict with
fine of $100 and costa of $50. Thtj
amount was paid and Saasaloi
discharged from further obliga*J
lion to the court.

COMMENDABLE

Sassalos was charged with
tiding with a car driven by Wil
Tonight, Thurtday,a school of Prelesnikof Agnew on US-81
tine Co. had discontinuedbusiness,
instructionis being held for pros- ly in the y«r. In the Prelesnik
the building was used by the HoH
pective citjzens who expect bo bo was Erhardt Groth of Agnew wl
Changchow,
Fukien,
China
land-Maid washing machine, a local
naturalized.A meeting was called was seriously injured,
July 29, 1936
product, which was later renamed
by representative,,Ed Brouwer failed to stop and give assist
Dear Folks,
the Vac-A-Tap. The H. J. Heinz
who for the past year has been con- claiming to the court that he
Stanley Lievense,son of Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. John Van Til, Mr.
It looks as if I am going to he
Co. plant in this city is the second
Water, Ed Soule.
Mrs. Peter Lievense.64 West 17th and Mrs. Guy Schaftener,Ray Van- up here inland for about a week, ducting these schools of instruction not believe he had hit the oncomThe
milk
report
submitted
by
the
largest of all its plants employpracticallyevery month with the ing car. He claimed not to htve j
Prosecuting Attorney:— John R. St. arrived here Monday evening
ing 200 employees the year 'round health officer brought out the fact,
den Brink ami Misses Margaret »« I think I better get my weekly assistance of County Clerk, Wil- known of the accident until
Dethmera,Raymond L. Smith.
to
spend
a
12-day
furlough
here.
, letter off now, rest it miss the only
— the one in Pittsburgh teing the the local dairymen,with the exliam Wilds. This school this even- read of it in a newspaperwhen he
County Treasurer: — .John H. Stanley is training at the Naval and Whilmina Poll have returned mail from down at Amoy.
ception of one, had to purchase
great central plant.
ing is preparatory to the examin- notifiedthe police officers. The]
Meyer, Joseph Swartz, John H. Den Trainingstation at Newport, R.I. to Holland from a week’s trip.
ny
It
milk
from
the
local
baby
food
manSoil in Ottawa and Allegan
Herder, Karl Feenstra.
After his return from his furlough They visited Niagara Falls. They down to Kulangsu to get some den- ation to bo held on Monday, Sep- officersin the meantime had fc
Counties many years ago was found ufacturing company in order to
Register of Deeds:— Fwnk Bot- he expects to go on a cruise to Eur- toured Canada and drove around tal work done, and while he was tember 14, in the court house at hit car damaged slightly in a garwell adapted to pickle raising and supply customers during the month
Grand Haven. The group from age at Holland.Dan Sassalos
Lake Erie.
tle, Rufus R. Cramer, Benjamin ope.
there he proposed that Ray and I
today the H. J. Heinz Co. has near- of August, because of the drouth.
should accompany him on an Holland is the largestever to ap- a fine reputationin Holland. He is
The city will furnish the labor C. Van Loo.
ly fifteen hundred acres of pickles
pear for naturalization
and this hao a law abiding citizen and a rather
expedition to Toa Bo next Thurscontracted for in this vicinity. Mr. and sand, with the state highway TaCirc"itMCol"rtContmissioner-J.
been directly the result of the cit- serious minded man.
Thomas
Mahan.
Jarrett N. Clark,
day
to
Saturday.
Toa
Bo
(Big
J. A. Hoover, local manager, states department furnishing 40 barrels
izenship schools which Mr. BrouOther cases to come up in
Daniel F. Pagelsen.
that there are at least 4,000 acres of cement and the necessary gravel,
of; Hat) is a mountain to which the wer started in this vicinity last cult court were those of Jacob ZeeFor State Senate on the Republiforeignersused to go in the summore in Ottawa County adaptable to constructan intersection on M21
can ticket there are three candimer to escape the heat. For the January. Thus far, there have been man, 21, of Grand Haven, arra’
Holland City
Fifty, Twenty-five
to pickle raising. Nowhere is there at Church St.
two schools of instru|tion^adh ed in court, charged with fi
dates, namely, Ed Brouwer from
last six years, however, no one has
better soil for that purpose and
The city purchased the railroad
month and it has taken considerable ious assault on George Sout'
Fifteen
Holland, present legislator and Eddared
go
up
ther«
because
of
the
also the growing of tomatoes than site of the Dutch Woodcraft Furtime in devotion to duty on the also of Grand Haven, pleaded guil-]
ward J. Ixjronz of Muskegon
bandits.
i¥it 1 1
in our own and northern Alle- niture factory for $1,500 in settleVi
Heights and H. Bruce March of
Almost every missionary family part of Mr. Brouwer to make tho ty. The assault took place several
gan County. Farmers can make ment for delinquent taxes.
given a military funeral in the has a cottage there on this moun- road easier for those who wish to days ago on the Pere Marquette
Muskegon.
FIFTY YEARS AGO TODAY
more from pickles than from most
Preliminary work on the PWA
become naturalizedcitizens, thus tracks near Fifth street. Zeeman;
j Ninth Street Christian Reformed tain and they are nil very eager to
Of
these
different
county
candiother crops and seldom is there a r-treet lighting project is virtually
* * *the father of Church with the A. C. Van Rualte
far, more than eighty of these was held by the local police a short |
Thomas
Edison,
know
how
badly
their
property
has
crop failure. Despite the drought, finished. It is expected the work dates. eleven live in Holland and
first prospective citizens received time following the complaintoff
the rest are scattered throughout the young inventor,lives at Hur- post and members from other posts been damaged. Mr. Veensehoten
the pickle crop has been an abund- will be completed in 30 days.
their instructions through |heac Southfield.
the county, Zeeland. Hudsonville, onia Beach and is remarkably well present. The Holland martial band was up there, just over night, three
oant one this year and many farmBennie Wierks, Grand Rapi
preserved for a man of 82 years. played the dirge at the church and years ago, and got hack safely to school sessions.
Grand
Haven
and
Olive
and
Park
ers have made $100 and more from
A board meeting of the Holland
County Clerk, William Wilds, is pleaded not guilty to a charge
He
has
six
children,
three
by
his
at
Pilgrim
Home
cemetery.
Nothreport
the
houses
pretty
badly
run
a single acre. It would seem that Federation of Women’s Adult Bi- Townships. These Republican counfirst and three by his second wife, ing but horse drawn carnages down. So the proposed expedition also at this meeting tonight. These larceny of some clothes from the!
a campaign of education might be ble clases will be held in Central ty candidates are having a friendand the youngest child of this aged were in the funeral procession.
to reconnoitrethe mountain sound- sessions were held to save thoae Grand Rapids Beer Tavern located!
held here inducing farmers to put Park Reformed church, on Monday ; ly battle among themselves to see
man is three years. Note: The
ed like a good adventure to us. people the expense of a trip to in Tallmadge township. His cast]
• • •
I who among this large number of
a few acres to pickles as an at 2:30 P. M.
Last
week
the
Holland
City
News
However,Ray Boot has had a sore Grand Haven on Friday evening was set for Thursday, Sept. IT.
candidate."
wili
be
7n
Tho
leacl^winremembers
when
the
Edison
auxiliary crop. At least 4.000 acres
Richard Dekker, 17, of Grai
talking machine first was exhibited releaseda story that brother John throat that has hung on for where the same sort of education
«e8»*»^8i%88888S8888e8>
nine a place on the Republican
more of cash crop would mean a
to an audience at Lyceum opera B. Mulder of "De Grondwet" and several weeks, and the sweaty hike and instructionwill be given. Nat- Haven, pleaded guilty to entering
ticket
for
the
November
election.
tremendouspay envelope extra in
LEGION
on Main St. (East 8th St.). his party of fishermen caught a up the mountain, followed by the urally, anyone interested in citi- without breaking and securing $17
The Democratic county candi- house
this vicinity, and remember too it
Holland folks could scarcelybelieve white bass in Macatawa Bay one very cold night, would probably zenship is always welcome to at- from a tent belonging to John Has-]
date'.
are
more
fortunate,
at
least
would be added money coming into
their ears when they heard a ma- night during the week, which when make him worse. It was decided tend these meetingsin the even- clwinkel at Grand Haven Stat
in the primaries.There is no DemHolland from the outside.
chine talk. It was a large and cleaned was found to contain a sig- that Ray couldn't go, but that it ing in the court room in the new Park.
ocratic county ticket on the DemIt seems that it would be well
rather crude device.
net ring. This week, G. H. Kranen- would be all right if 1 came up Police Headquarters building on W.
ocratic ballot, since there was onlv
for our civic organizationsand our
• • •
herg, salesman for the Grand Rap- here with Mr. Veensehotenand 8th Street.
Holland hasn’t had a State Seaone candidate for each office and
businessmen to put in a good word
Squirrel shooting at Macatawa ids Alahastine Co., called to claim went on the scouting trip. All the
Proper instruction in real citator for some time. Holland haai
in that case there was no one else
for pickles wheneverthis is possiPark is now all the rage. l>ocal the ring from Mr. Mulder. He said arrangementsfor the Toa Bo trip izenship is very essential;loyalto vote for, and under the law where
ble for the H. J. Heinz Co. brings
sportsmen came home with many that while seineing for minnows dependedon the answer to a let- ty to country and flag and to the two candidatesfor Senator. One ia
a diversified market to the tillers
RepresentativeBrouwer, who seeks
there is only one candidate for an
long-tailedtree climbers. Note: the ring had slipped from his fin- ter that Mr. Veensehoten had writ- constitutionare the fundamentals
promotion as a Senator from Ottaof the soil and this is of mutual
office,the name of that candidate
.
This may seem rather strange to- ger.
of
good
citizenship
and
these
are
ten to a Chinese elder, asking him
wa and Muskegon Counties.
benefit to this entire neighborhood. J88888888888888888888888S does not appear on the ballot. Howday, but 50 years ago there were
if we would be safe if we stayed tho lessonsinculcated by Mr. Brou•
•
*
The main H. J. Heinz Co. plant in
ever, these twenty-seven RepubliBrouwer is running on the
wer and Mr. Wilds.
The Post is off to a flying rlart can names will apnear on the Re- very few cottages at the harbor, A murder was committed at Wa- only two nights.
lican ticket. The second
Holland has been rearrangedto
more camp tents, and the hills an4 verly on Black River. Police have
on
its
Fall
program.
First:— the
It
is
taken
for
granted
that
no
take care of a larger number of
is Earnest C. Brooks, former
publican ballot and they will have ravines were practically uninhabitinstallation of the new officerswill
five other tramps locked up in the one could stay out there for any bugle call, every few days; a yor, who will try conclusionswith
employes. Seven hundred fifty now
to be voted for.
ed,
with
the
exception,
of
course,
take place next Wednesday evenlength of time — the bandits would
are employedin this fall campaign
There is a misconception among of wild life — there was plenty of city jail seeking confessions.
single man, not a squad, uses a other Democratic candidateson hia
• • *
ing, Sept. 16th, at the Holland
gather and attack. But we were
which is an all-time peak.
some voters that thev can vote that.
rifle at inch range; an officer party ticket It ia some time ai
Country
Club.
Vice
Commander
very
much
disappointed
to
receive
John Jurries of Laketown,near
The local Heinz plant is a clearmore than one ballot. The fact is
• • •
makes sure with his extra shot on Holland can boast of a Ser
Emil Ganser of Grand Rapids will
word
last
night,
after
we
had
Graafschap, was seriouslyinjured
ing house for pickles from Michithat if thev wish to vote the ReThe last one was Joe B. Hadden.]
the prostrate bodies.
Mr.
“Jap"
Van
Putten,
the
prigan, Indiana and Illinois.James A. act as installing officer and n pro- publican, thev must ask for a vate banker, was 66 years old and in a fall from a tree. He was pick- arrived here, that the bandits nre
The
musical Veensehoten family, who won as a Bull Mooaer wl
gram is being arranged by the Republican ballot and will bo given
ing crabapples and grabbed from actually right there all the time, who sing and play on a baby Teddy Roosevelt broke away from
Hoover, manager of the plant, said
his children presented him with a
Posts of Holland and Zeeland. Rea limb too far out. The result was and that they kill people right grand, who sing prayers each day the party for a short time and]
that one producer with eight acres
that ballot and no other, by the fine gold headed cane.
a fractured leg, a cracked rib, a along. So it seems that little Char- at meals, have a dog — Chow
of pickles will net about $1,500 freshments will be served by the same token, if they ask for a Demthereby defeated a very fine I
Country Club at popular prices.
dislocatedhip, a broken arm, and lie is not going forth unto the land who makes a musical,kettle drum namely William Howard Taft, who 1
from his crop.
ocratic ballot, they will be given
The
census
of
our
public
schools,
of the bandits on the morrow.
• • •
A campaign will be waged here
that and no other. The voter can- taken by Jeremiah Kruidenier, a shattereddisposition. He will re-'*1
later became Judge of the Supreme
Here is something for you to
We took a river boat right after sound when you slap his side.
next winter and in early spring to
not vote two ballotsbut only the show the followingresult: 1st cover.
This family, and many another, Court. Another Senator who could
mark
down. — Commander-elect Van
lunch
yesterday,
and
then
got
a
t
•
•
increase pickle acreage. A survey
one which he asks for, whether that ward, 326; 2nd ward, 181; 3rd
date all matter pertainingto be called as coming from Holland
by the Holland Chamber of Com- Tongeren is offering a prize for be Republican. Democratic, or any ward, 485; 4th ward, 211; total,
Marriage licenses:Edward Ba- crowded bus, which broke down worldly goods, as "Before the Red,” was the late Luke Lugera, who lat- J
memberships
turned
in
by
next
when
we
were
right
in the middle
merce and pickle company reprea gain of 89 students. ron, 30, farmer, Zeeland; Jennie of nowhere. The country looks and “After”,referringty the Com- er lived in Park Township. It will f
Wednesday.The ten men who other ticketsfor which there are 1,203
sentatives disclosed that many
nominations.
The
'wentv-seven
canNote:
Mr.
Kruidenier later became Beldt, 25, Zeeland; James Blok, 22, perfectly innocent— nothing hut munist invasion ol about three be rememberedthat since that time
bring in the most members will
acres of untilled land near the city
didates on the Republicanticket a missionaryin Egypt and died wood finisher,Holland; Hazel
years ago, even as we say "Before Holland Township was divided and
be
given
a
fishing trip on Lake
small rice fields,raised on different
are suitablefor growing pickles.
Rockwood, Holland.
the Fire”. They lost bikes, screens, the west half hvas called
Michigan, expense-free. This trip will have to depend on the Re- some years ago in Cairo. Today
levels
so
that
the
water
flows
from
• • •
The sale of the Vac-A-Tap buildcoolies
everythingexcept a Township.
will be in Rear Admiral Vander publicans who ask for that bal- the school census are approximateone to another, on both sides
ing to the Heinz Co. will result
little
loose
change that they
lot
for
their
votes.
Voting
otherBoone
Bros.,
Holland,
have
sold
ly
4000,
according
to
Supt.,
Mr.
Schel's boat with the lunch and
but no one considers the road safe
in the removal of the present ocwise eliminatesthem. For the E. E. Fell.
the horse, Charles Harrington, to after six at night, and the bandits grabbed on the way through the A.A.A. BUT A DIFFERENT KIND
bait ready for you.
cupants of the building namely,
* » «
* • •
same reason, this holds true of
James Elliot of Detroit for $2,000. blow up so many bridges to stop front door. They had an excellent
Miss Sarah Lacey, who gradt
the Carl E. Swift corporation,the
he Democrats. The Democratic
Accordingto all reports a duel It was one of those fast steppers busses right in the day time that library, including n wealth of
The next regular meeting of the ballot has two Holland candidates
Sanitary Poultry Equipment commusic
and
maslc hooks, which cd from the Ann Arbor School of 1
between
two
young
men
of
this of the Boone stables.
you always have to pass around
pany, and the Holland Aniline Dye Post will probably be held in the altogether, one for congress and one city has been arranged for tonight
same old folios the good neighbors Muric two years ago and has taken ]
company. The latter has alreadybe- new quarters, second floor of the for the State Senate. Earnest C. at midnight, near the graveyard. FIFTEEN YEARS AGO TODAY several en route. So we were a used for firewood.
a post graduate course at the sur
little apprehensive while we waited
gun the constructionof an addition Holland City State Bank Building. Brooks is the Democratic candidate The weapons are to be revolvers
Two weeks ago, when soldiers mor school in Michigan for thdl
•
•
•
fbr
the
news
to
filter
back
that
we
to the present plant for ware- At the meeting last night. Sep- for the State Senate and Garrett and they are to shoot until the
The marriage of Miss Nellie needed help. Nothing came along, roughly entered this house, Mrs. past eight weeks, has just returned !
house purposes and it is said that tember 9th, the boys were seated Hevns for Congress.
“dark angel” overtakesone of Brinkman, daughter of Mr. and though, except three other busses, Veensehoten, who is just so many to open her studios in the Knoll j
it will be a very substantialstruc- on chairs, saw horses, and were
Holland is the only city in the them. A young female of Holland Mrs. A1 Brinkman of Holland, to from which panicy passengers pounds of the best musician and building.Miss Lacey is an accomdraped over rewing machines etc.
ture.
county where there is also a spec- township, said to be a beauty, is Alfred L. Hatch took place. Rev leaned. Each bus carriesa soldier dispositionI’ve known, rushed into plished piaair-t,pipe organist and
The
W.
P.
A.
sewing
group
had
“There is still land that can be
the room, waved her arms, an artist of rare ability. In her
ial election in connection with the the supposed cause. It will be well James Morten of Third Reformed
used, suitable for pickle growing in taken possession of our room and regular primaries It has been felt by for the town marshal to be near. Church officiating.Mrs. Jeanette with a rifle or automatic. As the screamed, scolded boldly in three summer course her examinat
the Holland area,’’ Mr. Connelly,of it looked worse than house-clean- some that the city would be better Note: The duel must have been a Knooihuizen, sister, was maid of busses passed us, each guard was languages and two dialects.They were all class A, so marked by the }
very much on the quivive, expectthe Chamber of Commerce, pointed ing week. All this not being comeminent artists under whom she
represented if the Mavor and City “dud” for no further mention is honor, and Mr. Raymond Knooi- ing that our bus, which nearly fled.
out in speaking of the recent sur- fortable and conductive to a decor- Attorney should also be renresent- made in the files of anyone being huizen was best man.
Chin-Tek (Progressing in was studying during the summer
blocked
the
narrow
road,
was
some
ous
meeting,
the
action
to
get
out
» • •
vey. “Some of the more efficient
Knowledge) is the world’s ugliest season.
ed on our Board of Supervisors.If shot in the cemetery, much less in
kind of trap. After an hour and
growers are realizingfrom $100 to was taken.
Miss Evelyn Grace, daughter of ten minutes an empty bus pulled sen-ant, whom the Veensehotens
the
majority
of
the
voters vote his anatomy. Your writer believes
• » •
$150 an acre on their crops, and
HOLLAND ARTISTS TAKB
have fired even week since time
Dr. and Mrs. B. J. De Vries, East
up, and we left the broken-down
The members who helped at 'he “ves" on this changing of the char- that he remembers who this blackone grower had a cash return of
PART IN SAUGATUCK
12th St., was wed to Rev. Henry
immemorial. Fired, he repents,
ter. then Mavor Geerlings and City eyed beauty was.
one
standing
there.
Canteen
at
Dunningville
during
‘he
more than $1,400 dollars on eight
PROGRAM
screams, pleads, promises to shoot
Overkamp Hospers. Dr. Henry HosAttornev Elbem Parsons would repa
•
Last
Monday
was
just
four
Army
Maneuvers
turned
in
a
'•'at
acres."
Mrs. W. Curtis Snow and Mrs.
off firecrackersbefore the house,
mad
dog,
foaming
at
the pers, the father,officiating.The
resent
Holland
at
Grand
Haven
on
weeks
from
the
day
we
expect
to
The Chamber of Commerce is profit for their work. Those b've
the Board of Supervisors,together mouth, undoubtedlyafflicted with News devotes at least a half col- leave Amoy, and the previous if forgiven. Night before last he I). B. K. Van Raalte of Holland
urging the local business men and are entitled to a lot of thanks end
with the Citv Assessor,and the re- rabies, was shot by employes of the umn to the features of this mar- Saturday was four weeks from the decided to have the evening off, were guest artists at the Woman’i.
farmers to give more thought and praise, that work in the heat "nd
locked the cook and washwomanin club at Saugatuck.The program
maining supervisors.It is contend- Butter Tub factory of J. Van Pul- riage.
day u*e arrived, so our stay in this
dust
of
the
Oak
Grubs
was
monoencouragement to this growing en* *
their room to keep them from was given to augment the piano
ed
by
many
that the Mavor and len and Co. on 1st St.
tonous.
vicinity
is
just
over
half
gone.
terprise as it means a huge amount
The marriage of Miss Alice
stealing his things. Girard found fund. Miss Gertrude Kramer, who
a
•
Citv
Attornev. who are in close
of money expended in this comout his escape,released the prison- has been doing contert work in
James
Purdy,
custodian of the Edith Raap, daughter of Prof, and
touch
with
citv
affairs
wi'l
have
The regulationshirts are bee mBRIEF NOTES
munity each year, Mr. Connelly
New York, also contributedseverMrs.
Albert
Raap,
307
College
grounds
at
Ottawa
Beach,
found
a
We went out to the Marco Polo ers, locked Chin-Tek’s door and al piano numbers. Miss Kramer ia
ing quite the dress at the meet- better knowledge of the citv’s needs
contends.
that of the compound. Result:
well corked bottle on the beach con- Ave., and Dr. Matthew Jay Flipse
• • •
ings now. When you turn in y-'ur than would otherwise he the case.
bridge this afternoon for a swim
taining a postal card addressed to of Cincinnati, Ohio, took place.
“Beautiful” had to scale the wall; the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Otto
The H. J. Heinz Co. had its in- dues this next week, turn in 'he Manv citv matters come up before the Department of Public Works, Rev. John Van Peursem of Kala- and picnic.
he talked half the night explain- Kramer of West 12th st. Holland.
the
Board
of
Supervisors
and
it
Rev. Veensehoten, who is much
’ceptionlate in 1896 and it was act- price of a shirt with them. Give
Mrs. Viola Partridge of Saugatuck
mazoo, officiating.Miss Angie Luiing it all.
Chicago.
There
were
many
such
ually decided on February13, 1897 your size and show up at the r^xt is considered that the M«vor and bottles placed in Lake Michigan dens and Miss Esther Mulder were like Mr. John, even to the lean
One of the Chinese government’s was the reader and Mrs. Greason ]
that a large salting house would meeting looking like a milliondol- City Attornev. whoever they may from Chicago in order to ascertain bridesmaids.Judging from the ar- face, is a Mark Twain fan.
methods of dealing with bandits is of the Greason Art school of Debe now or later, would be more
My hand still is trembling-tiredto give them uniforms and regi- troit was also on the program.
be built here. The Holland City lars.
the movement of the water and in ticle it was an elaborate social
conversant
in
sach
matters.
Many
•
•
•
from
swinging
a
racket
for
an
o
News files of that date gives the
ment numbers, whereuponthey are
And don’t let the family make feel that a Mavor or a Cit'T Attor- what directionmainly. Several of function.
hour at five this morning.
• • •
following:
An apple tree of the dutches*
these
bottles
were
picked
up
near
soldiers.
Soldiers
here
have
a
I have a blood-thirstydesire to
From the files of the News, Feb. any appointments for vou. next ney as a rule a strong snokesman Saugatuck. Whether this would
variety is in full bloom for the |
Four Holland men all bought
craving for pffwer.
Wednesday, the 16th, that’s your on the floor of the Board of Supsee a military execution while I’m
13, 1897.
demonstrate
that
there
is
a
cur- the most expensive automobiles yet
I should be home a month after second time thia summer at the
• * »
night, and let’s make it our night ervisors.anvTt-qv. just wMt is inhere. Instead of chopping heads,
residence of Justice John Galien,
rent in “Big Lake" flowing toward purchased here. They are John
you receive this.
“A final reply was received by and morning too. We are growing volved and what vou pr* to vo*e the eastern shore, or that the pre- Telling,August Hcuier and John soldiers now march the victimsout
276 W. 25th st. The tree bore j
Love,
for jq fidlv exn’ained thn
to the accompanimentof a quick
W. H. Beach this morning contain- older, but not that old.
fruit this summer.
Chuck.
vailing winds are southwest, is Whelan, all of the Holland Shoe
rial notice, together w>D’ a h?Hot
ing the welcome news that the H.
* • •
what Chicago wants to find out. Co., and A. H. Landwehr of the
Also, let’s get our dues in ear- found on nnge 3. section 2 of this They are giving one dollar for Holland Furnace Co. Each of these
J. Heinz Pickling Co. had decided
Continued on Psg.* 4*
ly this year.
(Continued on Page 4)
men purchased a Lincoln car, said
every postcard returned.
Heinz 57 Varieties
to cost $7,000 each.

square feet of floor space. For
some time after the German Gela-
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The H.

J.

The Vac-A-Tap Houses

TWENTY-FIVEYEARS AGO
TODAY
•• • •

Heinz Co. Plant at Holland

By the terms of her wijl filed by
Mrs. Mary Hemkes, formerly of
Holland, now of Grand Rapids, she
bequeaths $15,000 to the Holland
churches in Grand Rapids and elsewhere (where the language is still
spoken in services).After giving
$1,000 to each of the church
schools, she gives $5,000 to the
Jewish Mission of Cleveland,which

W-

PS

m

•£>vV*

of

thw progressive enterprise.
'ft

• •

•

Two Holland men pulled down
cash gold prizes at the Barn Dance
at the Saugatuck Pavilion given
out by Manager Weed after the
judges had selected the person
dressed in the most unusual costume. G. F. Wood received $10.00
in gold and Harry F. Morris received $7.00 — $5.00 of it was in
gold. There were eleven other prize
winners.
• • *

her nephew, Rev. J. R. Brinks, conThe engagement of Miss Nelle
ducts. The 30 heirs will receive but M. Pelgrim to Mr. Marvin Charles
$100 each. Mrs. Hemkes was the Lindemann was announced at a
wife of the late Dr. Wm. Van Put- social gatheringat the Pelgrim
ten of this city. Note: Dr. Van Pat- home on West 12th St The anten conducted a doctor’s office and nouncement was tucked away in
a drug store in the building npw favors which the mother of Miss
owned by the Banner Bakery on Pelgrim brought in a decorated
River Ave. He was a Civil War basket rather unexpectedly while
veteran and a physician of the old the quests were at the card tables
school. He was a lover of horses playing 500. The announcements
and had his racing stables and were indeed unique, with vanity
training lot on West Eighth St. bags attached to dainty cupids
where the Holland PrintingCo. and cards.
the Sentinel Building is now located. He raced a large string of
Gibert Vande Water is taking a
horses including the celebrated course in the Worshem School of
Montigue Boy and Turk. He was Embalming in Chicago.

JIM!!

This building has just been acquired by the H. J.
It is directly across

the bay from their

-

.

THE HOLLAND CITY NEWS

HOLLAND CITY NEWS
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son was born, Tuesday, to

Mr. and Mra. John Otting, 165 East
Fifth St, at the Holland hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Myron De Jonge of
Holland rural route No. 6. also
ilso a
son born at the hospital, Tuesday.
• t •

pear on a “sticker” ballot to be
voted on at the time of the primary
election. All Republican county conventionshave been called,for
Sept 22, at which time county delegatee to the atate convention in
Grand Rapids on Sept 29 will be
chosen. Ottawa county is entitled
to 22 convention delegates.

•

The infant son of Mr. and Mrs.

’You/

"/n courtesy, rather a benny too much
than a penny too little."

SEPTEMBER
gSSU A 10— John Smith U electedpre»[fiictf** Went of the Jemeitown
Colony,1608.

—Edward Everett Hile publishes “Mtn Without a

as

Mr. and Mrs. James Tucker and
John Rams, 200 East 14th St., died
son, Earle of Adrian and Mr. and
Tuesday night Burial was in PilMrs. Gerri Tucker of East Saugagrim Home cemetery, Wednesday.
tuck are on a two weeks’ trip
Surviving are the parents, three
through Indiana.Illinois, Iowa,
brothers, Kenneth, Donald and
South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas
Roger and a sister, Arlene.

• •

and

9

Fifty seasonal trophies and prises were awarded at the annual

dinner of the Saugatuck Yacht
Club. Monday evening.The Charles
E. Atwood trophy was won by Miss
Mary Burdick’s Amcroojen,while
i

Missouri.

HOFFMAN MAKES RECORD
AS CONGRESSMAN

This celebration was without a of the Congressmanfrom Allegan: the Uste of poverty and hardship. FOR SALE: Nice Table Lamp.—
Baker Used Furniture.7th St
“If RepresentativeClare E. Hoff- As a youth he earned his meals
doubt the biggest and most sucsiting tables and washing
cessful ever held here. The exact man were an ordinary “party hack”
amount that will go into the com- politician,he would not oe conduct- dishes in a~boardinghouse. He has FOR SALE:— A very modern, wellall working days
a week
.
munity chest is not yet known, ing
g an investigationof Townaead
Townsead put in six full
built home located hi Zeeland.
but it is safe to say that it will be club activities. The average con- in a furniturefactory for $8.00 per Easy terma.
priva
if week. When his total Income
larger than those of the last few gressman believes— in private,
Inquire Box 16
year*
not in public — that the plan can amounted to six dollars a week he
3t39p
Mrs. Wesley Rosser and daugh- never work. Yet to say so meaifa was married and by careful manter, Gwendolyn from Allegan vis- risking the loss of ^thousands of agement he and his wife lived withited the H. Kuite home last week votes from the Townsend converts; in this income.
“Ill vote for a proper old age
on the other hand to championthe
Tuesday.
Ina Robylear spent the week end cause means the risk of alienat- pension/ Mr. Hoffman says, ‘but
ing the conservative and liberal 1 will not vote to take a part of the
in Chicago with relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. George Jacobus, vote. So most congressmen are wages of any fourth district worker
Jr. and children,Dolly and Jean, content to do nothing, to sit quiet- to give away to some other person
and the Misses Ida and Margaret ly astraddlethe fence hoping that regardless of ne
Jacobus from Chicago were at Mr. something will develop to ahow $200 per month.’
and Mrs. George Jacobua, Sr., ov- them which way to jump.
20 West 8th Street
“But RepresentativeHoffman
er the week end and holiday.
FOR
SALE
OR
TRADE—
Fordson
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Tucker and can never be a successful straddler.
tractor, '29 Whippet, Cow and
family from Adrian visited rela- He is an outspoken, independentREYNALDO
horse. P. Rilmsha, 2 miles East of
tives in this village the past week. minded fighter whom you can alIt.p 38
Mrs. H. M. Horton, California, ways count on locatingup near the
was a guest at the home of Joe front line where the action is FOR SALE: — House located at
Lugten during the week end and heaviest. If the people of the 195 East 10th street. Conveniences.
Fourth District want a representaLabor Day.
Priced at only $1,000.00.Will gc
Mrs. Bernard Hakken, mission- tive to be a friendly“hale fellow cept $500.00
in wooden Box of 10
.....
in cash — remainder
well
met,"
to
tell
them
things
they
ary, home on furlough from Arabia
on mortgage at very reasonable
like
to
hear,
to
promise
ail
manner
will speak at the American ReformBull Durham, Dukes,
interest rate.
ed church, Friday afternoon at 2 of beautiful things,then Mr. Hoffman is not their man. If, however,
Buffalo
FOR SALE— Peaches. Howard
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Lehman they want a representative to
Phillips, miles West of Aland Viola enjoyed a trip to Wash- carry on a fight for economy and
5 for
against the boondoggling type of legan on M-40. No Sunday busiington, D. C. the past week.
p. 3w.
The Roggen family were pre- legislation we have been getting at
sent at a picnic at Tunnel Park Washingtonthese past few years,
then one would probably have to QUICK CASH — Loans $25 to $800.
last week Wednesday evening.
Autos — Livestock — Furniture.
The following from this village scour the district well to find a
Holland Loan Association,over
are attending Holland High School better man.
Ollies Sport Shoo.
"Mr. Hoffman says that his lack
this year: Benjamin Schrotenboer.
of
sympathy
for
the
Townsend
Genevieve Klomparens, Gordon
Quality Rag Rugs Made to Order
Dangremond,Henrietta Brower, movement is "due not only to the in All Size*. Bring your material
Louis Kronemeyer, Donald Lehman. fact that I honestly believe that it to Holland Rug Co. at 54 E. 15th
Viola Lehman is returning for her can not be made to work, but also St, or Phone 2521 for information.

PETER PLUIM
TEACHER OF PIANO

wo „

Studio: 18 W. 12th

Drug

Yon’s

‘

STORE
Holland, Michigan

Fennville.

Congressman Clare E. Hoffman
David Corlett’s Skip It placed sec- of Allegan County will ask for a
Country,"1861.
ond in the Atwood competition and second term ae Congressman from
Heath Crow’s Nimbus was third.
/ 12— Duryea demonstratesfirst Henry Hungerford'sVulture led the fourth district on the RepublipracticalUnited States
can ticket.
in the scoring for the F. R. Kasautomobile, 1892.
Mr. Hoffman'spetitions before
parek trophv, for the lark series, these were filed were very liberally
while
the
Nimbus
was
first
in
the
1J— Ceorfe Washintton designed everywhereand while Otclines a third term. 1796.
papoose series with Mark Atwood’s
tawa County is not included in his
Dilly Dip second.
district, his influencein behalf of
• • •
thia county was strongly felt, es14— U. S. G«n«r»lScott occuDuring
the past week, eleven
pi« Mexico City. 1847.
peciallywhen it asked for help at
drivers were fined on charges of
Washington for an equitableacrelaw violations, according to Chief
age for its sugar beet farmers and
Tinln u»ed fint time In
of Police, Frank Van Ry. Russell
battle by the Britiih,1916.
Adams, Fernando Renga, Paul enough ecreage to keep the newly
Young. Gilbert Van Hoven, Earl opened sugar mill in Holland working. The acreage in Ottawa and Al16— American Lesion incorNienhuis, William Setterberg and
legan Counties is larger than ever,
porated by Act of CenRov Bouchier all paid fines of $5
tre**, 1919. e,,v
thanks to Clare Hoffman.
each on charges of speeding. Fred
Mr. Hoffman, together with Carl
Winkle was fined $10 on a charge
of speeding. Elmer Nienhuis was Mapes did considerable work to
both the beet sugar industry
A Basis for Judgment fined $5 on a charge of making a help
and the farmers in this vicinity. Senior year.
:o the fact that it is being used as
left turn against traffic.J. Klom3tp39
• • •
For a first termer, Mr. Hoffman
Gladys Lubbers spent the week a scheme to gather in votes, as
At this stage of the campaign parens and Richard Taylor were made remarkable stridea in WashOn The River Front. North Side,
end and holiday at the Cleveland well as money, by making false
fined $3 each on charges of running
almost anything said or done by a
promises to the aged, the needy ^4 mile Eaat of U.S.Sl.i8 River
lights. Addresses of those listed in ington. Few Congressmenare Exposition.
heard from during their initial
Presidentialnominee is bound to the report were not given.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Edison, Ca- and the deserving. I am in favor Hills. It is Just the place for that
term, however, Clare has already dar Springs, are visitingMr. and of pensions. I have endeavored all new home. Some nice shady spots.
have a politicalsignificance.It
Frank F. Benning of Buffalo, become a nationallyknown figure Mrs. Emery Mosier for a few days. my life to be charitable, but I will See E. B. Scott on the property.
cannot be otherwise. The public
at the national capitol and Allep 3t.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Kempkers not be a party to a plan which is
weighs everything as evidence of N. Y. returned to his home Tues- gan City and county have just reaentertained Sunday evening for unsound and of the ultimate sucday after epending three days as
WANTED:— Capable girls and wogeneral fitness or unfitness for
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Jack son to feel proud. Surely good pub- supper,their children, Mr. and Mrs. cess of which there is no hope. The
men to become skilled needle
office and examines the party Stevensonat their home on the licity for this locality.
Julius KempkersJ*Mr. and Mrs. Townsendplan might well be called
Mr. Hoffman is not a “fadist” Wallace Kempkers and daughter a plan to tax the food, clothingand workers. Pay while learning.
candidatesfrom almost every con- Park road. Mr. Benning, who is an
Steady employment.Only bright,
uncle of Mrs. Stevenson, is vice- and is not quickly carried away and Mr. and Mrs. Marinus Ten everything that the working man
ceivable viewpoint.
energetic girls and women interwith every new theory that seems Brink.
uses,
for
the
benefit
of
a
few
and
president and general manager of
ested in permanentwork need apHowever, there is nothing politipopular but more often is filled
Miss Elaine Johnson and her to enrich its promoters and those
the I^rkawana Steel Campanv and
cal in the intent or tone of the South Buffalo railway in New York. with “dynamite." Congressman mother visited the Rev. J. Roggen who are organizingthe various ply.
Security SportswearCompany
Hoffman is a safe and sane execu- home over the holidays.
clubs.
plea sent by Gov. Alf M. I^andon
• • •
13th and Van Raalte Ave.
tive who uses as his guide the rule
"Mr.
Hoffman
is
familiar
with
The ball game between the HamMr. and Mrs. C. J. McLean,
to the Western railroads asking
of
workable
common
sense.
ilton and Virginia Park teams last
daughter Betty Jean, and son. Jimthem to arrange for joint emer- mie, Prof, and Mrs. E. Paul McMr. Hoffman recentlystated, Thursday ended in a tie, 4-4.
gency freight rates in Kansas Lean and daughter, Margaret, have “My campaignhas been made this
Eunice Hagelskamp from Landrought areas so that “confusion returned to their homes in Hol- vear, as two years ago, as a Repub- sing came here Saturday to spend
lican. The Republican party today the holidays.
and gross discrimination”between land after spending the summer at
is the only party which can make
A Republican rally for women
Castle Park.
farmers may be ended.
HOLLAND. MICH.
effective government of, by and for was held at the home of Mrs. Geo.
The statement Gov. Landon has
the people.Patriotic Americans a- Schutmaat Friday afternoon. Mrs.
Examinationwas demanded by
sent to the roads is a clear, practi- Isaac Kostein. 32, of Galewood in like, have no choice but to oppose Blaine, chairman for the meeting «3S883888388S«888888888a
new deal candidates who are nei- introduced the speaker, Mr. March
cal statementof a situation and the court of JusticeH. L. Creswell
ther true Democrats or Republi- Hutchinson from Fennville.A skit FIRST ORTHODOX BAPTIST
in
Grand
Rapids,
Tuesday,
when
arof a way to remedy it.
cans.”
was given by Mrs. William Scheldt Dr. Chas. F. Fields,Pastor.
It containsa straightforward raigned on a charge of manslaughRes. 233 W. 20th St. Phone 3923.
and Mrs. Carl Hoffman from Alleter in connection with the death,
SUNDAY
appeal to humanity,reason, good Monday evening,of MLss Henrietta
gan. Tea was served by the hostess.
HAMILTON
(All Sunday services held in the
Mildred Lubbers visited relatives
sense and enlightened self-interest. Berends. 21. of Byron Center,
EpiscopalianGuild Hall, 50 W. 9th
in Holland last Saturday.
The message shows that the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. P.
—continuous performances daily
, T
The Lobor Dav celebrationMonMrs.
Schutmaat celebrated
Berends
of
Byron
Center
road.
Governor knows his subject and
9:00
A.
M.
Bible
School.
InterBond was fixed at $1500 and ex- day was attended bv the largest her seventy-eighth birthday last
starting 2:30, prices change 5:30
has an understAnding of the way amination set for Sept. 18. Miss crowd ever gathered in this vil- Friday. The family gathered at nationallesson studied.
10:00 A. M. Preaching. Sermon
in which it can be handled. And Berends was killed ae she was lage. Every available ‘space for Henry W. Schutmaatfor supper in
subject,“The Holy Spirit in the
if the roads are as wise as we think walking along the left side of the parking was used and in the even- honor of the occasion.
Life of Christ.” 2nd. in series on
pavement
and
was
struck by a ing later some were compelled to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
Mason
have
Fri. Sat, Sept. 11-12
they are, they will listen to him
“The Holy Spirit.”
rar said to have been driven by park near M40. The grove proved returned home.
with attention.
6:30
P.
M.
B.
Y.
P.
U.
All
young
too small for the crowd estimated
The marriage of Marinus Ten
Gov. Landon’s telegram naturally Kostein.
Fred MacMurray,
at more than 5,000. The weather Brink, oon of Mr. and Mrs. Wil- people invited.
interests most immediately the
* * *
7:30 P. M. Gospel Service. SubA city Republican caucus will be proved to he ideal and the 300.- liam Ten Brink and Josephine
farmers of Kansas and other
ject of sermon, “The Christian and
Jack Oakie and Jean Parker
Western drought areas, but it will held tonight. Sept. 11, in the Warm 000 tickets for prizes brought visi- Kempkers, daughter of Mr. and the Home."
Friend
Tavern
and
all
room
for
tors
from
far
and
near.
Mrs.
Henry
Kempkers,
was
solbe read with attention by the
WEDNESDAY
the purpose of selectingdelegates
The celebrationstarted auspic- emnized Saturday afternoon at 3
people of the United States gen2:30 P. M. Meeting of the Woto the county convention. Names eously in the morning when the lo- o’clock at the parsonage of the
erall:
iyof the nominees selected will ap- cal Independents defeated the Bur- First Reformed Church, Rev. J. A. man’s Prayer Circle.
Tavern.
THURSDAY
nips team in a well-played 4 to 2 Roggen officiating.The couple was
7:45 P. M. Prayer, praise and
pame. The Bumips team was the attended by the bride’s brothers,
hardest team to beat this season, Julius and Wallace Kempkers.The testimony service, in the church,
and again thev fought and were bride wore a royal blue lace gown cor. 19th St. and Pine Ave. Scripdangerousuntil the last man was with accessoriesto match. After ture, John 21:15-25,"The Norm of
out Both teams were strong on the ceremony they drove to the Judgement."
(Street meeting at Hamilton
defense, neither side scoring until home of Mr. and Mrs. Frank MooMon. Tues. Wed., Sept. 14-15-16
the fifth when the locals went into mey in Holland where the wedding Tuesday evening, at Saugatuck
Sunday
evening.)
the lead with three runs. In the sev- supped was served. They are now
Fredric March and Olivia Dellavilenth Burnips put on a rally to making their home with the
CITY MISSION
score
twice
and
the
locals
pregroom’s parents. The community
“GOOD
vented a tie bv cutting off a run extends heartiestcongratulations 51-53 E. 8th St.
land
MORNING
Interdenominational— No memat the plate. Hamilton, however, to Mr. and Mrs. Ten Brink.
berahip.
Teacher”
pushed another run home to ease
Telephone 3461— Geo. W. Trotter
the tension to end the scoring for
ZEELAND
Superintendent.
the day. Lugten, local hurler. held
Saturday night— 7:45, Street
the visitorsto two hits until the
The marriage of Miss Gladys Lumeeting, 8th and College Ave.
seventh and six hits for the game, ella Meeboer, daughter of Jacob
Sunday at 1:30 Bible School.
while his teammates hammered Meeboer of Zeeland and Henry W.
Sunday at 2:30 Service of Song,
Boerman of Bumips for thirteen, Smallegan, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Music, Message and Praise.
five of which were bunched in the John Smallegan of Holland was solAt 7:30 Monthly Sacred Concert. Tues. Sept. 15 is GUEST NIGHT—
emnized Tuezday morning at 10:30
fifth frame.
“One
Hour of Music”— Short Evanm. in their future home at 256
The afternoon program was opgelistic Message by George Trot- Remain as OUR GUESTS to see A1
ened with a prayer hymn led by West 14th St. The Rev. John Van
Rev. Isaac Scherpenisse and in- Peursem, pastor of First Reformed ter.
Tuesday—7:30 Prayer Meeting.
strumental music by the Accordian church of Zeeland officiated using
Wednesday 7:30. The Young JoUon in ‘THE SINGING KID'
Complete
Queens. Several vocal selections the double ring ceremony. The bride
Peoples’ Fellowship Club.
Assortwere rendered bv a male quartet, wore a gown of white moirp and
Friday— 7:30. Regular Mission
ment of
the Sage Riders. Radio broadcasters carried a bouquet of roses, swainCanning
Service.
from station WOOD of Grand Ra- sonia and baby breath. The couple
Thurs. Fri. Sat., Sept. 17-18-19
Spires and
pids. Hon. James F. Thompson, was unattended. Mrs. Smallegan is
Supplien
IMMANUEL
CHURCH
a
graduate
of
the
Western
State
state commissioner of Agriculture,
Services in the armory.
Gary Cooper and Madeleine Carroll
was. the main speaker end was in- College in Kalamazoo.She was a
Rev. A. Carnell of Grand Ledge,
troducedby Senator Clare Hoff- teacher in the Zeeland schools. Mr.
Mich., formerly of the Grand Raman of Washington.His address Smallegan is manager of the Knoll pids City Mission will be in charge
I.G.A.
market,
The
couple
left
on
emphasizedthe problemsand the
of the services at Immanuel church
plans of the department. All the a wedding trip to Northern MichiSunday.
candidates present were introduced gan and will be at home to their
10:00 A. M. Morning Worship.
to the crowd by chairman George friends,Sept. 22.
Rev. Carnell speaks on the subJohn Hieftjeand Miss June BarSchutmaat. Among them was Hamject, “As It Was, So Shall It Be.”
ilton’s representative, Bert Vow, nard of Battle Creek spent the
11:30 A. M. Sunday School.
week
end
with
Mr.
Hieftje's
parwho is making a strong bid for
2:30 P. M. Children'sMeeting.
sheriff and who receivedhearty ap- ents, Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Hieftje. Mr.
3:00 P. M. Allegan Jail Serplause from the large crowd. A and Mrs. John Kammeraad and
vice
daughter,
Elvina
of
Kalamazoo
program of contests and sports
6:30 P. M. Young People’s meetwere guests of the Hieftjea on
closed the afternoon program.
ing.
The evening program consisted Labor Day.
SPECIAL — Evangelist Marvin
Dr. and Mrs. A. Gansevoort and
of musical numbers by the AccorLewis will speak to the yopng
daughter,
Hendrene,
of
Chicago,
dian Queens and by the Sage Riders
111., who have returned from a pie. Special music. Hear him.
male quartetand a show of magical
trip to the Pacificcoast by auto- You are invited.
and sleight-of-handtricks by King
7:30 P. M. Evening Worshi
mobile are spending a few days in
Pure—
El Dorado.
Song
Holland. Thev are guests of Mr.
iff Service in charge of KenMatinees daily 2fSfi-eveninga 7
The stands were kept very busy
neth Lovelady.
and
Mrs. D. J. Te Roller.
throughoutthe day so that sevC*j)
and •
Robert Hume, who is employed Sermon by Rev. Carnell, “Nor
eral rush orders were sent to Holin the office of the MichiganState Saved, Or. Why Folks Are Not
land and Grand Rapids for the evenConservation department, at Mt. Christians?”
ing supplies.
Do not fail to attend these ser- Fri. Sat, Sept. 11-12
Pleasant, spent the holiday week
vices
Sunday.
end at the home of his parents,
Expire# Sept. 12
o
DOUBLE FEATURE
in
Holland.
In the District Court of the
Funeral rites were conducted on BIBLE WITNESS ASSEMBLY
C
United States, for the Western
Zeeland— C. J. Tarvestad,pastor.
Monday at the home and at the
William Boyd in *
Districtof Michigan, Southern Di10:00. Missionary message by
Bible Witness Hall for William
vision— In Bankruptcy,
Charles Harmon, who with hia wife
6 "lbsHenry Kraker, Bankrupt No. Wethoek, 60, who died last Friday will soon leave for South America.
morning at hia home, 232 West
6880.
11:30. Bible School.
Main St, after a lingering illness.
of
To the creditorsof Henry KraLarge Pkg.
7:30. “Degree* in Heaven and
The Rev. C. J. Tarvestad officiated
ker
of
Holland,
County
of
OttaWheai Flakes
and burial waa in Zeeland ceme- Hell.”
wa and district aforesaid.Notice tery. Surviving are the widow ; two 7:30. Wed. Cottage Prayer Meet-Wallace Beery in '
is hereby given that on the 19th
daughters, Mrs. Frank Elgersma ing.
lb, box
day of August, 1936, the said Hen- and Mrs. Curtis Paris, both of
7:30. Saturday. Open Air meetry Kraker was duly adjudged Zeeland;a brother, John Westbankrupt, and that an order has
Thompoon'i
hoek of Muskegon; and two sisters, CHRISTIAN SCIENCE CHURCH
been made fixing the place below Mrs. K. Schipper of Flint and Mrs.
Services in Warm Friend Tavern.
named aa the place of meeting of Nellie Alberta of Chicago.
10:80 a. m. Sunday services.
1 lb. can
creditors, and that the first meetReuben Rummelt returned to his
8:00 p. m. Wednesday evening
ing of creditors will be held at my home in Durham, North Carolina,
testimonialmeeting.
office, Suite 846, Michigan Trust after spending several weeks in
“Substance” will be the subject
“Beit Yet" Hard Kansas Wheat,
Building,Grand Rapids, Michigan, Zeeland visiting his brother and
of the lesson-sermon in all Christin said district, on the 22nd day sister in Zeeland, Mr. and Mrs. ian Science churches and societies
24'A lb. bag
of September,1936, at 10 a. m. Dick Eliinga, at their home on throughout the world on Sunday,
eastern standard time, at which South Elm St. He also visited his September 13.
COFFEE— Thomas
lb.
time the said creditors may at- grandmother,Mrs. Roclof Tclgenotend, prove their claims, examine
CALVARY CHURCH
Pure
gallon, bulk ISc
the bankrupt, elect a trustee and
(Baptist)
transact such other businessas
Services held in the Woman’s
What
Editors
Think
may properly before such meetlb.
Literary Club Auditorium, Henry

3

CHURCH

NEWS
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for Less!

surface; roll

59c

10 lb. pail

MACHINE BOLTS—

Box

of 50 assorted

Special

29c

GALVANIZED WASH TUBS-Round
no. 2

ALL COPPER

size

special

67c

WASH BOILERS—

Large size.

A

3.25

real special at

CAST ALUMINUM STEAM *1 A in
PRESSURE COOKER save here! f iU.W

THEATRES

St.)

..

PLASTIC ROOF CEMENT-Stops leaks

HOLLAND

W.

19c

....

Good Hardware
Mica

....

Calif. Syr. of Figs 39c
Alkaseltzer ........... 49c
Vicka Vapo Rub _______ 21e
Sal HepaUca ........ 44c
$1.85 Pinkhama Comp ..... 89c
50c Pablum ....... — ....... . 89c
60c Bisodol ---------- -----39c
81 Nujol
........... . ..... JL. 59c
Nail Files
...................10c

17c

ROOFING—

Sale

100 Hobart* Aspirin

|

ness.

Day

60c
60c
35c
60c

..

o’clock.

St

Phono 4805 Holland, Mich.

Vogelzang Hardware Co.
(Wash. Square Store Open Evenings)
Wash. Square
Two Stores —76 E. 8th
“IT PAYS TO GET OUR PRICES.”

—

St.

—

The Texas Ranger

SCHOOL DAY FOODS

N

Joseph H. Moyer
Candidate for Re-election

DRAIN COMMISSIONER
of ALLEGAN COUNTY
on the RepublicanTicket
I

wish

to thank

you feel that
this

I

you

for your

support in the past

have performed the duties of this

should he done, then

I

kindly ask you

for

and

if

office as

your support

this vear.

Attorney
for CIRCUIT

J.

Thomas Nahan

COURT COMMISSIONER

Anthony Adverse

on the Republican Ticket

of Ottawa County
Holland’s Only Candidate for this Office

The General Died
At

Dawn

COLONIAL
THEATRE

C 0

CREAM

A

Ambrosia^-"- 2 Sn 15c

OFiWHEATv^ePL^

23c

-

RALSTON CEREAL
ROLLED OATS

-

25c

'

Heart

JJj

HUSKIES

GRAHAM CRACKERS

The West

18c

2

The Big Hoose

42C

MALTED MILK

FLOUR—

77*

- CIDER VINEGARSANDWICH COOKIES- - Special

OLD DUTCH CLEANSER

3 cans

*K,

6 cans

X7c

Two

I2c

of

4SC

B. BLAIR,
Referee in Bankruptcy.

RAYMOND L SMITH,

C.
__

THOMAS STORES

82 West Eighth Street

Holland, Michigan

Hoffman

CHARLES

Holland, Michigan,
Attorney for Bankrupt.
Notice— No claim will be received for filing uni cm claim back ia
filled out, including name, complete addreaa of claimant,together
with amount claimed.

(AlUgan Newt)
The following editorial was written by Dick Cook of The Hastings
Banner last June while Clare E.
Hoffman waa picking the bugs out
of the Townsend plan. It shows
what a capable editor of a neighboring county seat weekly thinks

Kik, pastor.
10:00 A. M. “The
Is A Lamp.”

Word

of

God

11:20. Bible School, using
through the Bible method of study.
6:30 B. Y. P. U.
7:30. “It's Going To Happen;
God’s Word Says So.”
Prayer and praise agrviee »n
Thursday night at 7;80 studying
the book of Jamea

SAUGATUCK

THE HOLLAND CITY NEWS
ALLEGAN YOUTH ROBBED
neman on
ON HIGHWAY er Paul.

Sept 4, a baby boy Rog- meet this Friday evening at the Democrat, who kindly allowed a gathered to the C.C.C. camps and
home of Mrs. Stanley Richardson. member of the other party to en- have been working on convervaAt the Young Peoples' meeting Mr. Harm Enaing of Forest ter through the otherwise closely tion projectsand to safeguard the
Allegan county authorities of the ChristianReformed, the top- Grove called on Mr. Bert Ensing guarded Democraticdoors at the resources of the nation for which
Chicago auditorium.
they are paid and for which a part
searched today for two men and a ic, “The Christian A» a Pilgrim* and family on Sunday.
The social feature was when is sent to the needy families at
woman who beat Harnr Sisson, 23, was discussed. Benjamin Brinkhuis The school has again opened its
Petitions for Benj. H. Roscma
doors to resume session for the Mrs. Arthur Vanden Berg, wife home. The adminiatrationhas been
Sheriff Rosema through his dilof Allegan and robbed him of $35 gave a reading.
Mr. Gerald Nykerk who for 2 coming year.
of the Republican Senator had Mr. endeavoring to do something for th« for Sheriff were circulatedand igent and untiring efforts has soland left him lying on M-89 between
Mr. and Mrs. James Kooman en- and Mrs. Rhode of Denmark for farmers and I wish to reiterate my filed by a representativegroup of ved practically all of the crimes in
this city and Otsero after he had years has conducted a grocery store
stopped to assist them in starting at the east end of our village, is tertained with a weiner roast at dinner at her summbr home at belief, as did my late father, that supervisors,business men, profes- his jurisdictionsince he has been
their apparently stalled automo- disposing of his stock, and expects their home on Thursday evening. Lakewood Farm. This was a non- a prosperous agriculture is the sional men, farmers and individu- sheriff.
to start work at the Kroger store Those present were Mr. and Mrs. partisan affair, the Vanden Bergs soundest basis upon which a nation als who believe that Benj. H. Rosebile.
Ivan De Young and children,Mr. and the Bryan Owens being intim- can bo grounded.’’
ma should be retained as Sheriff The law khat gave a Sheriff only
Sisson said the car, a sedan, was in Zeeland next Monday.
two terms of two years each is no
Mr. Harry Lampen had charge of and Mrs. John De Young and chil- ate friends socially at the Nationstanding along the road half way
The speaker then launched into of Ottawa County.
longer in existence. In the west,
between Allegan and Otsego and the Prayer Meeting of the Reform- dren, Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Roelofs, al Capitol. Not a few women on quotations of farm products and
The
petitions were circulatedby
Sheriffs hold office for us long
that one of the occupants hailed ed Church last Sunday evening, the Mr. and Mrs. Neal Elema, Mr. and the receptioncommittee who were prices parallelingthese to prices
the above named group after re- as ten terms, and even in Michihim and asked to borrow his jack. topic being, “Why Is Christianity Mrs. Nick Rooker, Mr. Peter Rock- Republicans, co-operated with the when the depression first began.
Missionary Religion?" Miss er and John Rooker and Mr. and Democraticwomen of the city to She spoke on the tariff and the peatedly urging Mr. Roscma to gan, since the law was changed,
As Sisson approached the car with
Ruth
Poppen rendered a vocal so- Mrs. Jamee Kooman and Mr. Frank honor this illustriouscouple as Democratic platform generally. It run for a third term. Mr. Rose- some Sheriff®have had their 3rd,
the jack he was struck on the head
ma's only comment was that ho 4th, and 5th terms and some even
lo.
Brown and daughter.
and knocked down.
guests of the City of Holland.
was n very interestingdiscourse
had
asked ror
for aim
and ouiaineu
obtained from
naa asnea
irom longer.
The Christian Endeavor Society
Charles Frost of Allegan, who > Donald Voorhoret left for HudHer party came in a trailer in on, i
1 d‘1', 8 *fn;ithe voter, of thi, county t»o
drove bv a few minutes “later, found sonville, Tuesday morning,where met Sunday evening with Miss which they traveled all over EurProswutors, County Clerks,
Sisson lying in the road. The youth he has been engaged as a teacher Pauline Hall as the leader. The ope and have traveledtwice across
County Treasurers, etc., are electr™**rks »r™c^lXt"hit « dw‘notnwi!!h
topis for discussionwas, “The Val- the United States since their arwas not seriouslyinjured but was in the Hudsonville School.
ed for more than two terms. If
for . third torn,. Th, potiue of Man." This was a consecra- rival. Both are pleasing conver- ,h
unable to give officers a detailed
The daughter of the great coin- tions express the sentiments of a this makes for efficiency, why
tion
meeting.
JAMESTOWN
descriptionof his assailant.
sationistsand they spoke a great moner was indeed eloquent and
would not this hold true of the
Mica Mrytle Beek is emnloyed deal of their travelsand they ex- her discoursewas clothedwith dig- large number of voters that Benj. office of Sheriff also, especiallyif
H.
Rosema
should
be
retained
ns
Rev. and Mrs. P. A. De Jonge as domestic at the home of Mr. and pect to return to Denmark after nity and was pleasing to hear by
OVERISEL
Sheriff of Ottawa Co. for at least you have a Sheriff who has conand childrenhave returned to their Mrs. Fred Cook of Wyoming Park. the November election.
the audience regardless of politianother term ,for the following ducted hia office in the past 4
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Nick
Rooker
visyears as economically and so sucRev. Vande Riet of the Christian home after having spent a month’s
The audience in the Armory was cal affihatione. The committee in reasons:
ited
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Neal
Edema
of
cessfullyas Mr. Benj. H. Rosema
Reformed Church with one of his vacation with relatives in Iowa.
rather
mixed
politically, men and charge was chairmen, Mrs. Joseph
Mr. Joe Leenheer and Mr. Bert Byron Center on Sunday.
IT. Rhea, and co-chairman Mis. J.
Mr. Rosema has been the most has done?
elders, Mr. Henry Lampen, attendwomen
of
all
parties
being
preMr. and Mrs. F. De Young and
ed the fall session of Classis last Ensing were in Zeeland on Thurs- childrenof Ohio visited with their sent. The eminent speaker was in- Good. Mrs. Adrian L. Van Putten, economical and efficient Sheriff
Everyone of the above etateMrs. J. Frank Duffy and Mrs. Ma- Ottawa County hat ever had.
Wednesday.
Mr. and troduced by Mrs. Thomas McAlliaments can be proven from record,
r. Frank Brown and daughter brother and sister-in-law,
yo
Hadden
as
members.
The
meetThe young people of the Reter, Presidentof the Women’s DemMrs. John De Young.
Mr. Rosema has saved the tax- and are given the voters of Ottaformed and ChristianReformed of Ohio visited with Mr. and Mrs.
ocratic Club of Grand Rapids. Mrs. ing was sponsoredby the Demo- payers of this county a very large
au County for their consideration.
John
De
Yong
and
children and
Churches enjoyed a pot luck supRhode gratiouslyacknowledged the cratic women of Holland.
OLIVE CENTER
amount of money by his efficient Altho Mr. Rosema positively reper at Tunnel Park. Just before other relatives here this past week.
introduction and stated that HolThe
reception committee was manner of conducting the affairs fuses to do any campaigning in his
supper they went on a treasure The Girl's League For Service
Harm Bange from near Holland land is a beautifulcity aad it gave compoeedof Mrs. Joseph C. Rhea, of his office, the fearless method own behalf for the office of Sherof the Second ReformedChurch will
hunt. After supper the young folks
suffered a stroke and is confinedto her a great deal of pleasure to Mrs. John J. Good, Mrs. Adrian Van he uses to apprehend criminals, iff, he is willing to continue to
played several games.
his home. Mr. Bange formerly meet the people who live in such Putten, Mrs. J. Frank Duffv. Mrs. who by illegalmeans have tried serve Hs Sheriff if that is the dePolitical Advertising
Ruth Stegeman from Hosperr,
an enterprisingand well-caredfor Mayo Hadden, Mrs. Louis Vander- to make thair living from residents r-ire of the people of this county
lived in this vicinity.
Iowa, was a week end guest at the
community. In launching her dis- berg. Mrs. Maxine McBride Hor- of this county and by his strict
Gertrude
Zeldenrust
who
spent
If Mr. Rosema is re-elected,
Vande Riets and Lampens homes, WORLD WAR VETERAN
a month with relatives and friends course, all non-partianshipwas dis- gun, Mrs. Sears R. McLean, Mrs. enforcement of all laws.
FAVORS CONGRESSMAN
(which he should be by a large
Miss Stegeman expects to enter
sipated, when she gave a Democra- John E. Telling, Mrs Willis DiekeHOFFMAN’S RELECTION in III., returned to her home re- tic discourse which could not be ma, Mrs. James De Pree, Mrs. NaMr. Rosema is held in very high majority) Ottawa County will bo
Hope College next week.
cently.
esteem by all law enforcement of- assured of another two years of
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Lester Gunmistaken.
It
was
in
part
as
folthaniel
Robbins,
Mrs.
Earnest
Three Rivers,Michigan
Lorainne Knoll of Holland spent
ficers for his efficient cooperation
September3, 1936 a few days at the home of her lows: ‘There has been considerable Brooks, Mrs. Bertal Slagh. Mrs. and for his fearlessnessiu uphold- efficient ami economicallaw enforcement, attested to by a large
attack
from
the
opposition
rela- Garret Heyns, Mrs. Thomas McEditor,
uncle and aunt Mr. aid Mrs. James
ing the law.
number of people who say:
tive to extravagance, expenditures Allister and Mrs. Lionel Heap.
Three Rivers Commercial

Attention Voters!
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Knoll.

City

Mr. and Mrs. Paul Banks from
Dear Sir:
Croton spent the week-end at the
I hope that every voter in this
home of their parents, Mr. and
district will support Congressman
Mrs. Oliver Banks.
Clare E. Hoffman for reelection, as
Bert Van Der Zwaag who has
he is competent, humane and conbeen seriously ill for some time,
siderate.
He introduceda bill in Congress passed away Sunday afternoon at
to repay me for surgical and hos- his home here. Mr. Van Der Zwaag
pital bills which I paid personally was 52 years. He is survived by
in order to obtain relief from a the widow, a son, Harold, and a

n
Peter A. Lievense
RepublicanCandidatefor

SHERIFF
OF OTTAWA COUNTY

Primariea Sept. 15, 1936

direct war-connected injury which
I received in France. *
This bill was passed unanimously by both the House and the
Senate. It was sent to the President and he vetoed it, although he
had billions of dollars given to him
to spend and he has spent billions
of dollars in promotingthe various New Deal alphabeticalbranches
and experiments and all sorts of
boondoggling projects.
It is just too bad that a Veteran's just claim should be denied
in order that some politician might
be given the taxpayers’ money.
1 hope that the Congressmanwill
be reelectedand that he will continue to serve the people in the
future as he has in the past. Certainly every Veteran should support him.
Leon Frederick Ruggles
World War Veteran

daughter, Harriet, all at home.
Funeral services will be held Wednesday, at the home at 1:30 and
at 2:00 o'clock at the South Olive

church. Rev. P. D.

Van

Vleit
officiating. Burial will be at North

Holland cemetery.

CITIZENS of

Allegan County, are pleased to endorse

for your seriousconsiderationthe candidacy of

of

Allegan for
the office

Prosecuting
Attorney
On the Republican Ticket
September 15th.
Mr. Andrews has lived in Allegan for the past 11 years and
was graduated from Allegan High School after which he attended
the Universityof Michigan, receivingdegrees from both the Engineering and the Law Departments. He now conducts his own
law oScc in the city of Allegan.
His parents have always been ardent supporters of all civic
and community affairs and this is the first time that any member
of the family has asked for a county office. His father, William
Andrews, is a member of the firm of Phillips Brothers, having
been associatedwith the store since the family made Allegan
their home eleven years ago.

SptciaculMVdiu

printed that the Knoll reunion was
held Sunday. It should have read
that it was held Saturday.
Those starting school at North
Holland for the 9th grade Tuesday
morning were, Jessie Poll, the 10th
grade, Jack Nieboer, Jr., and

Miiile io

celebrate

FOR SHERIFF
“ROSEMA

IS

THE BEST

SI

OTTAWA COUNTY
HAD."
Let » fchow our apprecii
RIFF

•

by voting fdr him— and ret
him (by a large majority) to
office of Sheriff <rf thi* con
which he has conducted for u»':
economically ahd efficiently In
part.

,

‘

Commlttoo “BOeEMA for

SI
(Political

SIMMONS 65-ANNIVERSARY

-

Studio Couches

program of unamployment insurance. old age insurance and widows' pension.The C.C.C. program
has been a very worthy undertak-

In

High Grade Assorted Colon

ing: at least three million have been

SIMM6N?

PoliticalAdvertising

Poll

started the 11th grade at Holland
High.
Friends from Chicago spent the
week-end at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Steve Zimonic.
Two years ago, after a vigorous
Jack Nieboer is busy these days campaign during which 1 wrote and
painting his house.
spoke repeatedly throughoutthe
Jack Nieboer, Jr., who has been district for economy in government
working in Vriesland during the and in opposition to the New Deal
summer months, returned to the policies, you electedme by a mahome of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. jority of 13,000 and naturally I
Jack Nieboer, Saturday evening. assumed that you desired that the
James Bartels from Muskegon promises made during the cam
who has spent a couple months by paign be kept, and this was done.
his uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs.
So far, no particularfault has
Herman Bartels, returned to his been found nor criticism offered
home recently.
except by that group which »as
School Bells will again ring in displeasedbecause I could not disthis vicinity next Monday, Septem- regard my promise to you, accept
ber 14. Mrs. Gary De Witt will be the orders of Dr. Townsend, and
substitute teacher, as Mr. John agree to vote for a two per cent
Maat is still confined to his home transaction tax which in effect,
with illness but is improving nicely. meant a sales tax of from ten to
Mr. and Mrs. Robert De Jongh thirty per cent imposed upon all
and family from Lansing called on the necessitiesof life, thus intheir father, Jacob De Jongh Sat- creasing your cost in living.
urday.
Advantage is being taken of this
Mrs. Harm Looman who was on dissatisfaction. Although Governor
the sick list is nicely improving. Brucker, Senator Couzens, and the
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Nieboer and Democraticcandidates for United
family visited at the home of Mr. States Senator are opposed to this
and Mrs. John H. Knoll at Holland plan, no organized criticism is
Sunday evening.
made of any, but I am now being opposed by a candidate who
promisesa $200 per month pension, a promise which he should
know can never be fulfilled. He is
using this organizationfor his own
political advancement. Do you
want a rubber stamp Congressman
and the rubber stamp in the control of a man who does not even
live in the state?
Another candidate, who is the
RUTH BRYAN OWEN RHODE

Why Experiment?

•

»

.7

wf

_-?>

anniversary]

v .Vj,,

Special

ACQVER TO HTEVERYNEfly
l

The Daughter of
Great

Republics n Candidate

50 Simmons -

Relatives here received word of
the sudden death of Mrs. Robert
Galven at her home in Alpine
township near Grand Rapids. Mrs.
Galven before her marriage was
Miss Lena Veldheer who was bom
and spent her girlhood days here.
She is survived by her husband,
two sons, two sisters and one prosperity:furthermore, beside
brother.
providing for present needs the adThe news has a correction to ministrationhas also given thought
make in this item. Last week was to the future in it& Social Security

Lawrence Bakker. Justin
fE,

and the piling up of nationaldebt.
While the expenditures have been
great, these debts have been made
to feed the hungry and to temporarily put to work idle men and women. If we found ourselves willing to assure a tremendous debt
of 425,000,000,000to fight a manmade war, it is not too much to
spend $10,000,000,000now to care
for the needy. History relates that
in other nations little notice was
given to the conditionof the starving. In contrast,President Roosevelt proclaimed in his inaugural
address that America as a nation
cannot and will not allow its people to starve. The P. W. A., the
C.C.C. and other agencies of relief have been proclaimed by the
oppositionas avenues of waste and
I challenge that by so doing we
have poured &ums of money through
these avenues as a measure of relief and by the same token we have
restored the nation to a state of

BENJ. H. R0SEI

W

Commoner

Appears Here

SPEAKS TO LARGE AUDIENCE present head of the House of
We

are pleasedto endorse the candidacy of Mr. Andrews and
in so doing assure you that if nominated and elected he will serve
in this office without fear or favor to any person or group.

Bernaad Begeman, Farmers’ Co-op., AUegan.
Charles

W.

Brand, Brand Market, Allegan.

John Brink, Jr., Brink Lumber Yard, Hamilton.
John Brink,

Sr., Brink

Lumber Yard, Hamilton.

H. K. Carlyle,Ford Garage, Otsego.
L. S. Crane, Crane’s Drug Store, Fennville.

Grover C. Cook, Cook Oil Co., Allegan.

Dan Conroy,

J. C.

Penny Co. AUegan.

E. W. DeLano, DeLano Service,Allegan.
Fred DeJongh, DeJongh’s Store, Burnipa.
Ernest Dalman, Imperial Carving, Allegan.

Colman Davison, Grocer, Fennville.
E. E. Eady, Eady Shoe Store, Otsego.
F. E. Holland, Insurance, Allegan.
John Hoeksema, Lumber Yard, Burnips & Dorr.

Harry M. Lults, Insurance, Allegan.
R. E. Myers, Blood Brothers,AUegan.

R. L. Merriraan, Denttat,Plainwell.
C. A. Montieth, MarUn Exchange Bank, Martin.

Harry L. Perrigo,L. Perrigo Co, AUegan.
Verny

J. Reynolds, Chevrolet Sales, AUegan.

F. R. Roberts, Roberts’ Hardware, Plainwell.
Charles A. Sheffer, Sheffer Grocery, Allegan.

W.

E. Schmitz, AUegan Casket Co.,

AUegan.

Andrew G. Schulx,Grocer, Wataon.
Guy Teed, FennviUe.
T.IJL Ward, AUegan Lumber Gx, AUegan.

Herman Vaupell, First State Bank, AUegan.
Harold H. Van Syckel,Van’s Grocery, Douglas.
Geo. W. Wise, Insurance,AUegan.

Rather an unusual political conclave was held in Holland when
Mrs. Ruth Bryan Owen Rhode,
daughter of the late William Jennings Bryan, spoke at the Holland
Armory to an audience that nearly filled this large auditorium. The
affair was semi-political, semi-social and in part non-partisan,she
being a fine woman of culture aad
a celebrity, since she has been Senator and has just resigned as Minister to Denmark, where she also
found a new husband. Mrs. Rhode,
as well as her husband, are interesting people to meet and beside*
the daughter of the great commoner
has inheritedthe talent of her 11-

David, a pleasant gentleman,a
former California county judge,

man of business experience,
has entered the field, and the
and a

Wrht'

thought which I wish to convey to

you is this:
You have a representativewho
has kept the faith. I am sure that
you will concede that I have been

W':l

conscientious,that I have been industrious,and no one doubts my
sincerityor frankness. So, if you
believe in economy in government,

in a return to Congress of the
power to coin money and to fix its
value; if you believe that monopoly should be prohibited,that we
should once more return to those
principlesof government and embodied in the Declaration of Independence and in the Constitution, let me have your support.
If you believe in what has been
the American form of government,
under which our Nation has grown
in spite of all abuses, notwithstanding the selfishness and greed
of powerful politicians, into a land
where has been the home of the oppressed and the persecuted and
which once again, freed of the New
Deal experimenters, will become
the land of opportunity, give me
your support, not only on election
day, bat from now nntil the primary on September 15 and (hen
on to November 3.

The New Deal has given you

experiments.Result — an overwhelming debt and a disregard of
yo«r rights. Yon need not experiment. You know what I represent
and what I will do. The present
is no time for you to experiment
aelecting a representative.
Let me at the primary have a vote
which will encourage our party
worker* and make the November
task easier. From now until primary day take the message to your
friends and acquaintances,for upon yon depends the result.
Sincerely,
CLARE E. HOFFMAN,

YOUR CHOICE

-

$34.50
50 studio couches. Every one an outstanding

Made

just for

Simmons

value.

65th Anniversary. Values to

fit

* °

$39.50

every type of room. Choice of smart styles.Siipmoi

standard quality with

coil

spring base and inner-sprin

154.50 offered at very low prices. Assorted high-grade

mattress.

covers but only T or 2 of a kind. Colors and fabrics to

comers get widest choice of covers.

Gan

be used as twin or double beds. First

Come Early and Pick from the Complete

Selection!

when

lusrious father on the speaking
platform.
William Jennings Bryan won his
nomination for the presidency on
the Democratic ticket, when he
swayed an entire convention with
his “Cross of Gold and Crown of
Thorn" speech.The writer was privileged to hear that speech through Republican Candidate for Congre
the kind courtesy of the late George
P, Hummer, a nationally known Fourth District of Michigan.

XkVms
&bmbjos
THE HOME
GOOD FURNITURE

Holland
OF

Michigan

!
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LOCAL NEWS
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PECK’S
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Americanwill attend a sales conclave.The
_
_j.
laid, la work for other*, work transLegion Posts of Ottawa county at group will join 2000 other repre- 1 ffllldriCS
formed by love, thus labor plus inthe Holland Country Club, Wednes- sentativesin Chicago and sail to
telligenceequals work and work
day evening. Chester Van Tonger- Mackinac Island for a convention
plus love equals service.
en is to be installed as commander there. The trip will be made on the
of the local post. Holland, Zeeland,North and South American steamProf, and Mrs. F. George Damson
Grand Haven and Coopersvilleers that dock here in the winter.
and daughter, Mary Kathryn, of
posts will join in the occaeion. Def- They will return to Holland SunGunnison,Colo., who have been
inite arrangements have been made day evening.
visiting relatives in Holland for the
(Continued
from
Page
One)
to have Emil Ganser of Grand RaMist Henrietta Ruyo, died at the issue. It might be well to state past two weeks, left for Chicago
pids, vice-commander as the speakage of 83 at the home of her daugh-that the cities of Grand Haven and today where they will spend a few
er for the occasion, it was announcter, Mrs. Venas Vande Bunte, in Zeeland have adopted this plan of days before returning to their
ed. A program of entertainment is
home. Mr. Damson is director of
Forest Grove, after a lingeringillbeing planned by the Zeeland post. ness. Surviving are four daughters, having their Mayors and City At- instrumental music in the Western
torneys
represent
them
on
the
Reports of the recent state con- Mrs. Herman Telgenhof of HudState college at Gunnison.
Board.
vention were made last night by sonville. Mrs. John Yntema of Zee------- O'-" Another
ballot
that
will
be
given
Delegates Alfred Joldersma, Henry land, Mrs. Harry Weischler of
to you is a straw vote on the SunCook and Albert Van Lcnte. The Pirand Rapids and Mrs. Vande
J.
post members also considered the Bunte, 15 grandchildren and 11 day sale of liquor. This ballot too
will be found on page 3, section 2
fall membership campaign.
great grandchildren.Funeral ser- of today’s issue.
Mr. and Mrs. George Slikkers, vices will be Saturday at 1 p.m. at This issue of the News is reMr. and Mrs. Jack Dykstra, Mr. the Vande Bunte home in Forest plete with candidates’ announceand Mrs. Henry Palmbos, Mr. and Grove and at 1:30 p. m. in James- ments and pictures of candidates.
Mrs. Edward Bos and G. J. Bylsma town Reformed church. The Rev. Each is a meeeage to the public,
left early today for Chicago where Peter Do Jonge will officiate and advancing their
respective qualburial will be in Jamestown cemethe men, insurance ropresentativee
ifications.
(Continued from page 1)
lected officersof the four

At • meeting of the Willard G.
Post No. 6 American
Wednesday night, plans
were considered for the joint intallation ceremony for newly e-
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Tuesday Very
Important

even be considered. The annual
revenue from such a plant, we predict, would make it one of our principal industries and would be a
direct benefit to both the merchant
and the agriculturist. The company
has never been compelled to buy a
foot of ground and if other cities
are willing to offer a bonus, Hoi
land should certainly donate the
site which is required and which
can be had for a meagre outlay.

-

Cat Rate Drag Store
(Holland's Pricemaker)

H.

River and 8th 8C
Holland,Mich.

108 Bayer Aspirin
68c Mar-O-Oil

.......

.....

Shampoo

Buys Vac-A-Tap
For Storage

41c
33c

S8c Mennen's Shaving

Creams

29c

------------

Dr. West'a Tooth Brush

9U5

Absorbine

tery.

..47c

Jr .........76c

U-48, 5cc. Insulin............58c
35c Frostilla Lotion

........

21c

25c Lyon’s Tooth Powder 14c
1000 Sheet Toilet Tissue
.... ______________
_______ 2 rolls 7c

30c Bromo SelUer ........ 17c
50c Ipana Tooth Paste

QL

Milk of

...

28c

Magnesia 27c

50c Yeast Foam ............ 28c
58c Woodbury’sCreams 29c
30c Alka SelUer ............ 24c

Carl E.
is

Other candidates on the RepubThe Holland Woman’s Christian ijcan ticket are for United States
Temperance Union will hold its Senate, Wilbur M. Brucker and
first meeting of the season at 2:30 jnmos Couzens, both of Detroit
o'clock,Friday afternoon, at the
For Governor:— Frank D. FitzSarah E. Lacey
home of Mrs. E. J. Blekkink. An- gerald of Grand I/odge, who is finTEACHER OF PIANO AND nual reports will be given, install- ishing his first term, and Roscoe
ation of officers will be held and a Conklin Fitch from near Detroit
THEORY OF MUSIC
memorial serviceis also scheduled. Lientenant Governor:— Thomas
Devotions will be conducted by Mrs Reed, who la now serving his first
Etta Whitman and Mr?. C. Van Du- term, and I^auren E. Dickinson.
Studio— 19 E. 8th St. Phone 9404 ren is in charge of arrangements
For Representative in Congress:
for music. Mrs. S. C. Nettinga and — Carl E. Mapes, the present ConAssistantin Theory Dept, at U. of
Mrs. E. Arnold comprise the tea gressman, Howard N. Jacobsen and
Ann Arbor During Past Sum- committee.
George Veltman. All are from
mer Session.
Miss Charlotte Kooiker, bacter- Grand Rapids.
On the Republican ticket will aliologist in the state health department has returned to Ijinsing after so be found a place where county
a two week’s vacation with her delegateswill be chosen to the conparents, Mr. and Mrs. G. John Kooi- vention to be held, September 22.
ker. Miss Kooiker has been with This county convention will in turn
the health departmentin Lansing elect delegates to the State convention to be held at Grand Rapids
for nearly a rear and a half.
Misses Elaine Brusse, Frances September 29, where this county
Collins and Carma Coster were will be represented by twenty-two
hostessesat a personal shower giv- delegates.A meeting has been callen at the home of
Vernon ed for this purpose on the sixth
Hertz, on East 19th St.. Wednes- floor of the Warm Friend Tavern

Mapes

Mm

Reliable and Soundly

Progressive
Re-elect

Heinz Co.

This Experienced Congressman

iSS88S8S8888SSS888l

MODEL DRUG STORE

day evening,in honor of Mrs. Irvin for tonight,Friday at 7:30 o’clock.
Woltman,who before her marriage As we said before the Democrats
recentlywas Miss Marjorie Klom- have no county ballot since there
parens. A buffet supper at 6:30 was only one nomination for each
o’clock was followed by bridge. The office from Sheriff down.

to locate a salting house here.

The

on

the

building will be erected

ground of Wiepke Diekema just
West of Holland,known as the site
of the old Indian burying grounds.
The plant will be connected by a

Chicago and West Michigan side

cash, had pledges for $200 more
ana needed $40 to make the land
deal. In the middle of October the
files of the News indicatethat all
the money had been secured
through private subscription and
that the purchase of the land had
been made. On November 20, 1897
the Holland City News stated that
the H. J. Heinz Co., during the
first year of its opening made two
payments for picklesand on January 1st the last of three installments would be paid and approximately $9,000 would be disbursed
bursed.
That year 280 acres of pickles was
the number contracted for the first
year in business. This was augmented by 200 acres of tomatoes.
The company expects that the acreage next year would be 400 acres
for pickles only. We might add at
this time that in 1936 nearly 1500
acres are devoted to pickles in Ottawa County. The H. J. Hienz Co.

track. Building is to start in, the
spring. In the course of time a
vinegar plant will also be conducted
in connectionwith this modest beginning. The News predicts that
this small industry,which creates
a new market for the farmer aside
from grains, will gradually develop points out that there are still
into one of Holland’sleadingindusthousands of acres of the best pictries."
kle land not devoted to that profitable crop as yet.
Shortly after, meetings were
• • •
held in De Grondwet hall on River
July 1, 1898 work had actually
Avenue, when father Mulder donated this hall for farm pickle meet- started on the vinegar plant. On
ings. Here representativesof the Aug. 19, 1898 an item states that
H. J. Heinz Co. lectured on how to the whole Heinz Co. force is workraise pickles, cauliflower, tomatoes ing late into the night taking in
and so on. The signing of new cucumber pickles as the farmers
pickle contracts also took place brought them in. Long lines of
there. The files of the News also horses and wagons extend down the
gave a great deal of pickle infor- street waiting to be unloaded at
mation and stated from time to the salting house and on one day
time how work on the building? 1950 bushels were unloaded. The
company is engaged just now in
was progressing.
erectinga vinegar plant, a building

guests were Misses Betty Woodall. For State Senator the Democrats
similar to the present salting
France? Hoover. Margaret Do Vries have candidates as follows: Louis
On September 4, 1897 the first house, 100 x 100 feet. The building
;Pearl Telgenhof,Cornelia Van B. Ward, Prentiss M. Brown, Ralph enlargementwas spoken of when
is built by Holland labor and the
ILeeuwen, Florrie Jones. Mrs Dan W. Liddy and John H. Myskens. the salting house was augmented
contract for two additionalbuildDekker and Mrs. Woltman.
Governor:— George W. Wel&h of by a vinegar plant, warehouseand
ings has been left to A. J. Ward,
Grand Rapids and Frank Murphy docks. It however was first neces- local contractor. One is a boiler
of Detroit.
sary to donate the land. John Zwe- and engine house, 45 x 42 feet, loLieutenant Governor:— Loo J. mer’s name appears often in mak- cated North of the salting house,
Nowicki, Leon D. Case, Henry C. ing negotiationsin differentways
the other is intended for a cider
Glasner, and Charles F. Hemans. with the H. J. Heinz Co. and he
press, 40 x 44 feet, frame, with
Representativein Congress:
was delegated to secure public sub- stone foundation. All this, as quotLionel Heap of Grand Haven, scriptions.John was a grand old ed from the files of the Holland
Thomas F. McAllisterof Grand Ra- veteran of the Civil War and was City News, took place when the
pids, and Garrett Heyns of Hol- at one time Commander of the A. H. J. Heinz Co. started its plant
land.
C. Van Raalte Post here. He was here nearly 39 years ago and
State Senator: — George Caball of the grandfather of “Don" Zwemer locallyat least it was an infant
Zeeland, and Earnest C. Brooks of of the Holland City Depositors industry.
Holland.
Corp. and was the father of
Henry
tv
All through the News files,
In the townshipsnext Tuesday Zwemer.
covering a period of nearly two
the polls will be open at 7 A. M.
score years, this quiet developand will remain open until 6 P. M.
An item of Sept. 12. 1897, states ment is chronicledas taking place.
the same as in the City of Holland. that the H. J. Heinz Co. even pro- The achievements were never much
o
noses to erect buildings for those heralded but as time went on,
A lecture on Christian Science, branches which are most profitable building after buildingwas erected,
entitled, “The Law of Love Re- to the farmers and best adapted to monuments of steel and concrete,
vealed and Demonstrated" was pre- the soil. Their bottling business until today the H. J. Heinz Co.,
sented Sunday afternoon in the has assumed such proportions and overlooking Macatawa Bay, covers
Holland Theatre by Richard J. Da- the shipping facilities afforded by the greater part of a city block.
Vi&, C. S.. of Chicago a member of Holland are so much superior to With seasonalemploym ent numberthe Board of Lectureship 6f the other localities that the company ing to nearly the thousand mark,
Mother Ghureh. First Church of expects eventually to make this it has been a real asset to Holland.
Christ, Scientist,of Boston. Mr. city one of its principal stations Besides it has brought a diversiDavis said that in ChristianScience and be prepared to use the acreage fied market to the entire countrythe law of love transformsour that could be devoted to pickles to- side, and collectivelyit has been
thinking and brings joy into our matoes, cauliflower, apples, berries of untold value to this city and
lives. Christian Science tenches up and the like. The advantagesof its environs. That the raising of
that the very nature of God. divine such a market are a benefit not to Heinz products has lifted many a
Mind, is ceaselessactivity. He ex- l)e underestimatedand the few mortgage from the farm and that
plained the distinction between la- hundred dollars at stake in the way it is meant to be a substantialcash
bor, work and sendee. Sendee, he of donating the land should not crop to the tillers of the soil has
long ago been demonstrated.We
are indeed pleased to hear that the
Re-elect
H. J. Heinz Co. has added a substantial building to its other boldings. It being headquarters for
distributionof many of the “57
Varieties"makes this city a pivotal
Ticket
point for the activitiesof this
company and makes Holland a disRepublicanCandidate
tributing center of food stuffs in

35 West

8th

Street

Holland

50c Ada Milk of Magnesia 29c

Certified

TRY ADS

MAGNESIA

DIGESTIVE TABLETS

TOOTH PASTE

25c and 50c

2-25c tubes 37c

---

FLY

Wexford Quality

Killers

Ice Cream

Flit,

Black Flag.

Known

for its

Fly Tox.

DeliciousFlavor

Vermitoa,

J-D

19c quart

Spray.

PINTS
Quart*

Choice of 5 Flavor!

-

COMMISSIONER

25c to 89c

on the Republican

The Model

Cigar Counter Serves

You Best

Cora Vande Water

Fred Van Wieren

this area.
for

Fresh Merchandise— Priced Low!

JUDGE

of Park Township

of

PROBATE

sss^ssssssssssssssssssa

PEANUT BUTTER

his first

term. Ask

for a

finishing
for a

Second Term

ATTENTION ALLEGAN
COUNTY VOTERS

RePrimaries— September

publican ballot.

1

HURTim

MtDi f ROM

£

NOW

STOCK UP

DIITTTD
V
EK
D

«*

MICHIGAN MAID
STRICTLY FRESH

1 1

*

roll

10

^

WB8CO- CRISP
FLAKY SODAS

“

but

15c

GELATINEDESSERT

6
2

p^g*-

25c

CANE SUGAR
fQ

A

{"IfEQC

TWINKLE

BRAN FLAKES

country club

lb.

73c
33c

lb.

p1**'

19c

p1**-

27c

COUNTRY CLUB SWEETMEATS OF WHEAT

2

BREAKFAST FOOD

SOUP
rAEEEE
wvrrEE

TOMATO

•

JEWEL COFFEE

COUNTRY CU H
vacui m packed

Whealies 2 i*s> 23c
NEW

1956 I'ACH

LARGE

Catsup

or

li

BRAND

I9r - FRENCH

lb. bag

10c

bottle

Urge pkg.

25c

23c

JARS

55c

29c

T;:

H I’S, dozen

-GALLON,

doz. 89c

T8

Wide Mouth

TALL BOY
GIANT

Vegetable

PICKLING

SOUP OR LOVER S SPAGHETTI

Oxydol

Spices all

Chipso pkg. 9<
OR AMERICANFAMILY FLAKES

25c

spicrf bulk
3-o*. pkg. 10c

MIXED SPICES

1

HER GRACE

^

Walcforf 5

6

JARS - QUARTS, dor 79e

"jr
ran) 29c

3

63c

KERR OR BALL RROS.

25<

pl,B

lb. ran
lb. btg

MASON

4/^

Softasilk flour

25c

KERR OR BALL BROS.

QUA
Bisquick

ran)

•9

kits

lo\

GIANT

19c

3

Fruit Pectin

TISSUE -Seott TI»m* 4 roll) 25e

FRESH BREAD

25c

p1**-

COUNTRY

lb.

CLUB

lo.(

10c

DELICIOUS,FLAKY

LIGHT, FLUFFY

Danish Pastry ~tk 19c

'•'* 15c

Jelly Roll

OVEN FRESH - FIVE VARIETIES lb. bulk

COOKIES

IQ*

lOO-fo

SM-E 01

baft

scarf*
T>c ***

**

.

,

Gold Duat and Silvtr Dust Coupon* Cheerfully
Accepted at Kroger's

VEAL ROAST

5c

1

SHOULDER

VEAL
Haddock

RIB CHOPS

Meat

M

14V4C Bacon Squares

Filletslb

Loaf

n,

*b-

19c
lb 19c

HEHRUD S

19c

Small

Franks

POT
ROAST
MEATY
BEEF

5

NU1S

2:25c

SWIFT'S PREMIl

Mr. Van Wieren is

IITIIR

HIART OUT OP IT TO
MAKI IT BITTIRl

In September 19, 1897: John
Zwemer is busy among the merchants getting cash donations. By
October 1st he had raised $400

—

Your Walgreen System Store

Wl TAKI ?M«

t

lb 25c

IV2C

GUTS OF

Judge Cora Vande Water, candi- 1 that if a child, and I get many
date on the Republican ticket, orig- in probate court, ia brought in a
inally came from Holland and dur- I first or second time after commiting the greater part of the regime ting a serious offense,that child
of Mr. Danhof, Miss Vande Water I should be placed in a good home,
was chief clerk and during that given the best environment and by
period gained a thorough knowledge all means be given a chance. The
of the duties in the Probate office so called delinquent or problem
She was so thorough at that time child can be transformedfrom a
that a great many of the matters ; potentialcriminal into a good citizen. I do not believe there are any
were left to her.
real ‘bad bovs’ as the name is freBefore entering the Probate officras
d in
Badnes*
evident
lice as clerkVhrwrassiia
clerk she wa? associated
theaPP,iedcrugt .g
often ifl
thick
but
the office of Prosecuting Attorney
with
patience and understanding,
Fred T. Miles, now Judge of the
training and supervision,any boy
Circuit Court. Here as well as
can
and will bo made a desirable
in the Probate office,she gained a
citizen.
broad knowledge of the law as
"I believe in giving a youngster
this relates to probate matters.
a chance when they make their
It is doubtful if there is a judge first misstep. They often ‘find
in western Michigan who is bet- themselves’ and what is more, givter acquainted with Probate Court ing them a new start saves many
procedure and more capable as a a mother and father heartaches."
iProbate Judge than is Cora Vande
0
Water.

QUALITY MEAT SPECIALS

FOR SATURDAY ONLY
Boiling

Beef

Veal Shoulder
Veal Stew or

Hamburger
Bologna
Bacon

Roast

no. 1

grade

Squares

Sirloin

9c'

lb.
lb.

10c

lb.

11c’

grouDd

Pork Shoulder Roasts

12c

lb.

Breast

all beef

lb.

lb. 11c

lb

C'"1" Cui*

Steak

The "Probate Manual", dealing

18c

1

Fresh Dressed Chickens

lb. 18c

Beef Chuck Roasts

lb.

15cJ

lb.

13c

Pm*Q Lurd ^pen ^ettle Rendered
Oleo Golmar Brand

lb.

11c

Frankfurters med. size

lb.

13c

Smoked Picnics
Met Worst home made

lb.

Support

Thomas Read
for

LIEUTENANT

17c

lb. 18c

Pork Steak

4Aa

Veal Chops

4UC|’lb. Small Wieners

GOVERNOR

Beef Liver

ER BROS.
Street

with

I8r

lb. 19c

^

-

Primaries Sept. 15, 1936

Inc.

REPUBLICAN TICKET

Holland

“Michigan Needs

Thomas Read”

-

Judge Cora Vande Water has all
this at her finger tips— a dozen
years of Probate Court training
have schooled her in this knowledge. Miss Vande Water is particularly fitted where widow’s and
mother’s pensions are concerned
for she knows the needs, the problems and the sacrifices that mother always makes and applies her
knowledge in a fair and equitable
way to both the widow and the

taxpayer. She makes a special
study of children who have gone
temporarily bad and takes a deep
intereat in those cases.

In a lecture before a women’s
:lub in Ottawa County not so long
», she said, "My conviction is

faith in her qualifications. Besides
being honest, energetic and faithful to her trust, ahe waa backed
up by several years of experience
as register in the probate office,
through which she became conversant with every detail of the requirementsof her present office.
She has made good and the voters
will express their appreciation at
the polls when the elections arrive.
She is a native of this country
and is so well known that she needs
no introduction.We just' want to
remind you that she is soliciting
your support and if her friends
will come out to vote there will be
no question about her election when
the time comes to vote.

23c

BOILING BEEF

u.

10c

VERY

CHOICE

ORANGES

-

lb. |

9c

1

CALIFORNIA SCNKLST - 3H SIZE - FOR JCICE

6

SWEET POTATOES
Roland T.

REMINGTON
Candidate for

MRCIMA

CABBAGE
KKI> OR

Prosecuting

HARD

HEADS

19c
lb.

$€

lb*' 1

OC

WHITE

ONIONS
MICHIGAN

ZEELAND NEWSPAPER
SPEAKS HIGHLY OF
HOLLAND WOMAN

the jurisdiction, law, and
practice of the Probate Courts of
• * •
Michigan is an intricate volume.
(Zeeland
Record)
A review of this book gives some
• • •
idea of the many way? and laws
Hon. Cora Vande Water, Ottawa
that are necessary to follow in the
Probate office.There are 191 pages county’s present judge of probate,
in the book, dealing with mother's this week announced her candidacy
pensions and with wayward child- for renomination to the office she
ren in Juvenile Court, the making now holds which, we believe, meets
of certificatesfor insane people, with the hearty approval of everyadoption and change of children’s one.
names, descent and distributionof
Mise Vande Water has filledthe
property, the dirtributorof the office of judge of probate very effipropertywhere there is no will ciently and is entitled to re-election
and accounting and cloaing an es- next November as well as the nomtate and so there are hundreds and ination in the September primaries.
hundreds of subjectsrelative to the
It had generally been accepted
Probate Court which a Judge must that she would make an efficient
know besides being versed in the judge, and her performancehas in
law.
no way disappointedthose who had

11,.

CHi;CK ROAST

in^7

i

Roasts

Beef Pot

--

ROLLED RIB ROAST

MICHIGAN

YELLOW

4

U. S. No. 1

POTATOES £

39c

Attorney
RepublicanTicket
In Allegan County

KROGER STORES

Primaries Sept 15
I attended Michigan State

Normal Conege at
tl

Ypailan-

for one yenr, University of

Michigan for one year and
the Detroit College of Law
for 4 years.

the fimt examination
held after my graduation
from law college I passed the
State Bar Examination.

am

83 years old.

I have been

PLAINWELL

CITY ATTORNEY since
1984.

I waa married in 1934.

I urge yon to be at the
primariesand I hope you
will consider my name for
this important office.

Your aapport will be appreciated.

RepublicanCandidatefor

JUDGE OF PROBATE

At

I

Edward Soule
Lew 88 Years.
Married 25 Years.
Haa Wife and 3 Children

Practiced

Administration of the Probate

Coart involves many

intricate

points of law.

It alao involves many family
problems— some of them very
delicate, and of vital importance
to young children.

The Probate Judge should be
an experienced lawyer.
The Probate Judge should posse** the sympathy and understanding that nature develops
only through parenthood.

An Experienced Lawyer for a Law

A family Man for
a Family Job! \

yen's Job!

A

WfM

HOLLAND CITY NEWS

Section Two

Volume Number 65
THEFTS FROM AUTOS
BRING THREE ARRESTS

A

series of small thefts was
solved by the city police Friday
when three Holland youths were
arrested. Eugene Denny, 17, was ar-

Three Sections

Holland, Michigan, Thursday, September 10, 1936
raigned before JusticeJohn Galien
on the charge of entering an automobile and stealing some foodstuffs. He was given a 30-day jail
sentence,which was suspended.The
vouth was placed on six-month probation and must return to school.

The names of the two other boys
were withheld by the police as
they are under 16. One was re-

Now

Birds Are

TKe

On “Trek” From
State of Michigan

ferred to juvenilecourt, the other

was placed on probation to Chief
of Police F. Van Ry.

Number 38

Battle IsV)n

Heart Failure
High in Ottawa;

.

Cancer Ni

OUR FEATHERED FRIENDS
ARE SOUTHWARD BOUND.
FLY AT NIGHT. REST
AT DAY; FLYING
LOW KILLS

THERE ARE
568 DEATHS

A statistical report for Km
1985, as this relates to .
county,has just been received
the State Department of
There ha* been an unusual
of scarlet fever during the
There was an epidemic of me
but it was not very extensive.It
evident that tuberculosiscontim
to be a major problem. A more
tensive program on tut
control Is necessary.People
should avail themselves of ser
which are offered still need to
urged to come in for checkup*,
contacts to cases of tuben
should be under continuous

By Frink L. DuMond
Summer is on the wane and
much of the bird population of
Michigan is beginning to feel a
strange, restless urge. Families
have been raised, wings are strong
and already the vanguard of feathered legions that were content to
remain in Michigan during the
summer is taking to the airways
for points south. The fall migraunderway!
A month ago the purple martins
were concentrating on telephone
wires about town, and redwings
were assembling in the marshes.
Now they occur in great flocks that

MW

b

#

-

>nd

!

vation.

Heart disease and cancer
tinue to lead ail other imi
causes of death. The only
means of combatting these cat
of death ia through physicaltm
‘nation by your physician and
prompt attentionto thoee a
which and when they an

are organized for the journey, if
indeed they have not already
started on their way.
Not only are many local species
prepared to depart before the coming of winter, but additional species
which nest to the north are taking
up a temporary residencein Michigan as they journey to milder
climes. From out of the north they
come— shore birds, warblers,ducks,
geese, swans, hawks. Down invisible migration lanes they beat their
way, concentratingin great numbers along the Great Lakes shores
as they move southward.
Short-earedowls will be seen on

ered.

Below is a tabulated report
is very informative.

tee

STATISTICAL
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Ottawa County
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outfits will present difficult problem in identification; rough-legged
GRAND RAPIDS MAN WRECKS
hawks wil stop in Michigan to rest
TRUCK TO AVOID OTHER
and feed rodents and then drift
CARS AT ZEELAND
southward. Many birds are not so
for
easy to name in the fall because
Vincent Alighire,Grand Rapids,
of the lack of conspicuous breedon his way to Holland accompanied
ing plumage.
by his wife and son, wrecked his
Where Do Birds Go7
almost new two-ton truck on M-21
MANY CHANGES FOUND
Where do migrating birds go? It
at Vreesland sinkhole,three miles
IN TEACHING STAFF
depends upon the bird! Strange
east of Zeeland, Sunday afternoon.
isn’t it, that the robin and blueTrafficwas heavy and in order
Tuesday morning the Zeeland
bird stop in our Southern states
to avoid striking a passing car gojublic
schools
opened
the
sessions
while their cousin, the wood thrush,
ing east, Mr. Alighire swerved to
winter in Central America and the or the coming school year with the left in the gravel then brought
Veery in northern South America. full complement of teachers.
The school year began nearly a his truck back on the pavement
Why should one killdeer winter in
ickly to miss other cars. He lost
week
later this year than is the
Indiana while another goes to Peru ?
ntrol and headed east on M-21.
custom
because
of
the
fact
that
The purple martin winters from
Labor Day fell as late as it is pos- The truck rolled over into the
British Guiana to Brazil; the boboditch. Mr. Alighiresuffered laceralink in Southern Brazil, Bolivia sible,namely the 7th of the month, tions on both arms and left leg.
and it has become the accepted cusand Argentina. Some blue herons
His son, 14,. sufferedbody bruises
go as far south as Venezuela; the tom to begin school on the day fol- and internal injuries. He was
lowing
Labor
Day,
in
this case
whippoorwill in Central America.
rushed to HuizengaMemorial hosSeptember 8.
Different species of birds have
It has been estimated that the pital at Zeeland. Mrs. Alighire retheir own characteristics of travel.
ceived serioushead lacerations, acSome keep to themselves, such as enrollment would reach that of last cording to hospital attendants,but
year, when the pupils numbered
nighthawks, swifts, crossbills,wax245, but this year to date there she was removed to her home in
wings, crows, bobolinks and kinghave already enrolled 267 pupils, Grand Rapids.
birds; others congregate with other
— — — — — o
which will tax the capacity of the
species in close formation,as shoreTWO FIRES IN BORCULO
high school assembly room with its
birds, blackbirds,waxwings, long250 seats. However, provisionscan
spurs and snow buntings. Others
be made for all comers by placing
There was considerable excitetravel loosely, as turkey vultures,
extra seats.
ment for Borculo residents in one
bluejays, warblersand bluebirds.
The complementof teachersthis day when two fire alarms were
Still others go alone, as the greathorned owl, winter wren, shrike year number twenty-six. Of these sounded.One was the garage on
twelve are in the elementary de- the property of John Van Der
and kingfisher,flocking only for
partment, four in junior high, and Woude was destroyed by fire. His
abundant food.
ten in senior high school. TTiis inWhen do birds migrate? Most cludes the superintendentand prin- car and the winter’s supply of
coal and wood which were stored
birds migrate at night, some by
cipal, both of whom are included
there were also burned. Besides his
day or night, others only by day.
in the high school faculty. There
The reason for the majorityof ar# four other school employees, auto a washing machine and what
goes with it was also destroyed.
night flights is probably that the
Mrs. Minnie Fairbanks, librarian; The family used one half of the
birds can feed and rest during the
Henry Arens, Bert Van Loo and garage as a laundry. Then anday and then fly at night when John Northhouse, janitors.
other call was sent in by Tony
they are well fed and strong. When
The teachers and the subjects
tne
the ciouas
clouds nang
hang low the migratmg
migratin and p.ade8 they win teach are as Luurtsema when an oil heater

Are Open

Coming Year
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bochom

_______

Zeeland Schools
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Phone 3188

ROUHD OAR WOOD
RANGE SALE
COAL

Starts Sept. 15,

Ends Sept. 19
An

Unusual
Value
of

Quality

Beauty

Performance
and
Convenience

__
FREE

*79.50

I 6 pieces of beaotiful enamel

ware rained at $8.50. Included with the

ing this sales period only, this fine set
of high qualityenamel ware and it's FREE!

Round Oak Range in your kitchen

ConTeslent credit terai can be arraaged

Nies Hardware Co.
43
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and

speech; Alma Plakke, Latin
I, Lattin II, English II, and Bible;

Otto Pino, biology and

agricul-

which was used to heat

Phon* 3315

iiiiillsnd, Mich.

IN
711

SteStffirswaB
DmUm frM tk« T« MmI
I

INSTALLED

IN

MUSKEGON

TONIGHT

RMrt IMmsm
Cmmt

Cmmmi

___
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Ap*vWsr

PmibmIm

Rev. Bert Brower, a graduate Ffcritk ____
from Hope College and Seminary DUmm* 9t Ilf MM?
here, former pastor of the Amer- AitemNU* Am Malta
DtMiaaa «f BM Vaaaab
ican Reformed church of Orange
City, la. , will be installed pastor
of the Unity Reformed church, DEATHS Ml BIITH — HA1
DBATHf
uskegon, this Thursday night,
Muskegon,
Birth u| Dm that Birth, M4)
with Rev. G. B. Rozeboom,pastor »M| SMUMrtha, »•.
a a a
of the Fellowship and Moorland
Reformed churchea, acting as offi- Infant ImUu anlar 1 lay
daathi nndar 1 waak.
cer in charge. Rev. ClarenceP. Infant
Infant daatfca uiar 1 rnant

__

___

Dame will also participatein
installation.

Rev. Brower, who succeeds Rev.
C. P. Dame, now pastor of the
Bethany Reformed church, Grand
Rapids, is widely known for his
Sunday school and young people’s
work, and is a columnist in two
of the weekly publication*of the
Reformed Church of America. He
had been paator of the American
Reformedchurch for two and onehalf years and prior to that time,
he was in Grand Rapids for seven
and one-half years at the Home
Acres church, which he and his
wife, the former Miss Susanna
Himelink, pipe organist in Trinity
Church, Holland, built from a mission stationto an establishedconKTCgation, as their first charge.
Both Rev. and Mrs. Brower are
graduates of Hope College.

_

—

Infant danth. andtr 1 yaw.
Paarparal dMifca

OTTAWA COUNTY GETS
$181,000 PRIMARY MON]
Eugeae B. Elliott, state
intendent of public inst
Lansing, Monday announced
dUtribptiouof $10,648,771.44
the counties from "the pi
school Interest fund.
Checks went out Tuesday to
counties.The other checks wiU
placed in the mall later in the
Tuesday’s distribution inch
Ottawa and Allegan counties,
county receiving $131,924.10
Allegan county, $91,425.53. Mt
gon county gets $190,667.40,
$489,609.82.Holland will get
proximately a quarter of this
mount.

their

was
heat.

responded to both calls.

OTTAWA G.

0. P.

WILL HAVE

‘VICTORY’DRIVE

ture, Curtis Memtt, science and
plane geometry;Leon Kleis, book(Grand Rapids Press)
keeping, civics, athletic coach;
Plans
were laid Friday evening
Hilmer Dickman, business training and manual training; and Lois for the "On to Victory" movement
De Free, American literature, and by the Republican clubs of South
English literature, French I, and Ottawa county.
Election of saitional chairman
French II.
4n junior high, Anthony Mulder, for the southern part of Ottawa
principal, arithmetic 7 and 8; Mil- county to take charge of the "vicdred Nelson, social science 7, home tory" march are: Albert Johnson
economics junior and high; Mina of Zeeland township, Louis RobBecker, social science 8, English erts of Zeeland city, Don Zwemer
I senior high, girls physical edu- of Holland citv, John VanDam of
cation;Harriet Baron, English and Holland township and Jacob Tigelaar of Jamestown township.
literature.
In the grades, Russel Trout- A house to house canvass will
man, music; Josephine De Groot, be made.
special; Marjorie Van Koevering,

Northern Birds Started N»w
The followingspecies usuallymigrate by day; Loons, cranes, pelicans, shore birds, gulls, hawks,
swifts, nighthawks,ruby-throated
hummingbirds, bluebirds, jays,
blackbirds, kingbirds,waxwings
and swallows.
Some common night migrants
are: Warblers,flycatchers,sparrows, rails, cuckoos, vireos and
wrens.
This migrating urge is not confined to our summer residentbirds 6th; Mildred Essenburgh, 6th;
BALES OF BUSINESS
and those that nest a few hundred Mildred Early, 6th; Agnes Van
PROPERTY
miles north of us. Even now high Oostenbrugge,4th; Myrtle Ten
James R. Van Hartesveldt of
on the top of the world, birds are Have, 3rd; Gladys Maatman, 3rd;
in motion. From those bleak, Estella Karsten, 2nd; Janice Van Fennville has purchased the buildrocky islands in the Arctic Ocean; Koevering, 1st; I>ouise Wierenga, ing occupied by the Van Hartesfrom the tundra where the musk- 1st; and Mary Ellen Gaw, kinder- veldt Grocery in that village and
the adjoining buildingoccupied by
ox and the carbou are at home; garten.
from the dark coniferousforests of
Of the twenty-six teachers that Menold’s restaurant. He has not
Upper Canada they come drifting will teach in the Zeeland public yet made known his future plans.
down, many to sojourn during the schools this year eleven are new
"MEL" TROTTER RESORTI NG
winter with us, and when the mer- recruits.
cury retreats in the thermometer
LATE
and winter winds howl and stark
Bert Vanderzwaag, 52, retired
branches nod and toss in the snow- Olive Center merchantdied at his
Mel Trotter noted Evangelist of
blanketed woods, snowy owls hunt home there Sunday and was buried Grand Rapids, brother of George
in Michigan, and old squaws and in the Olive cemetery on Wednes- Trotter of the city Mission here
golden-eyes ride the waters of our day. Funeral services were held who has returnedfrom a trip
open streams and lakes. It is then at the home and at Crisp Christian through the east will be at his cotthat the bird lover shares his crust Reformed church. He had operated tage at Macatawa this month. He
and grain and feels the warm glow a general store in Olive Center for has been entertaining guests this
of friendly hospitalitysteal over 15 years before retiring. Surviving week-end, Dr. and Mrs. Joseph
him as such unexpected wayfarers are the widow; a son, Harold, and Overmeyer of Bluefleld,W. Va.,
as the purple finch, evening gros- a daughter, Harriet, all at home; and Homer Hammontreeof Chibeak, snow bunting, tree sparrow two brothers, John of Crisp and cago, 111. Last Sunday his guests
and slate-coloredbunting come to Charles of Grand Rapids; and a sis- were Miss Louise Kraft, Miss Bardine at his feeding shelf.
bara Weissert, Miss Freda Held
ter, Mrs. Jacob Hop of Crisp.
Yes, it is indeed true— regardand Miss Lynn Hartmann Knowhs,
— o
less of place or season the observer
Rev. A. Camell of Grand Ledge, all of Grand Rapids, and last week
of birds can never exhaust the posMich,
and formerly of the Grand he was host to Mr. and Mrs. Hersibilitiesfor a lifetime of pleasure
bert Brehm of Clinton, Miss., Mr.
and inspirationwith the birds of Rapids City Mission will speak at and Mrs. E. A. Stowe and Mr.
the Immanuel Church in the arm- and Mrs. Lewis Hartman.
Michigan.
ory on Sunday.
---------- o
Mrs. C. Switzer and Miss ElizaMiss Josephine Kempker, daughbeth Switzer of Ann Arbor were
Announcement is made of the ter of Mr. and Mrs, Henry K
week end gueste of Miss Sarah marriageof Dorothy Mae, daugh- ker of Hamilton and Bud Ten
Lacey at Lacey Lodge.
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Anthony van Brink, son of Mr. and Mrs. WilO "
Dort, 528 College Ave., to Glenn liam Ten Brink of Hamilton were
Plana are being formed for
Worth Morrison of Greensboro, united in marriage, Satarday afjoint installation of officers of the N. C- which took place last Fri- ternoon,at 3 o'clock in the parsonfour American Legion posts of Ot- day. The ceremony was performed age of tha First Reformed church
tawa county at the Holland Coun- by the Rev. C. W. Meredith at the of Hamilton. The Rev. J. Roggen
try club, Sept 16. The Holland and parsonage of the WesleyanMetho- conducted the service using the
Zeeland posts will be in charge.
dist church, in the presence of double ring ceremony. The bride
The council ia endeavoring to immediate relatives and friends. was gowned in royal blue lace and
have State Vice CommanderEmil The couple was attended by Mrs. carried a bouquet of roses and baby
Gansser of East Grand Rapids as Trenton Groteler and Stanley Sie- breath.The ceremony was witnessdelman. Following the service a ed by Wallace sad Julius Kempthe principal speaker.
The pest* representedwill be luncheon was served to 18 guests. ker, brothersof the bride. The couHolland, Zeeland, Grand Haven Mr. and Mrs. Morrison will make ple is living with the bfidegroom’s
their home in Greensboro.
and Coopersville.
parents for the present

1

i
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kitchen, exploded. Although no
serious damage was done by the
flames,the interior of the kitchen

-

purchaseof each Round Oak Range dur-

Picture this beautiful full porcelain

birds fly close to the earth to avoid follows: Malcolm B. Rogers, sutep out
them. Step
out in
in your backyard
backyard perintendent and substituteteachsome night at this season when a er in high school; Thomas A.
storm is brewing and listen to the
strange calls of. countless birds
that are hurrying southward in the shorthand; Louis Roberts, history

inky blackness with no guide save
that called “instinct."- It is when
migrating birds are flying low on
cloudy nights that they often strike
high towers, smokestacksor perhaps become fascinated by some
dazzling lighthousebeacon and
dash themselves to death against

REPORT

im

FOR

the ground pouncing on mice in
the grassy fields;warblers and
shore birds in subdued traveling

HW’S

964 BIRTHS
IN THIS COI

DURING YEAR

MANY

tion is

|

Very Important To Voters!
Many

voters have been led to bdfeve that they can

vote for both RepublicanCandidatesand Democratic

I

Candidates at the Primary Election, September 15th,
1936. THIS IS NOT TRUE. YOU CAN NOT SPLIT-]
YOUR BALLOT AT THE PRIMARIES.

To vote
Election,

it

for a Republican Candidate tft khe
will be

necessary to

Primary

ASK FOR A REPUBLI-

I

j

CAN BALLOT.
The following are Republican Candidatesfrom Ottawa County for various offices
:

Edward Brouwer, State Senator.
Nelson A. Miles, State Representatfve.
Elbern Parsons, State Representative.
Fred F. McEadiron, State Representative.
Cora Vande Water, Probate Judge.
Edward Soule, Probate Judge.
John R. Dethmers, Prosecuting Attorney.
Raymond L. Smith, Prosecuting Attorney.
Benjamin H. Rosema, Sheriff.
Frank Van Etta, Sheriff.
Edward Rycenga, Sheriff.
Marvin F. Den Herder, Sheriff.
Peter A. Lievense, Sheriff.
Jack Spangler, Sheriff.
William M. Bpeve,
^ ^
John H. Den Herder, County Treasurer.
Karl Feenstra, County Treasurer.
John H. Meyer, County Treasurer.
Joseph Swartz, County Treasurer.
Frank Bottje, Register of Deeds.
Benjamin C. Van Loo, Register of Deeds.
Rufus R. Cramer, Register Qf Deeds.
William Wilds, County Clerk.
Fred Van Wieren, Drain Commissioner.
Jarrett N. Clark, Circuit Court Commissioner.
J. Thomas Mahan, Circuit Court Commissioner.
Daniel F. Pagelsen, Circuit Court Commissionei

Sheriff.

i

DO NOT LET ANYONE CONFUSE YOU.
VOTE FOR ANY OF THE ABOVE
LICAN CANDIDATES YOU MUST

PUBUCAN PRIMARY BALLOT.

]

PagtTwo

THE HOLLAND CITY NEWS

HOLLAND GIRL HURT
IN BALCONY PLUNGE

GRAND HAVEN AND
HOLLAND GRIDDERS
WILL PLAY NOV.

North Holland; a daughter, to Mr. French Finance, quietly outlined He delivered the outstanding ad- concluded to send a committeeto was not necessary. They wereand Mrs. Alma Miederaa,Vriesland for us France’s ndw economic dress at a conference of Progres- the mother church in Jerusalem to to be tied to the dead past. Bt
Station;a son, Rogeur Johnf to Mr. plans three hours before he and sive Educators in England last learn the thought of the brethren they were to be careful about some]
O’Leary
of
Holland.
Miss
Slighter,
21
Josephine
josepnine Slighter, 17-year-old
and Mrs. Martin Glass. Borculo; his committee presented these new week and his subject was “Shake- there as to this questionand of the things that would five offense.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John a high school pupil who was dotwin sons, to Mr. and Mrs. Corne- plans to France. We are already speare." We were charmed to see necessity of circumcision in order
Just good common sense— that was
Coach Jerry Breen has issued a
Slighter of Holland, was in Hoi* ing housework for Mrs. O'Leary,
lius Jeurink,Allendale, at the home anxious to return to France, as we him again and are delighted to
to salvationthrough Jesus Christ. the decision about the matter. They
hospital Friday with a frac- lost her balance and fell against call for the Holland High School
land hospital
of Mr. and Mrs. Richard Vander will again meet this interestinglunch with him tomorrow.
With difficulty and some mental were Spirit-guided,but- that did
tured wrist, dislocated shoulder the railing; it gave and she tum- footballteam candidates on Sept Hulst, 264 Colonial Avenue, a man at dinner. We expect to have It is time to dress for dinner so
thru not keep them from having and us- 1
8. The team this year has a daughter, named Phyllia Ruth. dinner, too, with the great Russian I’ll aay farewell. A fine letter
and possibleintenlhlinjuries, the bled head-first to the ground.
JJjJJ e^riuevdeddS^n^
schedule similar to that of last
philosopher,
Berdyeff,
an
emigre
in
Jay
at
Geneva;
also
one
wia^end.
They
decided
in
fa ing plain, sensible thinking in|
/Geneva;
from
philosopher,
Herd)
Mrs. Jeurink was Miss Fanny Vanvor of the gentiles.Circumcision coming to a conclusion.
season. It will include one class
Paris. He is said
‘ i to have one
_____
of Mother and Maude. How we enjoyder Hulst before her marriage.
C game and one class B contest,
Politicaladvertising)
the greatest minds in the world, ed them! Thank you.
with the remainder of the opposi- W<W<<4<<<4444444<<<<<4<W<<<<<<
but because of his Christian outtion in class A.
Uvin*Jf»
look on life, he became an exile
The opening game of the season
and
is
now
In
actual
want
at
Travelogue on
will be with Grand Rapids Crestimes. How tragic that one of the
<<<<<<<<<<<4<<<<<4<4<4<4<<<<<<<<<<<4
ton on Sept. 26 at Holland. Folthree great philosophers in the
Interesting
Special Interest to All
lowing dates are: Oct 3, Ottawa
world today, should be obliged to
THE SUNDAY SCHOOL
Hills at Holland; Oct. 10, Kalamawaste his life on petty tasks in
European
Trip
roo Central at Holland; Oct. 17,
September13, 1936.
• • •
order to eke out a fare existence 1
Suffer
open; Oct. 24, Kalamazoo St.
Well, I’ll say goodbye to Paris
[ [Republican Candidate
By
Mrs. Mae Van Drezer Bush
The
Council At Jerusalem— Acts
Augustineat Kalamazoo; Oct. 31,
for the present.We came to Gen15:22-29;Galatians 2:1, 2, 9, 10.
Benton Harbor at Holland;Nov.
eva on one of the fastesttrains in
7, Muskegon Heights at Muskegon
Europe. I was glad to have a quiet
Henry Geerlings
Heights; Nov. 14, Muskegon at
July 15, Geneva day on the train after out stren1 have conducted a clean camMuskegon; Nov. 21, Grand Haven Dear Ones:
uous days in London and Paris. «««<««««««««««««««M
paign, and will continue to do so.
at
arrived about nine and stepped
Those who are susceptibldo Hay Fever and its after
A perfect morning in Geneva. We
We have a great deal of respect
out of the hotel at once to walk
effect of Asthma will be glad to learn that after three
But
before
I
tell you of Mont
1 should have enjoyed seeing
for
the
man
who
has
a
deep
and
Zeeland Poultry Farm
Blanc, I must tell you a few more along the shores of Lake Geneva.
fears of laboratory study and clinical research a method
each of you in person, but lack of
The peace and quiet of Geneva stirring enthusiasmfor the extenthings about Paris.
of InhalationTherapy has been perfected which can be
Has
Leading
Score
in
sion
of
the
kingdom
of
God.
We
after
Paris
was
like
“a
spiritual
time and the duties of my oflicc
The most thrilling experience
bath" as one member of our group must admire his moving desire to
reliably depended upon for immediate relief. The base of
have not permitted it.
State Laying Contest for lk?n wa8 me€tin? the new ,>re7 describedit. The Swiss are a great make converts to the gospel and
this treatment is volatile iodine, combined with other
mier, Blum. He receivedten of the
his activity in doing this, out we
Despite the advertisingof one of
group at the Palace de Main tenon, people and have been entertaining
soothing and antisepticagents, which serves to nourish
have no charity for nor patience
The pen of White Leghorn hens As they
th
awaited the Premier, they the world and his wife for genera
ny young opponents,who apparentthe mucous glands and to relieve the irritationof the
tions.
They
are
perfect
hosts.
I with the man who insists upon makput into the egg-layingcontest looked through great French winly has not properly examined the
sensitivemembranes in the upper respiratory tract Beat the Michigan State College dows upon the palace gardens. The believe they make you more .com ing everybody else think as ho
circuit and justice court records,
sides giving the relief so much desired, its continued use
poultry department by the Royal Premier did not keep tnem waiting fortablethan any other peoples In thinks snd who devotes himself to
most of you know that as your
Poultry Farm of Zeeland are mak- long, but himself opened the door Europe. Their hotels are immacu the task of converting others to
itrengthens the entire mucosa and builds up a normal
ing a strong bid for first place, into the ante chamber and persmi- lately clean, their food is delicious his way of religion and life.
prosecutor 1 have made a good recondition which resists the poisonous pollen attacks.
The
man
who
has
the
only
how
ami
their
service
is
perfect.
Entercontending with the pen belong- lly greeted each member of the
Malice toward none,
An attractive, safe, and convenient
cord, of which 1 am justly proud.
ing to Mr. E. C. Foreman of Low- group. He welcomed them most taining paying guests is more than and way of religionis more of an
charity for all.
inhalatormakes applicationof the
‘IODINE THERell, formerly of this place. There cordiallyand gave them an hour. a business with the Swiss — it is enemy of religion than a friend.
The man who thinks he has disI am prepared to prove from the officialrecords that in
APY’ is the title
are also individualsof these pens He smiled as he saw them and an art.
treatment easy and pleasant with
Lake Geneva is lovelier than covered and laid hold upon the ultof a most Instructhat are crowding up to the lead said, "This looks like the White
Circuit Court the juries have brought in verdicts of (not guilabsolutely no harmful reactions.
ever. We awakened our first morn- imate of religion has not yeff learntive booklet on
in both number of eggs laid and House."
ty) only fourteen times during the entire time 1 have been prosThe treatment is known as VOLing to find glorious sunshine.It ed the real beginnings of religion.
all disorders of
of points on which the contest is
Blum is described by Ben as tall seemed especiallywonderfulafter He should be studying the primlodine Inhalant, and can be proecutor. Yes, I am a self-mademan.
the upper resscored.
and slender. He is a Jew and an several rainy days in Paris and
er of religion when he adjudges
1 worked every penny of my own way through law school, afpiratory tract—
cured from Model Drug Store under
The quality, shape, color ami aristocratand a socialist. (Social•sk for free copy.
weight of the egg all enter into ists here are often the intellectuals, many rainy days in London. I himself worthy of teaching his felter which I engaged in the practiceof law for five years at South
a money-back guarantee.
determining the number of points often the aristocrats,and some- must be honest though about Lon- lows the philosophy of religion. But
Bend. Indiana,during which time I had civil as well as crimwith which each egg is to be times the rich, as well as a great don. We had many rainy days with in all generations there are those
inal law experience.I am proud of the fact that I was admitted
credited. Each hen is trap-nested mass of underprivileged people.) "bright intervals/’ as the London- who have the only way of life and
to practicein the Supreme Court and all other courts of law
nobody can get into the better life
in the contest to determinethe He and his new government be- ers says.
As 1 say, we awakened to find save by their way. If it were not
hen that is to be credited.
and equity in Michigan because of my high scholastic standing
lieve in democracy and are antiAmong the ten highest individ- fascist. They are trying to abolish Mont Blanc dazzingly revealed in so serious it would be the strangest
and my years of active practice. I have practised law in Allegan
ual scored hens in the contest the corruption.We have heard appal- all her beauty our first morning. thing imaginable that just a few
County for nine and one-halfyears.
Royal Poultry Farm has fourth ling tales of graft here. The new Weren’t we fortunate? Some peo- people should have the only right
place 274 eggs and 281.35 points. overnment, known as the United ple stay days and days, sometimes, view of God, or the only right conIf you have been pleased with ray services, 1 shall greatly
The next highest number of eggs 'ront, has saved Democracy for and never catch a glimpse of that ceptionof religion or the only right
appreciateyour continued support.
for the contest which closes next France and they have done so marvelous mountain. For two days conditionsupon which one can be
at admitted into the temple of religOctober is 269 eggs, showing the without violence and revolution. now we have watched her
Many thanks.
Royal Poultry Farm hen having This new government, Edgar Mow- dawn like a great pink pearl; at ion.
noon, veiled in a soft haze; and at
laid the largest number; but scor- rer described as “New Dealist’’
We have to do with this kind of
ing is done by points, and there they, too, intend to experiment as sunset, coquetting with the lacy people in our lesson today. Certain
clouds that half conceal and half gentlemenwho were very sure of
we find three hens leading it. The America has done.
highest score is 286.76. the next
themselves and their own view of
Premier Blum said the govern- reveal her beauty.
Geneva is one of the most beau- Christianity found their way up
282.15, and 282.05, leaving the ment was not Marxist but they
Allegan County
Royal hen only 5.4 points behind will try to bring about a more pro- tiful cities in the world. She lies or down to Antioch and with the
'
the leading hen.
per distributionof national wealth at the very edge of the western usual noise that such people make
In the production for the pen in France. When asked about the end of Lake Geneva.
insisted that except they be cirof ten hens the Royal Poultry contemporary existenceof Capital- liOvely parks and gardens and cumcised after the custom of Mopromenades
line
her
shores.
Fine
Farm leads the contest with 2226 ism and Socialism in many counses they could not be saved. Strange
eggs and 2347.00 points. The next tries, he smiled and said, “theo- buildings form an interestingcres- is it not, that they should think it
Banking Safeguards
closest campetitor is the Foreman retically they cannot exist side by- cent around the lake. In the near necessary to go to Antioch at all
distance
jagged
mountains
frown
pen with 2192 eggs and 2300.55 side, but actually,they do.” When
with Federal Deposit
to upset things.
points This is in the White Leg- asked what America could do upon the city and in the far disThe church at Antioch was doing
Insurance
horn division. There is one pen toward safeguardingPeace, he tance snow-capped Mont Blanc exceedingly well. Paul and Barnathat has laid more eggs, Barred said, "You had better put that smiles her bened^tion upon this
bas had just returned from a great
CANDIDATE FOR REPUBLICAN
Rocks entered by Dryden Poultry question to the White House.” The city of refuge. As I look out upon mission and brought a great and
these
massive
hills,
I
am
thinking
Farm which has a record of 2233 interviewended with the hope that
The management policies of this bank and its
heartening report of their work.
eggs and 2231.75 points.
America would not follow a course of all the men and women who The kingdom was expanding. Souls
NOMINATION FOR
sound assets assure ample protection tor you as
Other local poultry men placing of isolation — that she would real- have fled to her for sanctuary
were being born anew. The church
entriesin the contest are Caball’s ize her responsibility in the life of Calvin, Voltaire,Ixmin and others.
was
getting
a
hold
in the faraway
a depositor here. But we have provided double
1 think they must have learned the
Superior Poultry Farm, Karsten’s the world.
places.The world was getting to
meaning
of
strength
from
her
hills.
Poultry Farm, Grandview Poultry
Wc all had a stirringmoment
protectionfor you by adding Federal Deposit
We have had a fine Seminar hear Jesus. He was being preached
Farm, Rural Poultry Farm, and when Andre Philip, member of the
successfully.
Then
what
was
Insurance, which gives you 100^ safety for your
VillageView Poultry Farm.
Chamber of Deputiesand chair- here. Manley Hudson addressed us wrong? Why the necessity of the
OF OTTAWA COUNTY
man of the new committee of on "The league.” Mary Dingman visiting brethren from Jerusalem?
money, as specified in the Banking Act oi 1935.
of the Women’s Peace and Dis5-ACRE PICKLE PATCH
esssssszsssaesszeessssssa armament Committee, spoke on the Well, there was nothing wrong and
Other investment values may
YIELDS 27,000 POUNDS
question of “Mobilizationof Public there was no necessitysave in the
IN
FIRST
THREE
WEEKS
minds
of
the
gentlemen
who
took
As it is impossibleto meet all the voters of this county personOpinion.” Clarence Streit, who has
shrink with changing markets and
a column in the New York Times, it upon themselvesto make the
ally, I am using this method to briefly outlinemy qualifications for
conditions, but you may depend upon
(Coopcrsnllc Observer)
described the tragic “Last Assem- visit.The necessitywas entirely in
the office of Sheriff.
bly of the league.” Malcom Davis, their minds. What was going on in
the solid security of the money you
I have lived in Ottawa County practicallyall my life, am 48
A month ago the Hafenbrack
head of the CarnegieFoundation Antioch and other places in the
Bros., living a few miles northeast
years of age, married,have two children, and am a tax payer. I have
for Peace in Europe, speaks to- world where the missionaries had
cr. deposit in this bank.
of Nunica, were rueing the day
night. Thus the days pass, meet- had success was not according to
had 14 years of actual experienceas a law enforcement officer in this
they had been persuaded to put in
ing these world figures and listen- the views of the Jerusalemleadcounty. I have served under three sheriffs as turn key, deputy sheriff,
ers who knew just what is safe
five acres of pickles. Because of
ing to challenging addresses.
and under sheriff. I have also served as a police officerin Grand Haven
religion and how it should be practhe extreme heat and drouth condi
This
morning
we
had
a
delightCandidate fer
tion it had begun to look as though
for three fend one half years under two chiefs of police. While in the
ful surprise when we met Dr. P. ticed.
Your views are not my views.
the pickle crop would be a com
T. Chang at the League. You reSheriff’s department, I served seven years as Court Officer.This gave
plete failure this year. Then came
member
we
travelled with Dr. and That is where a lot of trouble in
e a wide knowledge of the laws of this state. With this experience, the rains, and the pickle vines and
Mrs. Chang in Europe five years the world lies. That little “my” is
I am sure I could save the tax payers a considerableamount of money,
the hopes of the growers brightago. Dr. Chang was professor of a very serious and troublesome
We are
ened at the same time. Today the
on the Republican Ticket
ta they would not have to pay to educate me for several years while
Comparative Philosophy at Tien- word in our relationships.
Holland, Michigan
pickle crop is threatening to
tsin and five years ago was ex- touchy about it My faith ought
trying to fill this most important office.
to
be
your
faith
and
if
it
is
not
the most profitableon the farm,
change professor in Comparative
In 1932 I was appointed by the Governor as probation officer of
Member Federal Reserve System
not only for the HafenbrackbrotLiterature at Chicago University. then there is somethingwrong athis county. While this positioncarries no salary,H has given me
hers but to many others as well.
bout you. And it becomes mv duty
a wonderful experiencein dealing with first offenders. Since 1932 our
Pickle picking has been going on
to make my faith your faith. And
Expires Sept. 26—15751
if this convictionis deep in me then
CIRCUIT JUDGE has placed 131 first offenders under my super- now for about four weeks, and it is
STATE OF MICHIGAN
estimated that the crop will last anI am not going to give you any
vision. Of this number only 15 have had to be resentenced.With the
THE PROBATE COURT FOR THE peace until I have made every posother four weeks, unless frost
COUNTY OF OTTAWA
able assistanceof our CIRCUIT JUDGE we have establishedone of
steps in to blast the hopes that
sible effort to make my faith your
At a session of said Court, held
the finest probation systems in the state. The probation systems in
the late rains have somewhat
faith, that is, make you think as I
at the Probate Office in the City of
raised. The Hafenbrack brothers
Ottawa County has been very highly commended by the State Welfare
Grand Haven in the said County, on think and believeas I believe. And
state that during the first three
Department. I have had experience from every possibleangle of law
the 1st day of September,A.D. I will be zealous about this task
weeks of the current pickle seain proportion to the quirks and
1936.
enforcement.
son they sent 27,000 pounds of picuseless appendages I have to my
Present. Hon. Cora VandeWater,
At the present time, I am investigatorfor the Old Age Assistkles to the Heinz stationat Nunireligion. The sectarian is usually
Judge of Probate.
ca. This total representsthe
ance Bureau, and being employed part time on a per diem basis.
In the Matter of the Estate of the man who is emphasizing someamount they had hoped for when
thing that is dead or should be
I believe in cooperation with all other law enforcement hodien.
Ada C. Bannister, Deceased.
they put in the crop. Now with
dead.
The
Trustees
of
the
Michigan
AnShould the citizens of this County feel that I am qualified to hold
five weeks of pickling left to be
Now Moses was a great man and
nual Conference of the Methodist
this important office. I promise to appoint only ( LEAN, EXPERIadded, total prospects for a sucEpiscopalChurch, by J. Arthur still lives, but not all that Moses
ENCED, and FEARLESS men as deputies. I still believe there is cessful pickle season seem bright.
Whitworth having filed in said said and not all that Moses apThe Heinz company, with whom
M substitutefor experience.It has always been my ambition to be- the
Court it’s petition praying that the pointed was of everlasting value.
brothers have contracted all
original
hearing on claims be re- What Moses aimed at was fulfilled
come Sheriff of this county, and I have thereforetried to train mytheir pickings, has alloted them six
vived and their claim allowed as and realizedin Christ Moses was
self for this office.
Mexican pickers,who work every
none the less because Jesus was
filed against said e&tate;
day, while the patch, during the
greater.Why cling to Moses when
I was a candidate for this officeonce before, and receiveda splenIt is Ordered, That the 6th day
exceedinglywarm spell, has had as
did vote. Should I be successfulin the coming election. I am sure 1
of October, A. D. 1936, at ten o’- the gentile had all the value of
high as seventeen Mexican’s purclock in the forenoon,at said pro- Moses and infinitely more in Jeswill be able to serve the public as they have a right to be served.
suing the ubiquitous pickle.
bate office, be and is hereby ap- us? Moses had his day. It was JesThis is the first year in many
pointed for hearing said petition; us’ day now. Moses gave the steps.
that the Hafenbrackbrothers have I am a former deputy, chief
Jesus was the temple to which the
It is Further Ordered, That pubcontractedfor pickles to any great deputy and undersherifT,havYour Vote For
lic notice thereof be given by pub- steps led. We do not want to reextent,and they state that it will
ing served eleven consecutive lication of a copy of this order, for pudiate Moses even in our day, but
be the most profitablethey have
even the ten commandments have
years
in the office at Grand three successiveweeks previous to
ever had.
said day of hearing,in the Holland their highest expression in and
Haven, being appointed in City News a newspaper printed and through Jesus Christ
ZEELAND
turn by sheriffs Fortney, Kam- circulatedin said county.
Is it not strange how some peoCORA VAN DE WATER ple can make much ado about noferbeek and Stelcetee.As I
Republican Candidate for
Andrew PalmboH of Hudsonville,
Judge of Probate. thing, The visitingmen from Jeram working in the Grand HaR. F. I). No. 2, arrested Thursday
usalem made real trouble in the
A true copy.
on a charge of drunken driving, ven Brass Foundry, I will not
Antioch church. But the brethren
Harriet Swart
was sentenced to pay a fine and be able to see all my friends
there came to a wise decision. They
Register of Probate.
costs of $61.55 or serve 65 days in personally.
Expires Sept. 26—13564
Expires Soot. 26—16267
jail when arraigned before Justice
23rd
STATE OF MICHIGAN
Henry Huxtable of Zeeland. He
At the Primary election
A Magic Chef gu range will open the door for ypa to new
chose the jail term.
four years ago, in a field of The Probate Court for the County THE PROBATE COURT FOR
Assures you of an Honest, Efficient, Economical
of Ottawa
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Elenbaasand five candidates, I w-as next to
THE COUNTY OF OTTAWA
t
cooking convenienceand new kitchen beauty. It will igve
At a session of said Court, held
children, Preston and Gerald ElenAt a session of said Court, held
Admistration
yon many needless motions, needless steps. Yen'll hate
baas, of Bentheim.and Mr. and present sheriff Rosema in to- the 3rd day of Sept. A. D. 1936, at the Probate Office In the City of
more time for ocher
at
the
Probate
Office
in
the
City
of
Grand Haven in the said Countv,
er people without additionaltax- Mrs. Ed. Streur of Holland were tal number of votes received.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Frank I did not run against Mr. Ros- Grand Haven in the said County, on on the 3rd day of September, A.D.
ation.
Many advanced featuresmake cooking and baking easier,
Present, Hon. Cora Vande Water, 1936.
Huizengarecently.
ema two years ago, but at Judge
The present sales take amounts
give yon better cooked foods, save money on food and gas.
of Probate.
Present, Hon. CORA VAN DE
The
choir members of Second
to between $35,000,000 and $40,In the Matter of the Estate of WATER, Judge of Probate.
Iveformed Church enjoyed a ham- hat time publicly helped him
000,000 per year. A 20,'o diverFor example, the Red Wheel Oven Regulator does your
Hemme Buursma, Deceased.
In the Matter of the Estate of
burg fry at the cottage of Corey n his campaign for election
sion would net $7,000,000to $8,It appearing to the court that the
Augnst H. Landwehr, Mentally
oven-watching— cooks a whole meal unattended while
Boost at Idlewoor,Beach last week to a second term.
000,000 per year. The Federal govItime for presentationof claims a- Incompetent.
Thursday evening. Games were
yon are away. Top bnrners are non-dog, and light themernment matches state aid Dollar played and tin following officers
In the event I am elected gainst said estate should be limited,
Louise Landwehr having filed in
selves. Grid-tynebroiler prevents smoking. High burner
for Dollar up to $5,000,000. Under elected: Mr. Corey Poest, presiand
that
a
time
and
place
be
apsaid
court
her
petition,
praying
for
this fall, I will appoint as the
this plan, Michigan’s aged would dent; A1 Janssen, vice-president;
tray catches boil-overs.Fully-insulstedoven keeps kitchen
pointed to receive, examine and ad- license to sell the interestof laid
then have availableat least $12,- Miss Geneva Janssen,secretary; chief deputy at Holland any just all claims and demands against estate in certainreal estate therein
cooler. Automatic Time Control Clock fat extra con).
000,000 per year for pensions to Miss Dorothy Plewes, treasurer. suitable man the city council said deceasedby and before said described,
tide them over old age.
Don't pot op with the old range any longer. See Magic
It is Ordered, That the 6th day
New members were received. Miss or police commission may be court;
This plan eliminates year after Helen Van Kenenaam is director willing to recommend. I make
It is Ordered, That creditorsof of October, A. D., 1936, at ten o'Chef today. Sizes and styles for every parse and purpose.
year legislative action which brings of the choir and Miss Antoinette
said deceased are required to pre- clock in the forenoon, at said prothis promise to assure the peoabout an uncertainty,giving aged Van Koevering is organist.
sent their claims to said court at bate office, be and is hereby appensioners a definite, dependable, Andrew Vander Ploeg, who this ple of Holland and vicinity said Probate Office on or before the pointed for bearing said petition,
safe and adequate security in their week sold his market business to that I will have a deputy com- 6th day of January, A.D. 1937, at and that all persona interestedin
decliningyears.
Peter Nykamp, and who has been petent and of good character. ten o'clock in the forenoon, sai< said estate appear before said
OLD AGE PENSION
time and place being hereby ap- court, at said time and place, to
This plan involves no new taxes, ill at the local hospital for
for
I feel that Holland should have
pointed for the examinationand show cause why a license to sell
A diversion of 20% of our pre- yet takes fullest advantage of Fed- past month, is improving slowly.
some
voice
in
the
selection
of
adjustmentof all claims and de- the interest of said estate in said
nt 8% sales tax to an old age eral aid. It will give Michigan the
Miss Mary Leenhouta left Zee
mands against said deceased.
fund, which cannot be used cleanest, most efficient, old age pen- land on Tuesday for Cleveland, the man to serve them.
real estate should not be granted;
It is Further Ordered, That pubIt is Furthsr Ordered, That nubany other purpose would solve sion plan of any State in "the Un- Ohio, where she has accepted a
From
the
eleven
years
act- lic notice thereof be given -by pubile notice thereof be given by pubpositionas supervisor in Western
the problem of caring for our old
Universit
ersity Hospital. She was ac- ual service in the office at lication of a copy of this order for lication of a copy of this order for
companied by her sister. Mrs. Grand Haven and experience three successiveweeks previous to three successiveweeks previous to
George N. Meengs. who will spend Rained, I feel I have earned said day oi hearing,in the Holland said day of hearing,in the Holland
City New* a newspaper printed and City News, a newspaper printed
a few days with her and they tothe right to run for the office circulatedin said county.
A Workable Old Age Pension Plan.
and circulated in said county.
gether will visit the Great Lakes
and that I am qualifiedto
CORA VAN DEWATER,
CORA VAN DE WATER,
Exposition.
Judge of Probate.
Judge of Probate.
Mr. and Mrs. John properly conduct it.
World War Veteran with Engineering Training; a
lesult of a fall from a second-story
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Cooking
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Your support will be
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THE

LOCAL NEWS

George Beebe was arrested Company of Buffalo. They will alThursday by Deputy Tony Groene- so visit other eastern points of inveld for George noiueune.
Hameline.rum
Flint terest. — Grand Haven Tribune
Misa Helen Blanx of Allegan has probation officer, on a bench warMr. and Mrs. Nelson Staal of
resigned her posiUon with the Alle- rant for parole violation.Beebe
gan MunicipalLight and Water was taken to Flint late Thursday. Grand Rapids, formerly of Zeeland, announce the birth of a son,
office and taken one as private
Harry Graham of Holland, John Nelson, at Butterworth Hossecretary to the Clifton EngineerR. F. D. No. 2, apprehended Thurs- pi
|>ital. They are well known in Holing company, the flrjn that erected
day on a drunk-drivingcount, la
the pole lines for Allegan recently.
At present she is working with pleaded guilty before Justice Ray- Whooping cough has been very

them in Zeeland. Her position in mond Smith and was assessed evident in Holland the last few
$56.30 fine and costs.
Allegan has been taken by Miss
days, Health InspectorBen WiersMuine Milheim. Miss Jean Blanr, Martin Elenbaas has moved here ma stated Saturday. A total of 23
Helen’s sister,who has been among from Holland into the residenceon cases have been reported since the
the sales force of the local Penney South Centennial Street belonging first of August. Health authorities
store, is now in the employ of the to Mr. Wichers. — Zeeland Record are asking that parents keep their
L. Perrigo company.
Allegan
Many relatives in this city were childrenat home if they have been
Gasette
exposed.
notified of the death of Mrs. John
A total of 210 new registrationsWabeke in Holland. She was a
Three buildingpermits valued at
at Grand Haven, raising the total daughter of Mr. Marinus Westrate $185 have been appliedior in the
to about 4,000 for this city, is re- of Grand Rapids, formerly of Hol- past two days at the city clerk’s
ported by City Clerk J. N. Poel. land. — Zeeland Record
office. Adrian Van Iwaarden of
George Nordhouseleft for Hol- 179 West 29th st. applied for a $45
E.J. BACHKLLER
land Tuesday night to join his re-roofing permit. Permit for reaunt, Mrs. Martha DeVries, and modeling a garage at a cost of $40
d.c;pilc.
daughter, Marian, who left Wed- was requested by Aaron Tharp of
CHIROPRACTOR
nesday for Buffalo,N. Y., to visit 175 East 15th st. The third perOffice: Holland City State Bank
Miss Eevelyn DeVries, who is em- mit involves the constructionof a
Hours. 10-11:30a.m.; 3-5 & 7-8 o n*. ployed by the Conley Furniture $100 single garage on the Mans
Nyboer property, 113 West 19th

—

street.
(Political Advertising)

Miss Josephine Lippenga

re-

turned to her home in Vriesland a
few days ago from a visit in
Europe. She visited several countries in Europe and attended an
educational institution in France.
Miss Lippenga is instructor in
French in Chicago and will return
to her work in the near future.

Ben H.

ROSEMA
Republican
Candidate
for

SHERIFF
PRIMARIES SEPT.

15,

1936
Your Support will be
Appreciated

Frank

BOTTJE
RepublicanCandidate
for
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parsonage of the Christian ReMiss Lillian Mulder who will beformed Church at South Blendon. come the bride of Andrew Dalman
A reception was given for them in the near future, was compliby the congregation in the church. mented at a miscellaneousshower
A short program and refreahments last evening at the home of Mrs.
were enjoyed. It was a fitting in- George Dalman on College Ave.
troductionto the new pastor. ,
Gifts were presented in a novel

De Pree, retiring president,presided at the business meeting. The
choir will sing at church services
for the first time on Sept.
cpt. 13.
Straw Vote on Sunday Sale of Beer and
Mr. and Mra. Louis Schoon
Schc
entertainedat dinner last week WedNotice is hereby given of a “straw vote” to be
nesday evening, at their new home
ay
in
which
the
guest
of
honor
hoi
on
West
14th
St.,
in
honor
of
Mr.
ChristianReformed Classis of Holat the regelar polling places in the severaf
pai
and Mrs. Heimburger, who left
land and Zeeland was held recent- followed clues on slips of paper.
in
conjunction with the General Primary El
ly in the Drenthe Church. Much Games were played. Guests includ- Holland. Monday, for their home
ed Mrs. J. Zuidema, Mrs. J. Van in Stockholm. Sweden. Following
business of importance came up.
Zomeran, Miss Lois Van Zomeran, the dinner, bridge was enjoyed. Tuesday, Sept 15, 1936, on the following propeel
Rev. and Mrs. Danhof and chilMrs. J. Wcsterhof, Miss Henrietta Prises were awarded to Mrs. Nko*
dren of Drenthe have returned afWesterhof, Mrs. J. Beintema, Mrs. demus Bosch and Mr. Heimburger.
ter enjoying a week of vacation.
Ed DeHaan, Mrs. B. Beintema, Mrs. Heimburger was presented
They left for Wisconsin and other
Straw Vote on Sunday Sale of Liquor
Mrs. Eva Tripp, Mrs. R. Mulder, with a guest prize. Those attendplaces of interest. The services
Mrs. E. De Weerd, Miss Marian ing were Mr. and Mrs. Nicodemus
Sunday were conducted by Card.
TO THE
/
Mulder, Miss Junia Mulder, Mrs. Bosch, Mr. and Mrs. G. J. Bosch,
Gerrit Pars who were the guests
Harold Smith, Mrs. G. Dalman, Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Bosch, Mr.
of Mr. and Mrs. John Klomp. The
This Ballot gives you an opportunity to exprest
.press your
Miss Harriet Dalman. Mrs. B. Dal- and Mrs. E. J. Yocmans, Mr. and
Sunday service will be conducted
man, Miss Minnie Marie Dalman, Mrs. N. D. Chard, Mr. and Mrs.
preference
on
the
question
of
Sunday
sate
of In!
Intoik
by Rev. Danhof as usual.
Miss Lenore Dalman, Mrs. L C. Bruno Lundgreen,Mr. and MfSMr. and Mrs. H. J. Harling, mis- Dalman, Mrs. George B. Dalman, Charles Drew, and the guests of
eating Liquor in the City of Holland for msumptien
sionaries to Africa, and daughter Mrs. A. C. Roos, Miss Elenor Dal- honor.
on the premises. This vote is taken to inform thd
Marilyn Tilda were guests of man, Miss Norma Rutgers and
Miss Ada Coster, whoac marhonor at a pot-luck supper last Miss Mulder.
Common Council of the City of Holland as to pubttd
riage to Nelson Ryxenga will take
wn mem
week, Tuesday evening, when
Mr. and Mrs. Earnest C. Brooks place in the near future, was the
sentiment on that question.
hers of the Harling
l I’raye
Prayer Band
children,Marjorie and Ixniis, guest of honor at a miscellaneous
a
met at the home of Miss Viola and
have returned to their home after shower riven Wednesday evening
Cook at Lugers Crossing.The Har
spending six weeks at Macatawa by Mrs. K. Ryxenga and Miss Alice
Question
ling Band, a group organizedto
Park.
Ryxenga at their home, 7# State
keep in touch with the Harling s,
De you favor action by the Conrinon Council of til
Mr. and Mrs. I/ouis Japinga en- St. Miss Coster was presented
combined its monthly meeting with
a farewellfor the missionarieswho tertained the members of their with many gifts. Mrs. M. Bade and
City of Holland to prohibit the sale ef IntoxicatingI
are leaving for Africa Sept. 26. bridge club for dinner, Thursday Mrs. A. Rummeler of Grand Haven
Liquor (including beer) for consumptionon the pve*<*§
The Harlings are spending a few night of last week at the home of won the prizes in the games played.
days with Mrs. Harling’s parents, Mrs. Japingn’s sister, Mrs. Mary A two course lunch was served.
ises in the City of Holland on Sunday?
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Mulder, Sr., Van Weelden, on West 12th St. Attending the affair were Mrs.
Guests
included
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
Alice
Scnaap,
Mrs.
Jake
Schaap,
West 19th st. After the supper a
social hour of Bible and mission- Eaton, Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Klom- Mrs. Henry Schaap, Mrs. John
ary games were played. Mr. anil parens, and Mr. and Mrs. James Schaap, Mrs. Johanna Sshaap, Mrs.
William Schaap, Miss Mildred
Mrs. Harling were presented with E. Cook.
Employes of the Purchasing and Schaap, Miss Alma Schaap, Mrs.
a purse of $31 in honor of their
daughter’s debut from the group Advertisingdepartment of the Hol- Russell Looman, Mrs. Walter Coswhich included Ella Brink, Minnie land Furnace Co. were guests of ter, Mrs. Gerald Vanderbeek, Mrs.
Plakke, Viola Cook, Flora Land- Mr. and Mrs. Henry Boersma at Frederick Ter Vree, Mrs. Harold
man, Mary Vander Vliet, Mrs. S. dinner last week Thursday eve- Schaap, Mrs. Arthur Rummeler,
De Boer, Genevieve De Pree, Dean ning at their cottage at Cardeau Mrs. Arthur Scbaap, Mrs. G. MichBareman, Jeane Volkers, Beradine Beach. Those attending the party mershuixen, Mrs. Lewey MichmerProposed Charter
were Misses Alice Ryzcnga, Jean- shuizen, Mrs. P. Middfehoek, Mrs.
Vinkemulderand Alberta Rawls,
ette De Graaf, Jeanette Van Sloo- H. Middlehoek, Mrs. P. Mollemu,
Notice is hereby given that a Special Election
ten and Genevieve Slagh, Mr. and Mrs. B. Arendsrn, Mrs. J. Baker,
Mrs. Nick Klungle, S. Stool, Gor- Mrs. Lewis Dykema, Mrs. M. Bade,
be held at the regular polling places in the sev(
don Pippel, John Van Harn, Albert Miss Alice Vanden Berg, Miss Etta
A proup of neighbor women and Miller and Mr. and Mrs. Boersma. Mae Coster,Miss Marjorie Coster,

ELECnON NOTICE!

Wi

* •

VOTER:

• a

'

Yes

Holland firemen Thursday night
tested a new pipeline which has
been installed at the Mossier
Leather Co. on the north side to
provide more adequate means of
fire protection,according to Chief
Comeluis Blom, Jr. The new pipe
is said to be about five inches in
size and has been laid for a distance of 30 feet from the lake to
a point where fire hose can he
hooked on. The test proved satisfactory, the chief said. The leather
company recently petitioned the
Mrs. Don Schaap, Mrs. Frank
Mrs. C. V. Miller entertainedat
Common Council for the same fire relativessurprised Mrs. G. WolMoomey. Mrs. A. Ver Hoof, Miss
protection as is given within the ters last Tuesday, when they gath- an informal gathering jast ThursMuriel De Witt, Mrs. 1. Ryxenga,
city. However, no action was ered in her home to celebrateher day evening at her home on hast Mrs. K. Rvzenga, Jr., Mrs. H.
taken by the council after the mat- 65th birthday anniversary- An en- Ninth St., in honor of Miss Martha
Stoepker, Mrs. K. Ryxenga, Miss
ter has been consideredby the ways joyable afternoon was spent and Barkema who will soon leave for
Alice Ryxenga and the guest of
and means committee. Now water refreshmentswere served. The Rochester, N. Y., where she will honor.
is drawn from the lake by the honored guest was presented with teach in the Eastman School of
gifts. Those presentincluded: Mrs. Music and study for her master’s
pumpers.
.....
The officers -and enlisted men of William Haverdink, Mrs. H. Haver- degree. Miss Barkema is a graddink, Mrs. George Zoerhoff, Mrs. uate of Hope College and taught
Company D, National Guard, were
for a time in the Hope College
commended by Maj. Gen. C. E. Kil- Albert Lubbers and daughter,
of Music. The guests were
boume for “their spirit, efficiency Rosiu, Mrs. Albert J. Schrotcnboer, School
Mrs. W. Saunders,Mrs. H. D.
and soldierly conduct during man- and children, Mrs. Tony Woodwyke,
Mrs. John Zoerhoff, Miss Gertie Hoffmycr, Mrs. H. P. Weller, Miss
euvers.’’The letter cited 13 reaJennie Karsten, Miss Helene Van
sons for special comment. Col. Ryxenga, Mrs. G. J. Kleinheksel,
Mrs.
Harm
H.
Kleinheksel and Kersen, Mrs. Miller ami Miss BarkMorris M. Keck praised the local
daughter, Goldie. Mrs. George B. ema.
unit for hospitality,co-operation
Schreur and daughter,Arlene, Mrs.
Miss Marjorie Wiersma,a o rideand willingness.
Edward Ryxenga and Julian and
The reading room of the Holland Gladys, Miss Dena Welters, Miss to-be, was honored at a miscellaneous shower and luncheon, Tuespublic library will be open next Susan Wolters, Mrs. John Wolters,
day, at the home of Mrs. Neal
Sunday afternoon again from 2 to Mrs. Gerrit J. Wolters and daugh3 o’clock. This period is made ter, Geneva, and Mrs. G. Wolters. Wiersma.Games were played and
prizes were awarded to Miss Alice
possible through the courtesy of
Mrs. I). J. Buckle,who with her Wiersma, Mrs. C. E. Bocker, Mrs.
the library board and the D.A.R.
husband and family will leave Hol- E. Rodenhouseand Mrs. J. Konand is planned especially for adults
land shortlyto make their home in mg. Guests were Mrs. J. Koning,
and young people above 16 years of
Grand Rapids, was honor guest at Mrs. L. Van Appledorn, Miss Helage. The library was closed Suna luncheon yesterdaygiven by Mrs. ene Van Appledorn, Mrs. W.
days during vacation.
V\ I
U m (1 Vf
r:
Miss Alice 11Wiersma,
Henry S. Meantz in her home on Wiersma,
John Vandersluis was rejected East 24th St. and Central Ave. Mrs. B. Wiersma, Miss Nelvina
choir director in Sixth Reformed The 12 guests were seated at one Wiersma, Mrs. C. E. Becker, Mrs.
church at a businessmeeting of the table, a bouquet of garden flowers Rodenhouse,Miss Wiersma and
organization, last Thursday eve- forming the centerpiece. Mrs. Buc- the hostess.
ning, in the church basement.He kle was presented with a gift by
Officers elected at the first meethas held this position for many the hostess.Others to win prizes ing of the choir of Bethel Reformyears. Miss Jean Brandt president, in the afternoon’s entertainment ed church, lust Thijrsday evening,
conducted the business meeting. were Mrs. Milton L. Hinga and in the church include: President,
Vote
Officers elected were Miss Brandt, Mrs. George Chittenden of Mnca- Fred Plomp; vice-president, Henry
president,re-elected;Mrs. Arthur tawa. Other guests included Mrs. Driesenga; secret a ry-t i easurer,
Vanderbeek.vice president; Miss Betty De Lano of Allegan, for- Mrs. Willis Van Burcn; assistant,
Helen Shank, secretary and treas- merly of Holland, Mrs. James T. Mrs. Herman Blok; librarian,
urer, re-elected, and George Ver- Klomparens.Mrs. E. P. McLean, Charles Stoppels;assistant, Gerald
burg and Ray Van Voorst, li- Mrs. Kenneth V. De Pree, Mrs. Bax; director,Herman C. Cook;
brarians. A few members of the Randall C. Bosch, Mrs. J. D. assistant, Henry Driesenga; pianof Zeeland, Michigan
Ladies Aid Society and Auxiliary French, Mrs. Roy M. Heasley, Mrs. iafc, Mrs. S. J. Mecuaen. Leonard
took measurements for new vest- F. E. De Wese and Mrs. C. C.
ments.
for State Senator
Wood.

SOCIETY

inn

For

Primaries, Sept. IS,

1936

Be

Your Support Will
Appreciated

An Able

Officer

VOTE FOR

George Caball

Carl Davison, 187 West 9th st,.
left for Lansing, last Saturday, to
resume his work at the School for
the blind.
Thomas Mclntire of Washington,
D. C., has returned to his home
after visiting his sister-in-law, Mrs.
Annie G. Maple on rural route No.
1, West Olive. Miss Helen Maple
of Chicago is visiting her aunt Mrs.
Annie G. Maple and her grandfather J. L. Renand.

OTTAWA COUNTY NEWS

Mrs. George Wyma was surprised on her birthday anniversary at
her home in Holland. With the exception of Mr. and Mrs. John Herweyer and family of Moddersville
and George B. Wyma of Traverse
City, all of Mrs. Wyma’s children
and grandchildren were present.

on the Democratic Ticket
Be sure

September

SHERIFF

of

Ottawa County

on the RepublicanTicket. Fearlessand Efficient. Remember him

when you

go to the Polls on September 15.
Contributed by

NELSON

a

friend.

MILES

A.

Candidate for Republican Nomination for

STATE REPRESENTATIVE
Ottawa County
Primaries September

15,

1936

JOHN

H.

Den Herder
Republican Candidate
for

15,

1936.

Send a successfulhatcher) man to
represenj you at Lansing, one that
will flglft fpr your rights and will
not be controlledby the utilitim,

offered

elc.

m

CABALL FILES FOR
STATE SENATOR

m

Treasurer

Rtpublican Gndidatt

Primary,Sept 15th, 19S6

TenCate

for

Solicits your support, on a
record of experience, service and courteous attention
to the duties of the Office
during this period of diflcult

Ux

JUDGE

of

PROBATE

Attornejs-atLaw

• •

•

Second Term

Office — over Fin t State

Benk

problems.

Primirlt*— StpUmbtr 5
1

... ,

.

Holland, Michigan

Primary Election for the purpose of voting on
following proposition:

FORM OF BALLOT
(Instructions)

provide:

If you dreirc to vote ix favor of amending the City Charter
mi aa to
*1

FIRST: That

the mayor and city attorney together with the
«ty aMtewiorand two supervitorato be elected at large ahall represent the City of Holland on the Board ef Supervisor*of Ottawtl
Comity, Mich., and

SECOND: That

the Board of Review of the City of Holland

ahall conaiat of the mayor, city attorney,city aaaeseor, city engi-

neer, two supervisor* snd the chairman of the Committee on

Ways and Means of the Common Council,and «
THIRD: That the term of office of the city treasurer,city :
attorney, health officer and the several constables be for twe
years instead of for one year—
You will place a mark (X) in the square opposite the word-;
!

“Yes’*.

If you desire to vote against this proposed amendment, yeu

mark (X) in the aquare opposite the word “No*.
The following amendment to the City Charter haa been duly

will place a

;j

«j

proposed:

Charter Amendment
Shall Seetions 1, 3 and 5 of Title IV, and Section 23 of Title V,

and Section 5 of Title XXIX of the Charter the City of Holland be amended so as to provide as
^

follows?:

TITLE

IV.

Officers
There shall be elected in said City, a anyer,

SECTION 1.

city clerk, city treasurer,four justioes of the peace, one of which

annual election, one answer,
two supervisors,one of which shall be elected at eteh annual
jnatices shall be elected at each

election after 1938, one city attorney, one health office*,five mem-

bers of the Board of Public Works, one of which shall be elected
missioners,one ef which ahall be electedannually.

SECTION 3. The foHowing officers shall

be appointed by the

the several appointiva boards herein provided for, or such aa

be provided for by

John R. Dethmers
Republican Candidate for
Reliction

PROSECUTING

ATTORNEY

mary

election.

SECTION 5. The mayor, city

Your Continued Support
will be

Appreciated

Primaries Sept. 15, 1936

may

;

clerk, asseMor, city treasurer,

term of two years from the

first Monday in April

of the year when elected, provided,however, that the city treasurer elected in 1967 shall bold office for a one-year term, and

^

1937, and provided further that in 1938, one supervisor shall b« ]
electedfor a terra of one year and one supervisor for a term

ef

,

two years, and each year after 1938 one supervisor ahall be
elected for a term of two years. The members of the Board of
Public Works and the members of the Board of Police and Fire

'

Commissioners shall hold office for a term of five years from the
first Monday in April of the year

when

elected.

The

city treas-

urer shall be ineligible to hold his office longer than four

yean

in any period of six years. All officers, whothor electedor ap-

.'

pointed,shall eontiaue to serve until their respectivesurcessoes
have qualified and entered upon the dutif* of tltfir office except
as in this Charter otherwise provided.

TITLE
SBCTlON 23. The

V.

assessor is authorieed t« perform the same

daties in rHafion to the assessment of property and levying

He

OTTAWA COUNTY

ordinance.

Provided further, that there shall be no supervisor elected in

his petitionswith the county clerk
declaring himself to he a cwndidato for tRe oflloceof State Senator
for Ottawa and Muskegon counties
on the Democratic ticket.
Mr. Cabell is one of our prominent poultrymen and has not only
1 the united backing of the poullry' men, hut he has the respact of the
entire community, where ho has
nkade his home for several years.
W’e can speak for Mr. Caball
that he is well qualifiedfor the
position to which he aspires,and
no one will ignke a mi?-take in
supporting him at the coming priis also deserving of the office, having been a consistentDemocrat, so that everyone voting the
Democraticticket should not only
refrain from voting for his opponent, but they should make it a
point 4a come out and vote for Mr.
Caball. Here we have an opportunity to support a Zeeland man
who is deserving of our support.

taxes for all purposes as are imposed by law upon supervisor*
elected in townships';and he shall have like powers and perform
like duties in all other respects as supervisorsso elected, except

as herein otherwise provided so far as such powers and dutma
are required to be exercised and performed.He shall, together
with the mayor, city attorney and two sapervisora,represent the
City in the Board of Supervisor* of Ottawa County, provided,
however, that the four supervisors now holding office, together
with the city assessor,shall eontinue to represent the City on
said Board of Supervisors until April 1, 1937, and sueh asaeaser,

General Primary Election Notice
Notice is hereby given that a General Primary

together with the mayor, city attorney and supervisor*,shal

have the rights,privilegesand powers of th« teveral membera
for such Board of Supervisors.

TITLE

Election will be held in the City of Holland, Mich.,
SECTION

on Tuesday, Sept

15, 1936, at the

regular polling

1st Ward— Engine House Na.
2nd
3rd

Ward— Engine House No.
Ward-City Hall.

XXIX.

\

The assessor, two supervisors, mayor, 4ty attorney,

Common

Chairman of the Committeeon Way* A Means

Council shall constitute a Board of Equalisation

and Review of the general assessment rolls of the several Wards

whom

shall constitutea quorum for the

3.

of tfie City, four of

1.

transactionof business,but a less number may adjourn from day

4th Wlard— Washington School.
5th Ward— 1st pree. Polling Place, College Ave. and
19th St. 2nd pree. Longfellow School, S4th
St.

*

“For the parpoae of placing in nomhiatianby all

political

partiesparticipatingtherein, candidates for the followingoffices,
via:

“State: Governor and Lieutenant Governor; Congressional:
United States Senator and Representative in Congress; Legislative: Senator and Representative;County: Prosecuting Attorney,
Sheriff, Clerk, Treasurer, Register of Deexfe, CirenitCourt

officers as

5.

city engineer and

of the

places in the several Wards as follows:

missionere, Drain Commiasionera,Coroners,and
for •

15, 1966, in conjunction with the G(

thereafterthe city treasurer’s office shall be for a two-year term. A

Mr. George Caball, one of our
asteemod citizens, this week filed

*

Diekema
Cross &

Sept

city attorney,health officer,constablesand supervisorsshall hold

(Zeeland Record)

.

Cora Vanda Watar

Wards in the City of Holland, Mich., on

office for the

MR.

Wyma, the Rev. and Mrs. Ben

Wyma and daughter of Traverse
Citv, Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Smith
and sons, Henry, John and Marvin
of Sunfield,Mich., Mr. and Mrs.
John Jonker and daughter, Mary
Jane, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Harrington and children, Virginia,
Marion, Betty and Elton John, Mr.
burial was in Blendon cemetery. He
is survived by the parents, four and Mrs. Russell Harringtonand
brothers and one sister, Gerald, children, Evelyn, Edwin, Grace
Jacob, Donald, Henry and Della, all and Byrel Mae, Mr. and Mrs. Bert
at home, and tha, grandparents, Wieghmink, John Wyma, Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. G. J. Vruggink of Mrs. Gilbert Elhart and sons,
James and Raymond, Miss Lydia
South Blendon.
Willis Smallegan of Forest and Miss Ella Wyma.
The Jager family held its first
Grove returned home after a tenday visit in Cleveland,Ohio, with family reunion, at Tunnel Park,
last Thursday afternoon and everelatives.
The Forest Grove school district ning. One hundred and three were
No. 3, and the Gitchelschool open- present and a basket-supper was
ed for the fall term Tuesday. Ber- served. The followingofficers were
nard Klmestekeris principal and elected:Henry Mannes, president;
John
Miss Marie Hildenbrand is primary Jake Koeman, vice-president;
teacher. Miss Jessie De Jounge of Langejans,treasurer; and Hero
Muskegon will teach the Gitchel Brat, secretary. Henry H. Bouwschool and the West school will be man was named chairman of the
in charge of Kenneth Rynbrantof sports committee and Arthur Postma, program committee. All presSalem.
Candidate and Mrs. Geo. Grittar ent were from Holland and vicinof Grand Rapids moved into the ity. The following people were
present: Mr. and Mrs. Hero Brat,
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Langejans,
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Postma, Mr.
and Mrs. Tony Dykema, Mr. and
Mrs. Elmer Schipper,Mr. and Mrs.
Andrew Koeman, Mr. and Mrs.
Harm M. Jager, Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Mannes, Mr. and Mrs. Jake
W erenga, Mr. and Mrs. Jake Siebelink, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Barneveld, Mr. and Mrs. Jake Koeman, Mr. and Mrs. James Hop,
Mr. and Mra. Henry Jager, Mr.
and Mra. John Langejans, Mr. *id
Mrs. Henry Mannes, Mr. and Mra.
Nick De Boer, Mr. and Mrs. John
Henry Mannes, Mr. and Mrs.
Henry John Wolters, Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Rooks, Mr. and Mrs.
James Langejans,Mr. and Mrs.
Herman Kiekintveld,Dick Jager,
Henry Bouwman, John Jager, Albert Jurries and Ivan Prins.

Demo-

6th Ward— Van Raalte Ave. School.

COUNTY

Amendment

Council, viz: a city engineer,city inspectorand the membera of

day, at the home and at South
Blendon Reformed church for Gordon J. Vruggink, 16, who died last
week, Friday afternoonat the
home of his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
G. Vruggink, in South Blendon.
The Rev. H. Fikse officiated and

Peter A.Lievense

ELECTION NOTICE!

annually,and five members of the Board of Police and Fire Com-

The evening was spent in a
social way and Mrs. Wyma was
presentedwith many gifts. Refreshmentswere served, hymns
were sung and prayer was
by John Jonker.

to ask for the

crdtic ballot at the Primaries

Those present were Mrs. George
Funeral services were held, Tues-

No

NEWS

f*

REGISTER

CITY

so*

Comother

may be nominated at that time.

“The polls of said eleefion will be open at
wiU remain open untU 6 o’clock P. M.

7 o’dack A. M.

and

to day. They shall have pffwer, and it shall be their duty, to
examine Ihe assessment rolls, and they shall have aathoMtyto
and shall correct any errors or deficiencies found thereto, either
ss to names, valuationsor descriptions; and of their owa motion,
oa on snuse shown, may reduce or increasethe valuation of any
property found on said rolls, and to add thereto any taxable
property in said Gty that may have been omitted,and to vnlne
the same; end to strike from said rolls in any property wrongfully therein, and generally to perfbetsaid rolls in any respect
by said Board deemed necessary and proper, for which eervltee
each member of said Board shall receive Three Dollars per day.
Provided, that la equalizing the assessed valuation of all the
Real and Personal Estats of the County, the Board of Superviaore of the Connty of Ottawa shall equalise the Gty
aa a unit, the fame as the several Townshipsof
equalised.’1

Yes

. mm

>

THE HOLLAND CITY NEWS
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and Lincoln ave. No injuries John and Joe Alderinkof Grand played and prises were awarded to
were reported but the mishap re- Rapids and Mrs. Gerrit Elenbass, Mrs. John Veldheer and Mrs. Seth
sulted in damage to the left front Mrs. James Klomparens, Mrs. John Holt Guests attending this affair
Batema and Germ and Albert Alparts of both cars.
were Miss Basel Veldheer, Mrs.
derink, all of Holland.
food which was taken. He was
Fine and costs amounting to
Veldheer, Mrs. J. Buursma,
The work of fine grading the John
placed under probation to answer $56.30 were imposed upon Harry
Mrs. N. Van Dyke, Mrs. H. Spoor,
2.577
mile
Dunningville
cut
off
on
to chief of Police,/Frank Van Ry. Graham, 49, of Holland rural
M-40, was started last week and Mrs. J. Van Iwaarden, Mrs. J. Ter
Daniel J. Buckle, artist and route No. 2, and his license to the paving which has been con- Horst, Mrs. J. Van Null, Mrs. B.
decorator at the Baker Furniture drive revoked for one year when he tracted for is expected to begin in Poll, Mrs. H. Poll, Mrs. J. Van
was arraigned before Justice RayZanten, Mrs. H. Barkel, Mrs. A.
factories, who has accepted a posishort time, accordingto the
mond L Smith last Friday morn- state
Bovce, Mrs. A. Garhrecht, Mrs. 8.
highway
department office
tion with the John Widdicomb Furing on a charge of drunken drivHolt, Mrs. A. Schippa, Mrs. M.
niture company of Grand Rapids,
here. A box culvert is also being
Kunen, Mrs. J. Stygstra, Mrs. G.
ing. The arrest was made by
will assume his duties with the
built on the cut off.
Vander Hill, Mrs. J. De Vree, Mrs.
OfficerNeal Plagenhoef.
Grand Rapids concern Sept. 16. Mr.
The work of remodeling and re- H. Alderink, Mrs. J. Essebaggers.
Graduates
of
Holland
Christian
Buckle resides at 166 East 26th
decorating fire station No. 1 has
Mrs. Knapp, Mrs. P. Schepels,and
st and has been in the employ of High school, who are planning to been completed. The two new doors
Miss Essebaggers.
continue
with
higher
education,
the local firm for the past six
have been painted in aluminum
years. He had been previouslyem- according to J. A. Swet, principal and the windows in the doors have
of the high school are: Ardene been cut down. Inside of the staloyed with Baker’s at Allegan.
Boven, Gladys Dombos and Henry tion has been slightly remodeled
Henry F. Koop, 51, of 264 LinFaber who plan to attend Hope col- down stairs and painted. Station
coln ave. and Elmer C. Nlenhuis
lege and Murvel Brat, Gordon No. 2 was also redecorated this
17, of Holland rural route No. 2
were drivers of the two automo- Buter, Adeline Dirkse, Thelma summer.
Grevengved, Betty Groeneveld, of
George Heneveld, Park township
biles which collided last Thursday
Holland and Harold Ostendorp, supervisorreported to the Chamber
night at the intersection of Seventh
Donna Tinholt and Ralph Wild- of Commerce last week that work
By ANN PAGE

powder and cream.
third boy was not charged
with stealing but was with the
other boys and ate some of the

assault and battery last week sung by the Rev. and Mrs. Henry
Thursday,when arraigned in the Van Dyke. Refreshments were
court of Justice Henry Huxtable served to 30 by Mrs. Heneveld and
The Lawrence Lamb Construc- in Zeeland. He paid fine and costa Mrs. Fred Reus.
tion Co. has begun work on the of $12.46. The chaifcewas made
Evangelist Marvin Lewis will adnew bridge at Douglas, the pile by Mrs. Esther Francis of Zeeland dress the young people at Immandriver coming on the job this week. following an incident which was uel Church Sunday evening at 6:30
Work will continueso long as good said to have occurred at a dance o’clock.
hall in West Olive.
weather lasts.
Small thefts of artices from
Applications for marriage liDr. and Mrs. William Lumkes
automobiles
were solved, last week
and childrenof Chicago were visi- censes have been filed at the county by police, who arrested three Holclerk’s
office
by
the
following.
tors at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
land youths. Eugene Dennis, 17,
M. P. Nienhuls and Mr. and Mrs. Clradus Benjamin Wedeven, 28, was placed on six months probaHolland and Helen Annette KoolHerman Bos over the Labor Day
man, 23, Zeeland; Cornelius Spoel- tion during which time he must
week end.
man, 27, Hudsonville and Gertrude report each week to OfficerPeter
Dr. Julius Gobel of the Columbia
Bontekoe, and must also return to
universitylaw school who is stay- Vander Wall, 22, Zeeland.
Teachers
and
officers of the Sun- school. He was arraigned before
ing at Castle Park, addressed a
Justice John Galien on a charge
general meeting of the faculty day school of Fourth Reformed of stealing some celery, eggs and
church
held
this quarterlybusiness
members of the Holland public
meeting last Friday evening at the bacon. Police withheldnames of
schools held at Junior High school,
the other two boys who are less
Saturday morning. Most of the home of Mr. and Mrs. G. Heneveld) than 16 years old. One boy who
Fred
Meyer,
superintendent,
pre117 instructors were presentaccordwas bound over to probate court
ing to E. E. Fell, superintendent.sided over the business meeting. was charged with entering autos
Harry Baker of Ottawa Beach Ted Giebink read a paper on the and taking cigarettes,a pair of
pleaded guilty to a charge of life of Paul and two duets were

glasses and face

LOCAL NEWS

st.

The

I

SUNDAY DINNEH

schut of Zeeland are

Vote This Time

School Books Bought, Sold and Exchanged

for

Make

Frank Van Etta

let's

a list of

what you have, and see what you need and

get together,so we'll both be

Laundry Cases

for the boy or girl

RepublicanCandidatefor

and

Note Books 10c

SHERIFF

from

12 yearsof continuous
police

and deputy

experience.

sheriff

01.80

Frank

VAN

Zipper Ring Books

Duplicators $8.00 to

$1.00

The Most Complete
Our

—

same.

$4*00.

$4*7S>

Pens and Pen Sets

Candidate

Foi

to

to

refills for

away from home,

39*75

Pencil Boxes, Slates, Crayons, Inks, Paste, Fountain

three times.

Vote This Time

happy.

up.

Stock, in

Two Counties.

Service on Special Orders is the Best.

BRINK’S BOOKSTORE

ETTA, 69 W. 8th Holland

Holland, Mich.

Now

serving his fourth year as Representative
Ottawa County.

He was elected and re-elected by big majorities,
County has in

indicating the confidenceOttawa

him.
is the

only candidatefor the Senate in the
(Ottawa and Muskegon Counties)

District

haying legislativeexperience.

—

He has served the people more than 20 years
Holland; in civic organizations and church societies;as secretary and
as an official of the city of

He rapported and introducedlegislationfor the
The creation of greater benefits
under Workmen’s Compensation; the paying of

RepresentativeEdward Bronwer

Macaroni

expenses of illness and funeral of an employe under
the 1937 legislature

the best method of handlingOccupationalDiseases.

Brouwer introducedlegislationpermitting laborers
to "pool” and pay their debts to a Justice Court
as conditions and circumstanceswould permit, and
to be distributed by the Justice to the creditors,
thereby stoppingembarrassinggarnishments.This
Bill passed the House but died in the Senate.
He is a constant advocate of high wages and
condemns the paying of any amount which is not
sufficientto adequately support the family comfortably, with at least a few "extras.”
He fully recognizes the right and duty of labor
to organize, solely for the protectionof their
rights, and to cooperatewith employers to secure
better working conditions;to eliminate sweat
shops; to secure adequate wages which will permit
laborers to live in accordance with American

To Vote Right

is

your Desire

To Vote Right you must

know

the

The purpose oi
help you

to

to

Candidate

this

know

VOTE

pamphlet is to
if it’s

Right

Edward Brouwer
Repiblieii Caididate for

CONSERVATION
and secured legislationwhich outlawed the "Special Privileges”on Shooting Preserves. Every
hunter now has the same privilege. In ths past,
others tried to get this law repealed, but failed.
TRAP NET FISHING DEVICES were permitted
to operate for several years, to take whitefish from
the Great Lakes. This species in some lakes is now
practically depleted.

Through the

State Senator
Ottawa and Muskegon Counties

Ask for a Republican Ballot

untiring efforts

of Brouwer, legislationwas secured to completely

outlaw the use of
Lake Superior.

this

net in Lake Michigan and
to support legislationfor unemployment insurance,

Brouwer fought for and supported

all other

and other social security measures.

beneficialConservationlegislation. Letters received
from all parts of the state commended him for his
militant activity.When Mr.

ConservationDirector he

Hogarth was

State

He

He

as conscientious and fearless as Repre-

Brouwer.

I

hope the people will send

him back to Lansing as long as he will serve.”

SCHOOLS AND EDUCATION
He has been a staunch supporter for

state aid

for schools,to assure the children of the education

they are entitled to. Parent-teachersassociations
have commended him highly for his splendid support. He has been fair with all the educational
institutionsof Michigan.

AGRICULTURE
Brouwer has enjoyed the endorsement or recognition of all the Agricultural organizationsin
Michigan. He knows the farmers’ problems,and
therefore has been able to help defeat legislation

which was detrimentalto them and fight for legislation which would react to their benefit. His
record entitleshim to the support of agriculture.

SOCIAL SECURITY
No

OTHER MATTERS

said: "I wish every legis-

public official has been a greater proponent
of Old Age Pensions than Mr. Brouwer. He has
personally aided more than 80 old folks to become
naturalizedso they may be citizens and enjoy old
age assistance, and has aided several to secure old
age assistance. He pledges himself to do all within
his power to increase the state'sappropriation to
five million dollars in 1937 — this can be done
without increasing taxes. He favors the lowering
of the age limit from 70 years to 6) years in 1937,
and by 1940 to have the age limit down to 60
years. He says "sufficient funds can be
available, without any great hardship on anyone,
to allow each old person eligibleto old age assistance an amount of $41.0# to 150.00 per month.
He pledges himself to work to this end, and also

is

According to these reports,they
demus Bosch on West 12th st. left,
Monday, for New York. They sail- are leaving no stones unturnedto
ed, Thursday, for their home in acquaint the voters with the fact
Stockholm, Sweden. The couple
from across the sea were almost in

an enemy of monopoly and class legislation.

has always been an ardent supporter of
Local Government and is convinced that the most
honest and economical form of government is conducted by the smaller units. He is bitterly opposed to the destructionof the smaller units and
the creation of any form of governmeat which can
build a "politicalmachine” to dominate the people.

He has always supported every measure which
would bring about economy and honesty in gov-

25c'

Rajah Salad Dressing

29c

Peanut Butter

25c

pint
jar

Post Bran Flakes

being given in their honor.

spending the month, of August, at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. James

48-os.
pkg.

19c

Farina
Ceroal

pkg.

15c

Post Toasties

Or Kellogg's
Corn Flakas

pkf.

11c

Sundino

can*

2

Vander Hill.
Miss Gladys L. Meeboer a brideto-be was the guest of honor at a
miscellaneous shower, given last
Thursday afternoon,by Mrs. Jack

William Alderink, 63, of Grand
Rapids, a former residentof Holland, died early Tuesday morning
Blodgetthospital following a
long illness. He is survived by the
widow, his step mother, Mrs. Albert Alderink of Holland, and the
following brothers and sisters,

Tomato Juice

3 COM 25c

Pineapple Juice

3 COM 25c

1

•moll
con

Tomato or

Soup
Vegetable
Apple Butter

5c

38-os.

17c

jar

Ann Pag#

Preserves
Pork and

g

o

Pure Fruit Flavor*

Beans

___

go

Almond —

Extracts

Benj. Van Loo
that he is running and that they!
are in earnest to win. As a result they have placed six large]
signs on bill boards throughout
the county to remain up for the
campaign,and now they are placing sizeable banners on conven-l
ient places.
This came as an agreeable surprise to Mr. Van Loo when he
was first apprized of the fact,
and naturally he is elated over it.

£
aardines

s

10c

1

3

sic

Jar*

Jelly

Glasses

quarts

55c

pi”u

siM

1/3 K"'

,

*°x-

f

Clean Finest Apparel

You know you are going to

I

get the best cleaning

Electric

35c

pk. |9C

Tops

io

Super Suds

—

25c

s»n.-M,

]

No Worries When

25c

Lemon

Van Camp’*
Tomato or Mu*Urd

Fruit

Jar

19S

Orango— Vanilla

Prune*

I

l°°*

Ajas Laundry Soap

We

29c

18-os.

No.

Marcus and Miss Sue Plaggemars
their home. Guests were Mrs.
Edward Van Taften, Mrs. Harm E.
Nienhuis,Mrs. James Kapenga,
Mrs. Aaron Brondyke, Mrs. Albert
Kapenga, Mrs. Edwin Plaggemars,
Miss Ida Nienhuis, Mrs. James
Nienhuis, Mrs. Harry Plaggemars,

10c

Mello Wheat
Orange Juice

Mrs. John Grevengoed, Mrs. Ernest
Boer, Mrs. A. Nienhuis, Mrs. Donald Grevengoed, Mrs. Dick Plaggemars, Mrs. Bernard Veneklasen,
Mrs. Richard Plaggemars, Mrs.
James Mussee, Mrs. Harold Plaggemars, Mrs. Simon De Weerd and
the guest of honor.

20c

pkg.

Sunnyfield
Quick or Regular

Rolled Oats

in'

V:.”1

Bulbs

VOCOfl

...k I5e

Hour

,00°

I7c

2

L

25c

8 o'clock Coffee

4

A

9c

Red

4

£

21c

Baker’s or

Horshoy’sj

Circle Coffee

T

Bokar Coffee

!i.

23c

available.You are dealing with an organization of
proved responsibility,most modernly equipped with

Ottawa County has not been favored with a
Senator from Ottawa County for 12 years. Mr.
Brouwer is now experienced and qualified— the

skilled careful

workers. No

givings. All garments insured.
Is’^it

BEEF ROAST

chuck cut»

lh‘

12V^c

anxiety, doubt or mis-

FILLETS OF

such assurance important?

HADDOCK

•

2

ibs.

29c

Take Advantage of it— Phone 2465

Senate.

He is married; has one child; is 43 years old;
has resided in Holland, Michigan, the past 30
years. He has been a printer for nearly 21 years
and has conducted his own printing businessa
little over 15 years. He is a member of the Maple
Avenue Christian Reformed Church of Holland.
Brouwer has MADE GOOD. Ha has been true
to his slogan, "Ability, Plus Christian Principlas are

necessary for Conscientious, Efficient

Spaghetti

constant whirl of social activities

party.

record speaks for itself. We believe the people of
Muskegon County will this year support the people from Ottawa County to elect Brouwer to the

25c

4

10-os.

during their stay, many functions

ernment.
Already in 1932 Mr. Brouwer was active and
advocated a Merit System or Civil Service in State
Government. He has always opposed the application of so-called "politics” to anything which
would not be for the benefit of the people. He is
a Republican,but has never voted for or against
' any legislation because it was sponsored by any

Spaghetti

Sandwich Spread

The Rev. and Mrs. Thomas Ten
Hoeve and children, Joan Kay and
Thomas Jr., left for their home in
Brooklyn, N. Y., this week, after

for

standards.

SHOOTING PRESERVES— Brouwer introduced

5c

Noodles

certain conditions; the creation of a commission to

recommend to

A&P BAKERS

j,

benefit of labor.

was

Coffee

White

LABOR

sentative

STATE SENATOR

2-lb. Loaf

has ever devoted more time and attention to the
needs of others. In 1936 he aided more than 80
people to become naturalized; aided old folks with
old age pension; assisted afflictedpersons with hospitalization and aid from rehabilitation to prepare themselves for future self-support.Space does
not permit further details.

lator

EARNESTC. BROOKS

nurses’ training school at Blodgett roof to the hanger and on the run- abla at reaaonablt coat.
With aeboola o'penlng and fall bailMemorial hospital in Grand Rap- ways.
Candidatefor
naaa achadulaa going into affact, avan
ids.
greater care must be exercised by the
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Boere, 194 ALLEGAN COUNTY MAN
bonaawifa In feeding her family. Dairy
CRITICALLY INJURED prodacta, frnlta and vagatablaa help to
East 26th st, had as guests over
maka np for dacreaaad exposure to
the week-end Mr. and Mrs. W. G.
D. E. Trowbridge, 74, veteran fresh air and apnahina.
Grimes and son, Henry of Ann
Beef and lamb chucks are atill the
Arbor, Mr. and Mrs. A. Miedema Ganges fruit grower, was in the
beat meat raluas though they, to- OF OTTAWA AND MUSKEGON
local
hospital
Tuesday
in
critical
and daughter, Betty Jane, of De{ether with fresh pork and veal, are
COUNTIES
troit and
d Mr. and Mrs. Peter
P<
Van condition as the result of having ilgher.The seasonal upward trend of
Pemls, of Daytona Beach. Fla. been struck late Monday by a car -Kg prices continuaa although thay are
Miss Ada Grimes, sister of Mrs. operated by George Peterson of haapar than thay ware a yaar ago,
Boere, arrived from Chicago, Aug. Chicago, while crossing the high- >artfcular!ytha pullet alia.
On Ihe Democratic Ticket
Hare are three menus planned for
28, and is visiting Mrs. Boere and way near his home. Trowbridge differentbudget levels.
suffered
a
skull
fracture
and
posfamily.
sible internal injuries. He was
Low Coat Dinner
The followingguests were at the
Earnest C. Brooks has been a citBeef and VegetablePot Pla
home of Mr. and Mrs. Milton Hinga former townshipclerk of Ganges
izen of Holland for more than a
and
had
been growing fruit an
with Biscuit Crust
on West 12th st, Monday, Mr. and
Sliced Tomatoes
Ganges vicinitymore than a half
score of years and during that
Mrs. E. A. Hinga, Mr. and Mrs.
Bread and Butter
century.
time
he has held many positions of
Gordon Hinga and daughter, Jud
Jellied Fruita
Tea or
Milk
of Kalamazoo, Mr. and Mrs. Donaild
trust, includingthe officeof Mayo
ESSEBAGGERS- BOLHU1S
Schier,Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Mcof this city for two terms. Mr.
Medium Coat Dinner
MARRIAGE THIS
Kay, Miss RosalieSarata and Pliny
SATURDAY
Roaat
Masked Potatoes Brooks has backed every civic
Bennet, all of Jackson.
Baked Stuffed Tomatoes
movement for the betterment and
Miss Vivian Essebaggers, who
Bread and Butter
Mr. and Mrs. Peter A. Selles left
welfare of the community, giving
f Apple Pie
Holland, Monday, for Everett, will become the bride of Frank
Tea or 'Coffee
Milk
his moral and financial support to
Wash., to visit Mr. Selles’ sister, Bolhuis, Jr., this week Saturday,
Mrs. John Estie, formerly of Hol- Sept. 12, was the guest of honor at
there worthwhile causes. Mr. Brooks
Very Special Dinner
land, whom he has not seen for a surprise miscellaneous shower
Fruit Cup
has been commander of the Wil15 years. They will visit points of given by Miss Louise Shippa and Baked
Sweat Potatoes
lard G. Lcenhouts poat of the AmCauliflower au Gratin
interest in the west, including Mrs. Jack Kolean last week Thurserican Legion and has held other
Stuffed Tomato Salad
Yellowstone Park, Seattle, San day evening, at the Shippa home,
Bread and Butter
Francisco,Los Angeles, Grand 12 East 6th St
responsible positions in that orCheese
Bunco was played and prizes New Apple Coffee
Canyon, Colorado Springs and Denganization of World War veterans.
ver. They expect to return by were awarded to Miss Essebaggers
and Miss Julia Klinge. Consolation
Oct. 5.
Gerard Cook of East 14th st., prizes went to Misses Hazel and
Marie Veldheer.A two-course
left last week Saturday for Rochester, Minn., for treatments in Mayo lunch was served and the guest
of honor was presented with gifts.
Bros, hospital.
Those honoring Miss EssebagMr. and Mrs. William J. Brouw- gers were Miss Jean Straatsma,
er and daughters, Marjorie and Miss Julia Klinge, Miss Marion
Myra Jean, have returned from a Vander Ploee, Miss Bowina Kuiztrip of a fortnight visitingWash- enga, Miss Hazel Veldheer, Miss
infrion, D. C., Atlantic City, New
Marie Veldheer, Miss Gertrude Ter
BY
York. Watkins Glen, Niagara Falls Horst, Miss Viola Essebaggers,
and Cleveland. Mr. Brouwer stated
Miss Betty Holt, Mrs. Henry Aldthat the farms in New York are in erink, Mrs. L. Schippa, Mrs. Admuch better conditionthan in this rian Van Putten, Miss Gladys
area and that Watkins Glen, which Stysgstra and the hostesses. Mrs.
was badly damaged by storms last Albert Vander Yacht and Mrs.
year, has been rebuilt and had Jake Veldheer were hostesses at a
many tourists during the summer. surprise grocery shower last FriMiss Cornelia Mulder, left Tues- day evening at the home of Miss
Sliced
day morning, for Kalamazoo where Essebaggers’ mother, Mrs. B. Anshe has accepted a positionin the drus, Fairbanks Ave. Bunco was
Today's Biggest Bread Value!
physical education department in
Junior High School. Miss Mulder
AMortod
was in charge of the gymnasium
Political Advertising
3 p1**- 17c
Flavors
Jcllo
activitiesin Junior high school
Encoro
here for the past two years.
AGREEABLY SURPRISED
pkf.
Broad
or Fino
CAMPAIGN
Mrs. 0. C. Schaap, of 198 West
15th st., had as week-end guest her
lbs.
(Zetland Record)
or
son, Edward Schaap, and his wife
of Dundee, Ind. Their twin daugh28-os.
ters, Marian and Marilyn w’ere al3 can*
Friends of Benj. C. Van Loo,
p.ir.'.j
so here.
who is making a race for the nomquart
Mr. and Mrs. Gunnar Heimbur- ination to the office of registerof
j«
jer, who have been guests at the deeds, are making a strenuous
2-lb.
lome of Mrs. Heimhurger’spar- effort toward success, it was reSultana
j«r
ents, former Mayor and Mrs. Nico- ported here this week.

BAKED

manager of agricultural societies.
He is a true Humanitarian. No public servant

investigate and

__

Ham
Pie

STATE SENATOR

in the Legislature from

He
23rd

on the airport project west of the

Pork

EDWARD BROUWER
for

among those

who had their credits sent to Cal- city on the Ottawa Beach road will QPECIAL prMtrrta and rallihai for
O ffUta and .
party
. oecaalonamay
vin college in Grand Rapids. be nearly completed within a well
be made at thle eeaeon when
Theresa Vos plans to enter the month. Men are working on the many frnlta and vafttablaa are avail-

HAMBURG

Ideal Dry Cleaners
“The House

of

Freah Ground

Beef to Boil or Bake

CLEANING

service, let's

ADVANCE BROUWER TO THE SENATE

Corner 6th and

and

10c

IIMIIHS

STEAM PRESSING

College

*WVWWV'

ib.

Service*

Government.”

In recognition of his splendid, honest, conscientious

2 n*. 25c

Holland

LISTEN TO COFFEE TIME WITH KATE SMITH BAND
Every ToewUy aaff Thursday, BiSO P. M, StationWBBM
All Prlcaa Pba 3% Saba
Wa Caafc WPA Checks

Tax
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Hen

That

egg-layingrecord by producing
214 eggs in as many days.

(Chicago American)

Up

H.

A MISCONCEPTION AS TO
Wait until the Brain Trust haars
TO VOTE
about /THAT hen.

in Maine there is a hen

HOW

A

specialcrew will be sent up
to plough her under.

There seems to be a misconception among some people in Ottawhich, knowinpc nothing of the reAny record for "laying an egg” wa County as to how to vote corpeal of the laws of nature, the
economy of scarcity or the treason must lie kept in Washington at rectly at the coming Primary election, Tuesday,September 16. The
of a full day’s work, breaks the all costs.
misconception is that voters can
pi«k candidates from different party tickets. This is ail wrong and it
(Political Advertising)
seems strange that after all these
years of primaries such a misunderstandingshould have arisen.

How

Jhe

WEEKS NEWS

this thought could have gain-

ed credence is difficultto conjecture unless some prospectivevoters
are getting their datea mixed and

Elbern Parsons

hava in mind the General olection in
November instead of the Primaries in September.

Candidatefor

Republican Nomination

In

for

On the November election the
voter can pick his or her choice
of nominees firom the different
ballots, whether that candidate be
on the Republican, Democratic, Social Labor, Farm Labor or any of
the eight or more tickets to be

STATE
REPRESENTATIVE
OTTAWA COUNTY
Practicing attorney for 25 yrs.

PRIMARIES SEPT.

However,at the Primary election
week after next this is all different, for instance, when the voter

15.

»>»»»»

Fred F. McEachron
Republican Candidate for State Representative
The people of Ottawa County gave me the honor of serving them
this capacity for a period of 10 years. If you are satisfied with

in

my

serviceduring that period, and now feel that my long experience will
enable me to again serve you better than a new man,
your support.

I

will appreciate

Vote the Republican ticket on Sept. 15th, and help put our Government back on a safe and sane foundation.

enters the polling place he or she
can only vote for one of the candidates for each office, no matter
whether that be for Sheriff, Judge
of Probate, State Senator, Congressman, Governoror any of the
other offices mentioned on the ticket, with the exception of Coroner or CircuitCourt Commissioner, where in Ottawa County two
for each of these offices are named
and voted for.
But remember, before you are admitted to the booth, the election
inspectorwill ask the voter which
party ticket he desires, whether
he or she wants a Republican ballot, a Democratic ballot, or any other ballot for which there are candidates to be nominated. If the voter
wants a Republican ballot, he or
she will ask for it and will be
handed such a ballot, no other. If
he or she wants a Democratic ballot that ballot will be handed to
them and no other, and so with
other ballotsfor which there are
nominations. When the ballot is
given the voter, the clerk of election will enter on the poll books
the kind of ballot the voter asks
for, in short, if you declare a Republican ballot, you vote for the
candidates on that ballot only and
by the same token if you ask for
a Democratic ballot you can only
vote for the candidates on that
ballot.It isn’t like in the November
electionwhere you can cross over
from one ballot to the other and
are privileged to vote for candidates
of your choice on any ticket. At

Mistress Dies;

HerDogsAre

A princessand a duchess are In
the larga group of celebritiriithat
will be introduced to a coast toto
coast radio audience through the
unique medium of Heinz Magazine
of the Aiz, which will make its GERTRUDE LUBBERS OF FH
MONT WILLED DEATH OF
first appearanceWednesday,SepTWO PETS
tember 2, as one of the biggest
day programs on the air. The proThe death Saturday of Miss Gergram will carry into millions of
radio homta a complete magazine, trude Lubbers, 46 yean old,
with an enhanced interest because employe of the Fremont O
the authors of the articles and edi- Co., at Fremont, the past 83
torialswill read what they have also brought about the death of
written,and a serial that will be two faithful dogs which thn
dramatized. The “magazine” will ened for a time to prevent a d
be given a musical setting, permit- from treating their mistreaa
ting the introduction of leading became seriouslyill at her
about a week ago.
vocalists and instrumentalists.
The program will be broadcast It was Miss Lubbers’ last
over the Columbia network each that her dop also die should
Monday, Wednesday and Friday. fall to recover from her
Guest stars will include Grand and she requested hospital
Duchess Marie, of Russia,Princess aats to tell PoHce Chief A1
Kropotkin, of Russia; Angelo Pa- its to dispose of the doge.
tri, Fannie Hunt, Christopher Lubbers died with her wish
Morley, Dr. William Moulton Mar- filled.
Recently Miss Lubbers called
ston, DorotheaBrands, Walter B.
Pitkin, Cornelia Bryce Pinchot, WilUs Geerlings to her borne
Colonel Ralph Isham, Theodore before he could reach hen she
Dreiser, Alice Foot MacDougal, become unconscious in her
Sheila Hibben, SherwoodAnderson, When the doctor entered the
I«onard Barren, Wendy Marshall, one of the dop waa lying
Prunella Wood, Marjarie Wilson, mistreaa’Up and tha other
Helen Worden and Harrison For- her chair. The animals would
man. Many other notablesefill con- let the doctor came near MUa l
ben and Be was able te treat
tribute during the seriea.
Those who will take part regu- only after Chief Luchlee had b
called and captured the don. I
larly include Leith Stevens and Tils
Lubbers was later removed to
orchestra, with a mixed chorus;
hospitalwhere she died.
Reed Kennedy, Pittsburgh baritone

Put

Deal

H

HEADS ETHICS CR\l8ADEwho al a
spokeemsnfor National Dlatll*
Col. E. C. Kennedy,

ATHLETE TURNS AU

ballot.

HEINZ PUTS ON FINE

i

found on the blanket November

A

J.

NEW RADIO PROGRAM

Harry Stuhldrehsr,one of the
famous Four Horsemen of Notre
Dame and now head cosoh at
the University of Wisconsin,,
has Just turned out a football
novel and sold It to The American . Magazine. It's hit. first
piece of fiction.'

•ere started a drive within the'

liquor Induetry for a self-imposed code of advertising ethics
far beyond ffreeent federalrequirements. State Liquor Administrators give the mov*‘
men*f hearty support as a fur-'

^^g)^^^^^^7yesr.thth Paction

to

the consumer.1

old Marjorie Qeetrlng,who soored
an upset by winning the women’i
springboard diving championship
for the United Stetee at the Olynv
pic Gamer In Berlin. She la the
“baby" of the Americaneauad.

Delmar Edmondson, well - known
commentatorfrom the West Coast,
who wilj act as editor, and Bill
Adams, famous for his impersonations on the “March of Time” series, who will do the announcing.
The orchestra will be sponsored by
the Gersdorf sisters and a male
quartet consitlng of Gordon Graham, John Rogers, Roger Kinne
and Floyd Sherman.
When the pages of the “magazine" turn to nctlon, sketchee of
the “Trouble House” serial by

Miss Lubbers waa born it
Fremont and had
lived there. Her long record
employment with the canning eol
pany started when she waaVrt
years old. She had worked
vicinity of

shortly before her lllnesa.
Surviving are two brothera, Albert of Muskegon and Henry
Fremont Funeral services
held from the Reformed ch
which she was a merabar,w
H. C. Jacobs, the pastor, in
Burial was made in MapU G
at Fremont.

j

Elain Sterne Carrington will be enacted. The cast includesAnn Elrtner, Elsie Mae Gordon. Ray ColA dinner party vms given,
lins, Rita Allen, Dorotny Lowell, day evening by Mr. and Mrs.
Gretchen Davidson. Carleton J. Bosch, on the Park road
Young, Ted Reade and Jerry Macy. honor of Mr. and Mrs. G

J

------

-----

-o

Late Fishing

Statistics

Heimburger, whs will leava
Sweden, Sept 6. Prizes for
games played were awarded
>d to
to Mr*.
Peter van Domelen, Jr. and
B. P. McLean. The Hell

iPd

Workers connected with the Institute of Fisheries Research, at
FALL FASHIONS HERE— Ban>
the University of Michigan, have were presented with a gueet
FIRING SQUAD AHEAD7— A
Guests Included Mr. and
bars Pepper, vivacious blonde
gathered informationon fishing
car is captured by loyalist soldiers and!
Heimburger,Prof, and Mrs.
actrees, wearing tha latest taiconditions in Michigan this year
la being led to a quick court martial ln|
Paul McLean, Prof, aid Mrs.
lored suit for fall. The Jacket It
that cause them to report as folthis dramatic picture from the Spanllhl
Raymond, Mr. and Mrs. C. J.
a one-button model with wide
lows:
front Estimates place the civil war|
Lean, Mr. and Mrs. W. A.
•and rounded lapels and no colFishing in trout waters was de- Mr. and Mrs. Peter Van
) deaths to date at 35,000. )
lar, and the iklrt has one im
cidedly better in the upper penin- Jr., Dr. and Mrs, O. Vender Vs
verted pleat In tha center fronti
the Primariesyou can only resula than in the lower peninsula.
Dr. and
Carl Van
ceive one ballot and that is the
Non-residentstream fishermen Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Yeomans,
ballot you ask for. Remember this
caught more fish per hour for the and Mrs. C. J. Den Herder,
applies to SeptemberPrimaries onSEE PLANT HELP
Free Fishing: Is All Off
entire state than* resident stream and Mrs. Ksimetk Ds Free,
ly and not to the General election.
IN TRANSPLANTING fishermen.
and Mrs. R. W. Everett, Mr. enfl
This Summer
Non-resident lake fishermen Mrs. M. L. Hinge, Mr. and V
The slogan, “No Fish — No
R. C. Bosch, Mr. and Mrs. J«
Transplanting young evergreens caught fewer fish per hour for the
FARM BELT FOR GOV. LANDON Money,” adopted by those operVender Brock, Mr. and Mrs. Ji
does not do them any harm if it entire state than residentlake fishating boats for lake trout fishing Thi» Summfr tiliant-hurd«nd brlrf,
Klomparens,Mrs. JJX Pasneh,
is properly done. In fact, some ermen.
Just the other day, former Gov. in I^ke Michigan out of Northport, knowi iti romplrtlonin a Iraf,
and Mrs.D.D.Esten and Mr. end ]
and by thr apnidinf of an hour
authorities
state
that
evergreens
Frank 0. Lowden of Illinois,long Mich., is no more. Today, those builda rmrrald .heath and l»ory flower.
For all fishing the catch per hour
Harold McLean, all of H(ril|md,
that have been transplantedseveral
an idol of the western farmer, pre- who troll for the trout must pay The warm invewtmentof thia air
was slightlyhigher for residents Mr. and
H. Deq Herder
times are most likely to thrive lieroundi
purple
(rape
and
ahapea
the
pear.
whether
they
return
with
fish
or
dicted Gov. Landon would carry
than for non-residents.
Zeeland,
The light raacade of Auguat rain
cause the successiveplantings
not.
the farm belt. — I.N.S. news story.
Female stream fishermen caught
---- .
implore* the daiay to remain.
stimulatethe growth of small
Boat owners say that the ‘‘no and with devotion breaka aaunder
only about half the fish per hour
roots.
Miss
Alice
Bulman,
rioter hrada for beea to plundrr;
fish — no money” plan proved exMr. and Mrs. Jacob Zuidema and
caught by male fishermen.
men with eyea alive muat a««
Mr. and Mrs. Edward C.
pensive.They contend that too till
the aeaaon'a prodigality;
Mr. and Mrs. Louis B. Dalman and
Female lake fishermen were al- of Marion, Mich., and Roger A.
many partiescame to have a good and how with Winter at ita root
HARD
WORK
families of Holland are spending
most as successful as mate lake Leestman, son of MV. and
time rather than fish and that as a Summer leta fall the burnlahedfruit.
two weeks at the Bedel cottage at result the boat owners were out for
JOHN RITCHEY
fishermen in catching fish.
P. Leestman, 87 But 12th
Cardeau Beach. Mr. Zuidema is the day’s work.
Female fishermen,for all fishing were united in marriage
Nobody ever will make this couniu'ltiniHSitiltriHiTHfHniiHHiff
city engineer in Holland and Mr.
“Too many parties came here to
try a present of good times. There combined, were almost as success- evening ip Hope Reformed ski
Dalman is assistant city engineer celebrateand not to fish and so we
The singR rftig ceremony
SUGGESTS
PLAN
TO
SAVE
is hut one way to get prosperity ful as male fishermen.
and now they are “monarch of were forced to change our policy,”
formed by the Rev. Jaeob Jt
Of
all
stream
fishermen,
4tt
per
and that is to work for it. ConHEN PHEASANTS
all they survey.”
one boat owner said.
cent were women. Of all lake fish- Kalamazoo. Attendingthe cot
gress
can't
make
any
law
that
ever
There probably is another reason
were Miss Dells Helder of Holl
emva, 7 per cent were women; of
for the change in policy.That is
A reader of The News wild life will take the place of good crops all fishermen, 6 per cent were and George Van Eenetfaam of
the growing popularityof the trout
ELECTION NOTICE
land. Miss AntoinetteVan
page who signs himself “Save the and good prices. As a rule, inters
fishing. When the sport was startferenceof any kind by the govern• • *
ing of Zeeland played approi
Birds Ray” suggests that one way
ed, customers were not so plentiful
Park Township
ment in the people’s business aforgan mtnic during the
of
protecting
hen
pheasants
from
and the “No Fish — No Money”
Six members #f the local I.O.O. ’Me bride was a teacher in
fairs costs the people something
plan proved good advertising.The unnecessary slaughter would be to
General Primary Election
and hurts them more than it helps. F. encampment,James Crewle, fellow school here for the past
• • •
sport has become so popular this hold up the opening of the pheasGeorge Vanderhlll,James Buttles, years. Mr. Leeetma graduated 1
—Yakima,
Wash., Republic.
season that on sbme days all the ant season for about a month after
Raymond Armbuster,George Og- Hope College la June and has
Notice is hereby given that a
boats are rented. In fact, it is the season on rabbits and other
den and W. S. Shaffer have return- espied a position as teacher
General Primary Election will be
necessary to make arrangements in small game has started. At the
ed from the Western Michigan Bn- history and geography and asal
held in the Township of Holland,
ELECTION NOTICE
advance to insure a boat on cercampment Circuit I.O.O.F.held in tant coach of athletics in F«
Ottawa County, State of Michigan, tain days. With the increasedbusi- time the small game season opens
General Primary Election
Ludington,latt Saturday. Mem- Michigan. Mrs. LoUtina was f<
in the fall, ho points out, pheason
ness naturallythe boat owners
Notice is hereby given that a
bers of the local lodge met. Tues- recently by a group of her fell
Tuesday, Sept 15, 1936
ants
are
inclinrtl
to
stay
in
flocks,
were in a positionto change their
Geaeral Primary Electron will be
at the township hall.
and the average hunter who has held in the Township of Holland, day evening, in the I.O.O.F. hall teachers at a beach party at
policy.
For the purpose of placing in
the impulse to aim at the first Ottawa County, State of Michigan, to make final arrangementsfor a Crest Park. Mr. and Mrs.
picnic to be held, Saturday,at have left for their futnre home iaj
nomination by all political parties
SPEARING IN MICHIGAN cock he sees is quite likely to hit on
Port Sheldon.
Fenton.
participating therein, candidates
a nearby hen without intending to.
• • »
WATERS SHOULD BE
for the following offices, vrx:
Holland
Township
If
the
bird
season
could
be
held
ABOLISHED
• • •
State
Governor, Lieutenant
up until the rabbit hunters with
Governor.
Ijegislative— Senator, Representheir
dogs
and
guns
had
free
rein
Congressional
United States If Michigan is to continue to atin the woods for a while, this tative.
Senator, Representative fn Con- tract hook and line fishermen to its
County — Prosecuting Attorney,
lakes
during
the
summer
vacation
writer
reasons, the pheasants would
gress.
Sheriff, Clerk, Treasurer, Register
period
the
winter
spearing
of
fish be on the alert and go about singLegislative — Senator, Represening same, Circuit Court Commiswill have to be curtailed. Right to- ly— and as a result the hens would
tative.
day
a number of what were once be less likely to be killed F)y shot sioners, Drain Commissioner, CorCounty— Prosecuting Attorney,
oners, Surveyor, and such other ofour most attractive waters for hook
Sheriff, Clerk, Treasurer, Register
intended for male birds.— Detroit
ficers as may be nominated at that
and line fishermen are almost fishof Deeds, Auditor in countieselecttime.
ed out. The drain has been alto- News.
ing same, Circuit Court Commisgether too great and the spear is
Notice Relative to Opening and
sioners, Drain Commissioner, Corlargelyresponsible.If we feel that
Closing of the Polls
A
FLOCK
OF
PHEASANTS
oners, Surveyor, -and such other ofthe local resident should be given
• » •
ficers as may be nominated at that
permission to fish for food during
Tuesday, Sept. 15, 1936
time.
the period the lakes are frozen
Vaudie Vanden Berg states that at the township hall.
Notice Relative to Opening and
over he should be limited to a hand he met up with a whole flock of
Closing of the Polls
For the purpose of placing in
line and not be allowed to use a
pheasants Sunday not far from
ElectionLaw, Revision of 1931
nomination by all political parties
spear; the greatest destroyer of
Waukazoo.
They
were
leisurely
(410) Section 1. On the day of game and food fish life we now
participatingtherein, candidates
any election the polls shall be have. Unless this is done the list walking on the concrete. He for the following offices, viz:
opened at seven o’clock in the fore- of barren and near-barren lakes is stopped his «ar to let them pass
State
Governor,Lieutenant
noon, and shall be continued open certain to increaseand all will lose into the undergrowth. They were Governor.
until six o’clockin the afternoon their appeal for the tourist and beauties and too tame for sporty
Congressional
United States
and no longer: Provided, that in fishingvacationist.
shooting.
to
or build
borne?
of Deeds, Auditor in counties eleco
towships the boards of inspectors
Senator, RepresenUtive in Conof electionmay, in ita discretion,
Miss Kay Plasman, a bride-to-begress.
to
a
adjourn the polls at twelve o’clock Concerning Muskmelons was the honored guest at a surElectionLaw, Revision of 1931
noon, for one hour, and that the
prise miscellaneous shower given,
We shall soon have Michigan Thursdayevening,by Mrs. E. Plas- (410) Section 1. On the day of
townshipboard in townshipsand
Should your present debt be refinanced? |
the legislative body in cities and muskmellons on the market if raan, Mis see Margaret and Ger- any election the polls shall be
villages may, by resolution, provide they are not here already. They trude Plasman, at their home. opened at seven o’clock in the fore
that the polls shall be opened at are better than any we get from Games provided entertainment and noon, and shall be *ontinued open
six o'clock in the forenoon and may anywhereelse — kike all other Mich, prize* were awarded. Refreshmentsuntil six o’clock in the afternoon
available
so
fruits and vegetables. They are
and no longer: Provided, that in
also provide that the polls shall be
mostly of two kinds, Honey Rocks were served. Those present were, townships the boards of inspectors
kept open not later than eight
and Gold Hearts. People are di- Mrs. H. Aldering, Mrs. G. Meiste, of electionmav, in its discretion,
First
Loans!
o’clock in the evening of the same
vided in their preference between Mrs. G. Aldering, Mrs. E. Arens, adjourn the polls at twelve o’clock
day. Every qualified voter present
the two but you will not be regret- Mrs. J. Atman, Mrs. H. Adfens, noon, for one hour, and that the
and in line at the polls at the hour
ful in choice of either. Gold Hearts Mrs. A. Wolbert, Mr* H. Busacher, townshipboard in towaships and
prescribed for the closing thereof
have been the longer on the mar- Mrs. E. Hofmeyer, Mrs. M. Free- the legisativebody in citiea and
shall be allowed to vote.
ket Honey Rocks are crosses be- house, Mb. G. Walker, Mrs. J. Van villages may, by resolution, provide
The polls of said election will be tween Gold Hearts and some Ari- Wieren, the Misses Marian and Suopen at 7 o’clock a. m. and will zona sort The old Osage is still san Gruppen, Layda Arens, Wanda that the pofis shall be opened at
remain open until fi o’clockp. m. a first-class melon. It was origi- and Yvonne Freehouse, Marpret six o’clock in the forenoon and may
also provide that the polli shall be
of said day of election.
nated at Benton Harber by the late Hofmeyer, Della Busscher,the
ALBERT KRONEMEYER, Roland Morrillwho told the writer guest of honor and the hostesses. kept open net later than eight
o’clock in the evening of the sai
Clerk, Park Township. he sold the first lot of seed he
day. Every quanfled voter present
marketed for $1,500. People genThe marriageof Miss Marjorie
and in Ijne at the polls at the honr
erally have come to call musk- Klomparens, daughterof Mr. and
prescribed for the closing thereof
melons cantaloupes,which is well Mra. Harry Klomparens,and Irenough but the term was first ap- vin Woltman, son of Mr. and Mrs. shall be allowed to vote.
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Edw. Rycenga
Candidate for
Republican Nomhutkm for

SHERIFF
Ottawa County
I have been

ious

engaged in var-

capacities

of

police

work— five years as a special Deputy Sheriff under for*

mer

SheriffsFortney, Kara-

ferbeek and Steketee, five
years as Chief of Police at
Zeeland, and the last four
years as Under Sheriff for
Ottawa County. This back*
ground of experience should
be valuable in administering
the work involved in the of*
fice of Sheriff.
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FIRST
STATE SANK

rough skinned, orangeflesh melon. Cantaloupe name comes from a castle,
cantalopa, in Italy, where these
melons were first grown from seed
brought from Armenia.
plied to a new, large,

A. B. Woltman took place Monday morning in South Bend, Indiana. Mr. and Mrs. Woltman a*e
livingin Wyandotte,Mich., where
Mr. Woltman is employed by the
Holland Furnace company.

The polls of said eleetion will be
open at 7 o’clock a. m. and will
remain open nntil 6 o’clock p. m.
of said day of election.

JOHN EILANDBR,
Township Clerk.

Holland

HOLLAND,
MBMBER HEDERAL

j
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many shade and fruit trees. Thou- De Jonge, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Gar- of Ustick, Illinois were visiting at ing election,the membership of
WANTED
sands of bushels of pears, plums, relink and sons, Mr. and Mrs. the Jai. Koopman home this week. that Court, because of death and
Allegan Comity
LASTING AB THE STARS!
peaches and apple# were blown to Charles De Jonge and daughter,
Mr. and Mrs. Harold
d Koo
Koops mo- the power of appointment, will be
LOUIS PADNQB
». Nmm tai Throat
the ground, telephone lines put out Mr. and Mrs. Ed De Jonge and son, tored to Grand Rapidsi, Monday. I changed to further and declare
of commission, automobile crashes. Ben Overway and Mis» De Jonge.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralphi Stsketee of
of valid New Deal policies,
policies. The last
(Opr l£de! Drag Store)
Wants to Bay.aU Kinds of Scrap
Two barns and a chickencoop were
Grand Rapids and
Mr.
...
Ir. and Mrs. safeguard of liberty, the Supreme
24 p.m.
Mr. and Mtb. John Problem en- struck by lightning near Saugatuck
MatenUI,Old Iron, Radiators,Old Office Hours: $-7 a.
Willard Steketee of Chicago spent Court, will be gone, and once again Batteries and other Junk. Best Kroplifo-Sataftfay
ZUTPHEN
7 KM to IMP
tertained at their home in Gibson and burned. A horse owned by
last Thursdayevening at the home a rubber-stampCongress will
Res. 2771
market price; also feed and sugar Phoaeo: Office
with a lawn party in honor of Mr. Charles Kellar was killed by lightt
pass “must” legls- bags.
A kitchen shower was given In of Mr. and Mrs. Neil. Voorhorst called pon to
Froblem’flmother who celebrated ning in the pasture.
honor of Mis* Cora Dell Morrill Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Schipper lation which, in its operation,will
ker 74th birthday anniversary. Deputy Sheriff Ben Sterenberg at the home of her parents, Mr. and chiraren, Cynthia, Harris, and destroy the freedom of the preaa, 190 East 8th iu *
HoDand
Guests from Chicago were Mrs. of Allegan county with the aid of and Mrs. Sherman Morrill Wed- Wayne took a trip this past week the freedom of speech, the liberty
Phono 2905
John Seabury and family. Mr. and Officers Ben Knlkman and Dick nesday evening. Those present to Iowa and South Dakota and re- of the citizen, the right to transact
business, to own and hold property
Xra. Lunde, Bernard Problem and Homkes of Holland recovered a were Mrs. Henry Elders, Mrs. ported having a splendid trip.
Service
Mrs. John Poppen gave a partg free from excessive taxation,and
Mias Ann Sather. Those attending man's body in a sink hole along Leonard Van Ess, Tena and JcgnExpires Sept. 19—15266
from this vicinitywere Mr. and the Pere Marquetteright of way etto, Mrs. R. Van Der Molen of for her daughter,Ruth Wednes- the much talked of “common man"
29 East 9th St.
STATE
OF
MICHIGAN
Mrs. Ebbesnn, Mr. and Mrs. Lind- three-quartersof a mile south of Zutphen, Mr. and Mrs. Jack Doom, day afternoon. The invited guests will find that he has placed himPROBATE COURT FOR
Holland, Michigan
holm, Mr. and Mrs. Miller, Mr. and East Saugatuck in response to a Mrs. Van Hole, Mrs. Rudolph El- were Dorothy Wolters, Sylvia self, his children,and his grandTHE COUNTY OF OTTAWA
Mrs. Hall, Mr. and Mrs. Wilner and call believed to have come from a ders and Mrs. Ben Meinema of Kleinheksel,Norma Pomp, Frieda children in the hands of the tax
At
a
session
of
said
Court,
held
Mrs. Sather and daughter, Esther, railroadengineer after he noticed Hudsonville,Mrs. Donald Meyers, and Irene Folkert, Marian Mulder, collector.
at the Probate Office in the City of
ids
Mrs. Problem’s grandson,
Bernard, the body as he was passing in a Misses Bernice and BeatriceHughes Angeline Immink, Doris Lubbers,
As the President said,
Grand Haven in said County, on the
MORTGAGE SALE
entertainedwith severalselections train. The body was found face Mrs. Arthur, Mr. and Mrs. Wm. and Arlyne Voorhorst
"Remember well that atti- 25th day of August, A. D., 1036.
Most beautiful tribute to on* deo
down in a sinkhole almost 76 feet Garber and children, Mr. and Mrs.
on his accordion.
tude and method— the way we
Present: Hon. Cora Vande Wafrom the tracks and on the far side Henry Oosveen and Mary, Mrs.
EAST
SAUGATUCK
Expires
November
21,
1936
do
things,
not
just
the
way
The new cold storage plant of
ter, Judge of Probate.
Whereas a certain mortgage dat- parted Is the offeringthat expects
we say things, is nearly althe canning factoryat Fennvillcis of n five-footfence marking the Ruth Tappan and Lorraine of
In the Matter of the Estate of
railroad
right-of-way.
There
is
a
Miss
Carol
B.
Walters
and
Riched March 6, 1930 and recorded in
ways the measure of our sinGrand Rapids, Mrs. Henry Meinin readiness for the harvest of
Janke Muldrr, Deoranecl
no reward save its own evidence
the office of the register of Deeds
Bartlettpears. Several new pieces prominent grade from the track ema of Grandville,Mr. and Mrs. ard Janathas of East Saugatuck cerity."
Ben A. Mulder and Andrew Steklevel
down
to
the
sinkhole.
The
bohave
been
visiting
relatives
in
Chifor
Ottawa
County,
Michigan
on
Van
Burgess
and
family
of
Calof bean machinery have been placed
Every act, notwithstanding the etee having filed in said court their
of lastingworth. Whether simple
to care for the volume of string I dy was partiallydecomposedand edonia, Mr. ond Mrs. S. Morrill cago and Milwaukee.
fair words, indicates a studied pur- petition, praying for license to sell March 14, 1930 in liber 161 of
was
believed
to
have
been
there
aMr.
and
Mrs.
Bert
Koning
from
beans now being brought in since
and Miss Cora Dell Morrill and
pose here in America to place in the interestof said estate in cer- Mortgageson page 18 executed by or impoeing in character,memorial
bout 10 days. Evidence of injury Mr. Arthur. Miss Morrill received Holland visitedMr. and Mrs. Fred
the recent rains.
the hands of the President and his tain real estate therein described,Albert R. Van Raalte and Mary
Koning and family from East Sau- advisers unlimited, arbitrary
found about the man's chin many useful gifts.
Van Raalte, hia wife to Hendrik problems of yeuro 1
te ours
Jack Fraser, H8, of Lansing, was
and further petitionfor authority
gatuck, Sunday.
and chest, it was said. He was desStudent C. Van Der Heuvel conRoels is in default as to principal,
power.
waived examinationSaturday at
to distributeto the heirs, Trust
cribed as 36 years old, five feet ducted thp morning and afternoon
Miss Florence and Frances Volfrom
the
day
you
consult
us.
his arraignmenton a charge of
As you love your country, as Certificate of the First State Bank and interest,whereby the power
six inches tall, weighing 135 pounds services here Sunday. Rev. C. kers from East Saugatuck were
of sale has become operative, there
negligent homicide in connection
and having dark brown hair. Of- Vroon had charge of the services visitorsin Holland, Saturday af- you hope for opportunity for your in the sum of $2932.85,valued at being now past due principaland
with a fatal traffic accident near
children,
study
the
issues
and
give
ternoon.
$.60 on the dollar;
Jackson. Fraser said he was at- ficials here believed the man was at the North Blendon Chr. Ref.
interest the sum of $498 and no
MONUMENT WORKS
It is Ordered, That the 29th day
hit by a train. Sheriff Fred Miller church.
Mr. and Mrs. Menken and son us in the White House, not “a
tempting to pass another automosuit or proceeding at law has been
superman,"
“a
master
mind,"
but
expressed the opinion that the unof
September,
A.
D.
1936,
at
ten
from
East
Saugatuck
were
visiMr. and Mrs. Joe Ritman of
bile on the West Avenue bridge
Block north and half block
one of “the common people," Alf o’clock in the forenoon,at said pro- instituted to recover the debt now
when his automobile struck the identified man was a “hobo” and Grand Rapids were visiters at the tors in Holland, Monday after- M. Landon.
remaining secured thereby or any
west of Warm Friend Tavern
noon.
bate office, be and is hereby apmotorcar of Meredith Russell, I^in- had stumbled into the sinkholeand home of Mr. and Mrs. Wm. KoopConditions
indicate
that
our pointed for hearing said petition, part thereof, notice is hereby given
drowned.
Mr.
Gordon
Timmerman
from
aing. Mrs. Bert Russell, 66, of
man and Alvin on Saturday.
PHONE 4284
President and some of his advisers and that all persons interested in that on November 23, A. D. 1936
Feunville,riding in that automoOrman Gerald, Lcnora Mae, and Hamilton visited Mr. and Mrs. Ben
believe in a dictatorship.The dic- said estate appear before said court at ten o’clock A. M. Eastern StandBakker
and
family,
Sunday
after18 W. 17th St., Holland
bile, suffered fatal injuries. Four
Geneva Ann Van Hartsma of ZeeOttawa County News
noon and evening in East Sauga- tators of Europe today are filling at said time and place, to show ard Time at ithe North .Fron*
other
were hurt in the
r persons
pen
land spent the past week with their
Door
of
the
Court
house,
at
Grand
the world with rumors of war. Ar- cause why a license to sell the intertuck.
crash, but none was in a serious
grand parents, Mr. and Mrs. LeonThe Rev. Van Wyk from Grand bitrary power in the hands of a est of said estate in said real es- Haven, Michigan, that being the
Funeral services were held, Wed. ard Van Ess.
condition. The injured were Mrs
Expires Sept. 12—15568
Presidentmay bring us war. Never tate should not be granted; and au- place of holding the circuit court
Koascirs husband, also 66, who suf- at the HudsonvilleReformed church
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Meinema Rapids exchangedpulpits with
for
the
County
of
Ottawa,
the
unSTATE SF MICHIGAN
by
my
vote
will
war
be
declared,
fered a leg injury and a deep cut for Gcrrit J. Peuscher, 86, pioneer and son of Grandville were recent Rev. Sidney P. Meirsma from East
thority to distribute the Trust Cerexcept in defense of our own land ificate of the First State Bank in dersigned will sell at public aucon his head; their son. Meredith, 1 residentwho died, Sunday. Burial visitors at the home of their parents SaugatuckSunday, August 30.
The Probate Court for the County
Several women and girls are when it is invaded. In this time of the sum of $2932.85, valued at $.50 tion, to pay the said amount toS3, of Lansing, probable rib frac- was in the Georgetown cemetery, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Elders.
of Ottawa
gether with the coats and charge*
working
in Holland at the Sport unrest we need a man of the com- on the dollar;
tures: Mrs. Gertrude Fraser. 28, of He wa« a Pere Marquette railAt a session of said Court, held at
of said sale, the premises described
Shop.
mon people and, to support him in
Lansing, whose husband, Jack, 38, road section boss. Surviving are two
It is Further Ordered, That pubthe Probate Office in the City of
GRAAFSCHAP
Harvey Oetman from Graaf- the presidency,Congressmen upon lic notice thereof be given by pub- in said mortgage, to-wit; The Grand Haven m the said County,
was the driver of the car which , daughters, Mrs. J. Kormoeje of
South One Half of the North One on the 21st day of Aug., A.D. 1936.
schap has visited Mr. and Mrs. Har whom you can rely.
htawiped the Russell machine, a Zeeland and Mrs. N. Doombos of
lication of a copy of this order, for
vey Oetman and Mr. and Mrs. Bill
possiblefractured ankle, and For- [Grand Rapids, and a son, John, of
The Primary is September
three successiveweeks previous to half of the North East Quarter of
Present,Hon. Cora Vande Water,
Mr. Henry Nyboer, son of John
rest Cameron, 33, also of Lansing, Saginaw.
said day of hearing, in the Hoi- Section Twenty-Eight,town six Judge of Probate.
Nyboer of Holland, who was sev- Overway from East Saugatuckfor Election is November 3.
North
of
Range
Fifteen
West
ir.
S passengerin the Fraser car, Mr. and Mrs. Charles De Jongh, erely injured in an accident last a week.
land City News, a newspaperprintIn the Matter of the Estate of
Respectfully,
Ottawa County, Michigan which is Gerrit J. Damveld,Deceased.
Mr. Henry Kruiskamp from East
scalp wounds. MeredithRussell's 0f Zeeland, entertained at their
ed and circulatedin said
ild county.
June in the steel mill at Granite
CLARE
E. HOFFMAN,
sister, Mary, of Fennyille; his home in honor of Miss Grace De
Saugatuck visited Mr. and Mrs.
CORA VAN DE WATER, bounded by a line commencing Ten
Isaac Kouw having filed in said
City, 111., has just been released
wife, Sophie,26, and their 6-year- 1 Jonge, of West Olive, at a birthday
Judge of Probate. rods South from the Northeast Court his final administration acfrom the hospital and is conval- George Peiper from East Sauga- Republican Candidate for Congress
tuck Monday.
corner thereof;thence South twen- count, and his petition praying
A true copy.
old daughter, Virginia, were un- partj^ Saturday afternoon and eveescing at his home there. Mr. NyFourth District of Michigan.
hurt as was Miss \irglnia Davis, ning.
njnfj Lunch was served in the afMr. and Mrs. Herman Alofs and
Harriet Swart
ty-one rods; thence West thirty for the allowance thereof and for
boer is well known and is a grad19, riding with the Frasers.
children from Grand Rapids visRegister of Probate
and one half rods; thence North the assignment and distributionof
ternoon. and supper at 6:30 o'clock.
uate of Hope College.
Expires Sept. 19—16157
A terrific gale and rain storm Miss De Jongh was presented with A large crowd was present at ited Mr. and Mrs. George KlingenTwenty-one rods; thence East Thir- the residue of said estate,
ty and one half rods to the beginIt is ordered, That the 22nd day
passed through this section recent- several gifts. Those honoring Miss both the afternoonand evening berg and daughter in East SaugaSTATE OF MICHIGAN
Expires Sept. 19—16265
tuck recently
uprooting and blowing down De Jonge were Mr. and Mrs. Abe
of September A. D., 1936, at ten
ning.
ly, up
programs of the Maplewood school
STATE OF MICHIGAN
k in the forenoon,at said ProThere was baptism Sunday The Probate Court for the
o’clock
Dated August 25, 1936.
of Graafschap. The afternoon proCounty of Ottawa.
PROBATE COURT FOR Hendrik Roels
bate Office, be and is hereby apgram was opened with prayer by afternoon in the East Saugatuck At a session of said Court, held
THE COUNTY OF OTTAWA
Christian Reformed church.
pointed for examining and allowMortgagee
Rev. Albert H. Strabbing,a former
Mr.
Harry
Bonselaar
is work- at the Probate Office in the city of
At a session of said Court, held
Gerrit W. Kooyers, Attorney for ing said account and hearing said
teacher, followed by the vsinginy
Grand Haven in the said County, at the Probate Office in the City Mortgagee. Business address, 31 petition;
ing for the Beckafort boys.
of Dutch psalms under the leaderon the 26th day of August, A.D. of Grand Haven in the said County,
It is Further Ordered, That pubWest 8th Street.
ship of the Rev. Vander Werp. Var1936.
lic notice thereof be given by pubon
the 27th day of August, A. D.
Holland,
Michigan.
ious speakersfor the afternoon
Present, Hon. Cora Van De 1936.
lication of a copy of this order for
Political advertising
were Mrs. Ver Meulen. Rev. StrabWater, Judge of Probate.
three successiveweeks previous to
Present, Hon. CORA VAN DE
bing, Rev. Vander Werp and J.
In the matter of the estate of
said day of hearing, in the HolWATER, Judge of Probate.
Expiree Oct. 3
Van Anrooy. Music was furnished
land City News, a newspaperprintJohn P. Oosting, deceased.
In
the
Matter
of
the
Estate
of
by the Stoltx Sisters and a readed and circulatedIn said county.
Awake!
Sleep No Longer It appearingto the court that Emma Scholten, Deceased.
MORTGAGE
SALE
ing as given by Mrs. Gary Baker.
CORA VANDE WATER
the time for presentationof claims
It appearingto the court that
The song. “Blessed Be the Tie that
Default having been made
Judge of Probate
against said estate should be lim- the time for presentationof claims
Binds" closed the afternoon proA NEW DECLARATION OF
the conditions of a certainmortgage A true copy:
ited, and that a time and place be against said estate should be limgram. A basket picnic was served
dated the 3rd of November, 1922,
Harriet Swart
INDEPENDENCE
appointed to receive, examine and ited, and that a time and place be
with free lemonadefurnished.The
Register of Probate.
adjust all claims and demands appointed to receive, examine and executed by Charles Ter Beck and
evening program, which started at
Fight for Your Liberty, Your against said deceased by and be- adjust all claims and demands Iza D. Ter Beck, his wife, as
8 o’clock was opened with prayer
mortgagors, to the First State Bank
against said deceased by and beFreedom from Official Tyranny fore said court:
and community singingled by Harof Holland Michigan,a corporaExpires Sept 12—15803
It is ordered, that creditors of fore said court:
old Ortman, accompaniedby Miss
It is Ordered, That creditorsof tion, as mortgagee, and which said
said deceased are required to preSTATE OF MICHIGAN
Ruth Van Anrooy. String music
Hysteria?By no means. Read sent their claims to said court at said deceased are required to pre- mortgage was recorded in the ofwas furnished by a quartet com- again the Declarationof Independ- said Probate Office on or before the sent their claims to said court at fice of the Register of Deeds of
The Probate Court for the
posed of Marvin Becksvoort, John ence and compare the wrongs there
said Probate Office on or before Ottawa County, Michigan, on the County of Ottawa.
30th day of Dec., A. D. 1936,
Becksvoort, James Jongkrijgand complained of, the conditionsthen
2nd dav of December, 1922, in Liber
v
at ten o’clock in the forenoon,said
At a session of said Court, held
Hans Tubergan.Musical selections existing, with the situationof totime and place being hereby ap- 30th Day of December, A. D. 1936, 135 of Mortgages, on Page 156; and at the Probate Office in the dty of
were given by the Stoltx sisters day.
pointed for the examinationand at ten o’clock in the forenoon, said which said mortgage was assigned Grand Haven in the said County,
and a play entitled “Don’t Shoot,”
Of King George, it said:
adjustmentof all claims and de- time and place being hereby ap- on the 20th day of January, 1936, on the 18th day of Aug., A. D.,
was enacted by three members of
“He has obstructed the adminis- mands against said deceased.
pointed for the examination and by the First State Bank of Hol- 1936.
the Weighmink family.After a re- tration of justice.”
It is further ordered, that pub- adjustmentof all claims and de- land, Michigan, to William WestPresent, Hon. Cora Van De
cess, more musical numbers were
veer, R. A. Hock and Edward Gar“He has erected a multitude of lic notice thereof be given by pub- mands against said deceased.
Water, Judge of Prebate.
given and the program was con- new offices and sent hither
velink,
Trustees
of
the
Segregated
It
is
Further
Ordered,
That
lication of a copy of this order for
In the Matter of the Estate of
cluded with, “Blessed be the Tie that swarms of officers to harass our
three successiveweeks previouz to public notice thereof be given by Assets of the First State Bank Arthur Plato, Mentally IncompeBinds." The canteen committee was people and eat out their subof
Holland
Michigan;
and
whereby
said day of hearing, in the Holland publicationof a copy of this order
tent
composedof Gerrit Schipper, John stance."
City News, a newspaper printed for three successive weeks prev- the power of sale containedin
Benjamin Brower having filed in
Tubergan, Gary Baker, Gerrit
ious
to
said
dav
of
hearing,
in
the
aid
mortgage
has
become
opera“He has combined with others to and circulatedin said county.
said Court his final administration
Schurman,Jerry Schrotenboer and subject us to a jurisdiction foreign
Holland
City
News,
a
newspaper
tive,
and
no
suit
or
proceeding
at
CORA VAN DE WATER,
account, and hit petition praying
Herman Garvelink. The program to our Constitution—
Judge of Probate printed and circulated in said coan- law having been institutedto re- for the allowance thereof and for
People who have tasted PATRICK
committeewas composed of Gary
ty.
cover the debt secured by said
"For cutting off our trade with A true copy:
ere not asking “when real beer is coming
CORA VAN DE WATER, mortgage, or any part thereof, the assignment and distribution of
Baker, Herman Garvelink, Harold all parts of the world;
HARRIET SWART,
Judge of Probate. and there is claimed to be due the residue of said estate,
Ortman, Gerrit Schipper,Gerrit
They know the time has come
“For imposing taxes on us
Register of Probate.
It is Ordered. That the 22nd day
A
true
copy:
Schurman and John Tubergan.
on the date hereof for principal, of September. A. D. 1936, at ten
without our consent;
when they can get a fully-aged,fine, hopHarriet
Swart,
Mrs. Ted Wyma and Miss WinniExpires Sept. 19—13784
interestand attorney fee provided
“For depriving us in many cases
o’clock in the forenoon,at said ProRegister of Probate.
fred Wyma were hostesses at a of trial by jury."
in said mortgage the sum of $1710.flavored brew that rivals the best of the
State of Michigan
bate Office, be and is hereby apsurprise miscellaneous shower at
79;
The Probate Court for the
“He has excited domestic inpointed for examining and allowbeers that were sold
years ago,
Expires Sept. 19—6342
the Ted Wvma home in honor of surrectionsamong us."
THEREFORE,
noUce
is
County of Ottawa.
ing said account and hearing s^id
STATE OF MICHIGAN
Mrs. John Elferdink,a recent bride.
PATRICK
is mellow— it’s brewed
hereby given that pursuant to the petition;
Such was the tyranny under
At a session of said Court, held
PROBATE
COURT
FOR
Bunco and other games were play- King George in 1776. Read now of at the Probate Office in the city of
and said power of sale in
It ia Further Ordered, Thpt pubfrom the finest malt, hops and spring water
THE COUNTY OF OTTAWA statute
ed and a two course lunch was the tyranny attempted by the N*w Grand Haven in said County, on
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